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RECOGNITION 
The Institution is recognized as class "A" College by the 
State Department of Education, the Southern Association of 
Colleges and Secondary Schools, and is approved by the Ameri­
can Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons and American Coun­
cil on Education. 
Second Semester 
February 1 
February 22, Washington's Birthda?COnd Semester Begin* 
April 21 tmday Holiday 
May 13, 14, 15 , San Jacinto Day 
May 19, 20, 21 - Q Examinations for Seniors 
May 23 Second Semester Examinations 
May 24 Baccalaureate Sermon 
May 24 Commencement Day 
Second Semester Ends 
Summer School 
June 4 
August 14 Summer Term Begins 





September 15, 16 e£Pstration for Nurses 
September 17 Entrance Examinations 
September 19 Dining Room Opens 
September 19-21 „ • . . Eirst Semester Begins 
September 23, 7:30 A M glstratl°a and Payment of Fees 
November 11, Armistice Day ass™om Work Begins 
November 28, Thanksgiving Day ^°!iday 
December 25, Christmas Day Holiday 
January 29, 30, 31 nw'oI Holiday 
January 31 Semester Examinations 
Eirst Semester Ends 
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PRAIRIE VIEW STATE N. AND I. COLLEGE 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
7 
— v i c e - r r e s :  
S. G. BAILEY,Secretary 
MEMBERS 
Terms Expire 1937 
HENRY c. SCHUHMACHER, President Set, h u 
JOSEPH KOPECKY, Publisher S<*uhmacher Co., Houston 
G R. White, Banker and Ranchman Halletsville 
Brady 
Terms Expire 1939 
-TTD LwloN,°Fl,"ic™n PUOli'her' T'mes"Hera[d,...Dallas 
B. DAV,S, Manages', P„,n'a =^"—^£2 
Terms Expire 1941 
P. MARION LAW, President, First National R t 
JOSEPH UTAY National Bank, Houston 
WALTER G. LACY President n 7' Dallas , President, Citizens National Bank, Waco 
H. C. SCHUHMACHER, Chairman 
PRAIRIE VIEW COMMITTEE 
WALTER G. LACY 
JOSEPH KOPEKY 
NON-RESIDENT ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS 
GEORCET'A°^- WALTON, LL. D„ President 
" 7,™ B's" Soper™i"« A<— 
ALKER, B. S., Supervising Engineer 
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OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION 
Office of the Principal 
W. R. Banks, A. M., Principal 
N. B. Edward, B. S., Executive Secretary of the College 
B. C. Watson, Secretary to the Principal 
Directors and Deans 
J. J. Abernethy, M. S., Director, Division of Mechanic Arts 
J. B. Cade, A. M., Director, Division of Arts and Sciences 
J. M. Franklin, M. D., Director, Division of Nursing Education 
E. C. May, M. S., Director, Division of Home Economics 
L. A. Potts, M. S. A., Director, Division of Agriculture 
E. L. Dabney, Dean of Men 
M. E. Suarez, Dean of Women 
Office of the Registrar 
J. B. Cade, A. M., Registrar 
W. H. Wiggins, A. B., Assistant Registrar 
Thelma Bailey, B. S., Secretary to the Registrar and to the Director of 
the Division of Arts and Sciences 
L. H. Brown, B. S., Research and Transcript Clerk 
Office of the Local Treasurer 
C. W. Lewis, Local Treasurer 
H. R. Turner, B. S., Accountant 
L. C. Mosley, B. S., Cashier 
C. R. Hall, B. S., Head Bookkeeper 
C, S. Wells, Chief Clerk 
E. G. Henry, B. S., Inventory Clerk 
T. R. Lawson, Property Clerk 
B. H. Heard, Paying Teller 
B. T. Greer, Receiving Teller 
J. A. Evans, Stenographer 
S. E. Smith, B. S., Postmaster 
*R. W. Hilliard, B. S., Subsistence Manager 
H. H. Houston, Dining Hall Auditor 
E. G. Barksdale, Storekeeper, Dining Hall 
J. C. Davis, Dining Hall Checker 
*0n Leave of Absence 1935-36. 
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The Library 
O. J. Baker, B. L. S., Librarian 
Euneida Goens, B. L. S„ Acting Librarian 
Mabef H ?°n ^ L" S" Assistant Librarian 
Mabel Hood, R. R. L„ Assistant Librarian 
c wdBuchaT 
c. M. Thompson, Sectary to the Director of Agriculture 
OFFICERS OF INSTRUCTION 
Professors 
ABEENTHY, J. J., Director of Mechanic Arts Division- B S K> 
Stat^Collcge, 1916, M. S, ,931, Pr,ir|e yj1'£ *, K.„„s 
B LLOCK, Henry Allen, Sr. Sociologv- A R v • • 
A. M., University of Michigan TT Vlr£Inia Union, 1928; 
35; Prairie View" State CollSlllo^ ^ " Michi*«*' ^34-
Division, Reg-
CAH^NTKR^rV1983-34'-
B; L. University of Department' 
ma, 1908; Advanced Work, University of KanT"^Y °f Callfor~ 
Prairie View State College, 1925- ' Summer 1932! 
FRTh"N19J08;MM.teterha;ryNr9̂  D~: A" B-1919— menarry, 1913, Prairle Vlew gtate ColIege> 
HA AEI|!NHoS,^T9"i. bT'u - "T " DePartment; 
1929- ReZllZ • ' University of Cincinnati, 1927; M A 
1929, Residence requirements completed for Ph D at Obi w V" 
Prairie View State College, 1932— State; 
JACKSON F. A., Economics, A. B., Atlanta University 1924- M R a 
New York University, 1930- New v„A i ' B" A" 
Prairie View State College 1930- U™ersity, 1934-1935; 
"Dlvlsmn'iBT ^ 
View State Coiieg, i92!^ "1>! M' S" "«»! I"™--
On Leave of Absence 1935-36. 
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- , R. Patterson. Chemistry; Chairman of Natural Science Depart-
r A t™ ? n C" Smith> 1925; M" S"' Iowa University, 1927 
Giaduate Work at Iowa University, 1931-32; and summer, 1932-
Prairie \iew State College, 1927 
POTTS, L. A., Rural Education; B. S., Iowa State College, 1925; 
M. S. A Cornell University, 1932; Itinerant Teacher-Trainer! 
Prairie View State College, 1925-29; Director of Agriculture, 1929-
R AND ALL A. W., Mathematics, Head of Mathematics Department; 
B. S Alcorn, A. & M. College, 1916; A. M„ University of Colorado, 
Boulder, Colorado, 1929; Summer 1933 University of Iowa- Prairie 
View State College, 1923— 
SASSER, Earl Lestie, English, Head of English Department; B. S., 
Shaw, 1926; M. A., Cornell, 1928; Ph. D„ Cornell 1936; Prairie 
View State College, 1928— 
WARREN, S. E„ History, Chairman of Social Sciences Department; 
A. B„ Allegheny College, 1925; A. M„ University of Wisconsin, 
1929; Umversicy of Wisconsin, 1933-35; Prairie View State College, 
1932— 
WILSON, C. L. Mechanical Engineering, Superintendent of Buildings 
and College Utilities; B. S. in Mechanical Arts, Kansas State Col­
lege, 1925; M. E., Kansas State College, 1929; M. S. Kansas State 
College, 1933; Prairie View State College, 1925 
Associate Professors 
ALEXANDER, J. M., Animal Husbandry; B. S., Prairie View State Col-
leg®' 1924' M" S"' Iowa State College, 1930; Summer 1935 Iowa 
brate College; Prairie View State College, 1922 
ANDERSON, E. J., Child Care; B. S., Kansas State College, 1917; 
qA"' 1Ivansas University, 1929; University of Minnesota, Summer 
1929; Prairie View State College, 1929— 
BOOKER, W. M., Biology; A. B., Morehouse College, 1928; M. S. Uni­
versity of Iowa, 1932; Prairie View State College, 1929— 
BRANNON M. S Superintendent of Nurses; R. N„ Tuskegee, 1923; 
Sllge8 192°9- nneS°ta' Summer' 1930' 1931J Prairie View State 
COLLINS, M L. Clothing; B. S„ Prairie View State College, 1928; 
1935- bla UnlVersity' 1934 5 P^irie View State College, 
*On Leave of Absence 1935-36. 
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DOOLEY Thomas Price, Biology; A. B„ Morehouse, 1927; M S Uni 
versity of Iowa, 1931; Graduate Work, University of Detroit'V 
mer 1928; Candidate for Ph. D, University of Iowa with two ye^s 
work completed; Prairie View State College. 1934— 
EVArNraHE'tB" Ve,terinary Medicine, D- V. M., Iowa State College 1918-
Giaduate work at Iowa State College, Summers 1924 1926 1934•' 
Prairie View State College, 1918— ' 
FULlL9ff'270CA"HMUtSi%f?d °J MUSiC DePartment: A. B„ Bishop, 1924; 
1QIA I a e Study' New E"fi'land Conservatory; A. M Iowa 
1934; Prairie View State College, 1929— ' 
HOUSTON, W.H English; A. B„ University of Redlands, 1930- AM 
legHSfl hem Calif°rnia' 1931J Prahie View State Col'-' 
^ M a T r i ®  E d u c a t i ° n ;  A .  B . ,  O b e r l i n  C o l l e g e ,  1 9 3 0 -  M A  
1930 SptateU"1Versity' 1934>" P-ine View State CoUege, Summt' 1930; Prairie View State College, 1934— 
ORKLAND Manolia Alma, Education; A. B„ Howard University, 1926; 
University, 1931; Columbia University, Summer 
1935; Prairie View State College, 1934— ' 
LOCKETT, Glanville A., English, A. B„ Atlanta University, 1932; A M 
niversity of Southern California, 1934; University of Southern 
California, Summer 1935; Prairie View Stare College, 1934— 
MORTON G. W„ English; A. B„ Atlanta University, 1927; A. M. 
ourntna, 1929; One year of graduate work, Columbia,' 1931-32-
Prairie View State College, 1932 
PETERS, G- C. Mrs., Foods and Nutrition; B. S„ Prairie View State 
o ege, 1925; M S Iowa State College, 1931; Columbia Univer­
sity, Summer, 1935; Prairie View State College, 1931 
POWELL, M. L Clothing; B. S., Hampton, 1929; M. S. Cornell, 1931; 
Columbia University, Summer 1935; Prairie View State College, 
REEVES, G. W., Education; A. B„ Atlanta University, 1924- A M 
WnSorrf yp0^MiChigian' 1932; PraiHe Vi6W State College. 1930—" ' • • Mrs., Education; A. B., Fisk University, 1918* A. M 
Wisconsin, 1924; Prairie View State College, 1932— 
Assistant Professors 
ARCHER Nelson T„ Education; A. B„ Morehouse, 1929; A. M„ Colum-
, ' 939' Dlrector of Teacher Training; Prairie View State Col-ieg*e, iyoo—-
HARR!SON W. R„ Rural Economics; B. S„ Howard University, 1930; 
M. S., Cornell, 1931; Prairie View State College, 1931— 
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PHILLIP, Lee C., Social Science; College Chaplain, B. S., Prairie View 
Scate College, 1928; B. D., Howard University, 1931; Graduate 
work at Union Theological Seminary, New York City, 1931-32; 
Instructor Prairie View State College, Summer, 1928; Prairie View 
State College, 1932— 
PRESTON, Anne C., Education; B. S., Virginia State College, 1931; 
M. A., Columbia, 1932; Prairie View State College, 1933 
TERRY, J. L., Spanish; B. S., Kansas State Teachers College, 1930; 
^ M. S., 1931; Prairie View State College, 1932— 
TURNER, L. N., Mathematics; A. B., University of Michigan, 1930; 
A. M., 1931; Prairie View State College, 1932— 
'10UNG, Braxton, Physics; A. B., New Orleans University, 1927; M.S., 
Cornell Unversity, 1931; Graduate Study, Cornell University,' 
1931-32; Prairie View State College, 1932— 
Instructors 
BANKS, C. H„ Itinerant Teacher-Trainer; B. S., Hampton Institute, 
1928; Iowa State College, Summers, 1934 and 1935; Prairie View 
State College, 1929— 
BELL, George C., Printing; Trade Certificate in Printing, Tuskegee 
Institute, 1928; Prairie View State College, 1933— 
BLEDSOE, P. E., History; B. S., Talladega, 1907; Prairie View State 
College, 1892— 
BRITTAIN, T. H., Carpentry and Cabinet Making; Normal Diploma 
and Certificate in Carpentry, Tuskegee Institute, 1905; Student, 
Bradley Polytechnic Institute, Summers, 1909, 1913, 1919, 1925; 
Prairie View State College, 1930 
BRT ANT, Huldah, Foods and Nutrition; B. S., Howard University, 1927; 
Advanced Work, University of Chicago, 1931-32; University of Chi­
cago, Summers 1934-35; Prairie View State College, 1932— 
CAMPBELL, Anna L., English; A. B., Bradley Polytechnic Institute, 
1927; Northwestern, M. A., 1935; Prairie View State College, 1930— 
CARTER, Horace W., Drawing and Designing, B. S., in Architecture, 
Ohio State University, 1934; Ohio State University, Summers 1930 
and 1935; Prairie View State College, 1935 
CLEAVER, A. G., Broom and Mattress Making; Diploma, Prairie View 
State College, 1911; Certificate in Broom and Mattress Making and 
griculture, 1911; Student, Tuskegee Institute, Summer 1922; 
Prairie View State College, 1926 
COOK, William, Printing; Prairie View State College, 1910— 
DABNET, E. L., Military Science; Graduate Hampton Institute, 1923; 
Captain Infantry ORC; Prairie View State College, 1931 
' Part Year—deceased 
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EDTeteDS2?-°MldSAUChenii-fry ^ PhySiCS; B" S" T^ega Col­lege, 1926, M. S., University of Chicago, 1931- Univers:tv m,-
fanum,'1?4"?;" p:airie View State CoIlege' 1935-
tute^' 1932 Pre r' Commercial Studies; B. S„ Hampton Insti-
FiRBrnr h Prairle View State College, 1935— 
FARRELL, Henrietta, Laundry; B. S„ Prairie View State College 1927-
-Prairie View State College, 1927— college, 1927, 
FRA™f' ,M;;ZarC Tevis- B. s„ Public School Music- Virginia 
FRY F CS' t^932; PrairiS Vi6W State ColIeSe. !935-
Uirf P Engineer; B. S„ in E. E„ Kansas State College 1929-
FULLER Hngln^' I1"3"16 Vi6W State Coll^e' 1929— g ' 929' 
InSutearil30 p ntlv-: ^ Certificate in Panting, Hampton 
GRIFFIN F I n '3'"6 Vl6W State CoIle"e> 1933— 
of Nursing,"l933- N" ^ ̂  C°llege' Division 
HANSEN, R- E Interne; B. S., Xavier University, 1929; M. D., Meharrv 
HARnvw-n- ^ 1934>' Prairie View State College, 1935-
CoLr193™ p Prin vng; Ed" Eastern IIlinois State Teachers 
TCCAV?! „ ' 16 Vlew State College, 1935— 
fSe SSocfalSaw!ifJ°hnST°Tn' * S"' Lanest°"> ^26; Certi-
M A TT /e' UmVerSlty of Southern California, 1932-
1932^1 'VerSlty °f CaIif°™ia' 1933i Prairie View State College; 
JOHNSON, E. J., Auto Mechanics; Certificate in Auto Mechanics 
Prairie View State College, 1919; Assistant Instructor in Auto £ 
chamcs, Prairie \iew State College, 1927 
JOHNSON, R F„ Shoemaking; Certificate in Shoemaking, St Louis 
rade School 1902; Diploma, Prairie View State College 1904-
Prairie View State College, 1907— ' 
JONES N. A., ^ Mechanic and Machine Shop Practice; Langston 
1920 29 L i Engineer, Prairie View State College, 
Mpl Kansas State Teachers College, 1933; Instructor in Auto 
Mechanics and Machine Shop Practice, 1929 
MARTIN, D W Electricity; B. S„ Mechanic Arts, Prairie View State 
1919 27- K Engineer' Prairie View State College, 
tricity, 1927-aS Teachers College, 1933; Instructor in Elec-
McMECHEN, Georgeanna, Music, A. B„ Morgan College, 1931; B. S. M 
Oberhn Conservatory, 1934; Prairie View State College 1934 
MUCKLEROY, L. P., Plumbing; Certificate in Plumbing, Prairie View 
S'ate College, 1930; Kansas State Teachers College, Summer 1935 
Prairie View State College, 1931— ' ' 
PRYOR, B R N„ Medical Supervisor, Prairie View State College 1928-
Prairie View State College, 1934— ' ' 
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R0Sm L'' H°me Economics Education; B. S., Alcorn College, 1931; 
' Iowa State College, 1932; Prairie View State College, 1933— 
RUSH, R. L., Education; B. S., Prairie View State College, 1931; M. E., 
University of Cincinnati, 1935; Prairie View State College, 1930 -
SETTLER, S. H„ Agronomy; B. S., Kansas State College, 1926; M. S„ 
Kansas State College, 1934; Prajrie View State College, 1931— 
SMITH, A. K., College Dentist; A. B., Fisk University, 1922; D. D'. S., 
Meharry Medical College, 1928; Prairie View State College, 1928 
SMITH, G. L., Fruit Growing; B. S., Hampton Institute, 1929; Kansas 
Agricultural College, Summer, 1935; Prairie View State College 
1931— s ' 
RAYFORD, Robert W., Dry Cleaning and Tailoring; Prairie View State 
College; Instructor in Tailoring, Prairie View State College, 1907-
1908; Prairie View State College, 1934— 
TAYLOR, S. B., Mathematics; Head Athletic Coach; B. S., Northwestern 
University, 1924; Prairie View State College, 1930— ' 
TERRELL, W. P., Itinerant Teacher Trainer, Industry; B. S., Kansas 
State College, 1904; B. S., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
1906; Colorado University, Summer, 1933 and 1934; Director of In­
dustry, Prairie View State College, 1906-21; Itinerant Teacher 
Trainer, 1931— 
THOMPSON, Harvey E., Horticulture, A. B., Mississippi Industrial Col­
lege, 1933; B. S., Tuskegee Institute, 1935; Prairie View State Col­
lege, 1935— 
WASHINGTON, Lela, Technician, B. S., Prairie View State College 
1930; Prairie View State College, 1935— 
WATSON, M A., Assistant Superintendent of Nurses; Diploma, Nurs­
ing Education, Prairie View State College, 1932; Prairie View State 
College, 1932—-
WHITE, R. W., Pharmacist; B. Sc. Pharmacy, Ohio State University, 
Columbus, Ohio; Prairie View State College, 1934 
WILKINS, A. M., Interne, B. S., Howard University, 1929; M D Me­
harry Medical College, 1935; Prairie View State College, 1935— 
* WILLIAMS, T. S„ Agriculture; D. V. M., Kansas Agricultural College, 
1931-1935; Prairie View State College, 1936 
WILf^' i M-> TailorinS; Certificate in Tailoring, Tuskegee Institute, 
132.1) Prairie View State College, 1931 
WORMLEY, I. J., Surgical Supervisor; Prairie View State College Di­
vision of Nursing, 1932; Prairie View State College, 1932— ' 
EXTENSION SCHOOLS 
Jackson, F. A., Chairman; A. B., Atlanta University; M. B. A., New 
Tart Year 
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State ^ "»«»l *>** View 
BoHannon, A., Instructor, Galveston Extension School; A. B„ Atlanta 
CollIJT 1934- B' A'' N6W Y°rk University: Prairie View State 
Coss, Carrie Bell, Instructor, Beaumont Extension School; A. B , How-
Conege1V1934tyi-B' E" U"iVersity of Cincinnati; Prairie View State 
Freeman, James N Jr., Instructor, Midway Extension School; B. S., 
Iowa State College; M. A. Iowa State College; Prairie View State 
College, 1934— 
Griffith, T R., Instructor, Bellville Extension School; A. B., New Or­
leans University; A. M., University of Iowa; Prairie View State 
College, 1931— 
Heath, Horace L Instructor, Wharton Extension School and Bay City 
Extension School; A. B., Colby College; A. M., University of Penn­
sylvania; Prairie View State College, 1934-
Richards, Eugene S. Instructor, Nacogdoches and Center Extension 
Schools, A. B New Orleans University; A. M., University of 
Southern California; Prairie View State College, 1931— 
Slater, Violette, Instructor, Columbus Extension School; A. B., Lincoln 
2 T 5 & S :  " h - o f  S o u l h e r n  * * * * * P r a i ™  V i ™ ;  
Stroud, Dolphus K., Instructor, Navasota Extenson School; A. B, Colo-
_ .Cr*do Colle&e; Prairie View State College, 1934— 
ea , Timothy R Instructor, Sherman Extension School; B. S Uni-
S I *  S "  « '  > * » " «  V i e w '  S t a t e  
Yaricy, James W Instructor, Brenham Extension School; A. B , Philan-
State ColegeJ 1933—A M" U°""r>"y °' A"Z°"a! Pra™ Vi™ 
FRESHMAN COLLEGE CENTERS 
Jackson, F. A., Chairman; A. B„ Atlanta; M. B. A., N. Y. University 
College K" InStrUCt°r' Freshman Cent« at Mexia; A. B„ Texas 
KirbLfrL%t?'klT,,c2«rre"hm"n Cen,er *'! «• &. 
MCCS2efv',r.Se,ba' A' B-
RObm.y"^::a°'t0'- Pre5hn,a" Cento al B., 
s™2; v7,rst.encr„C: Fre"hma"  ̂ R 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
Waller, a H. State Leader; B. S, Pennsylvania State College 
'";wMsui SCHome De"°"w,li0"AEml: B-8 p»™ 
Estelle, H. S District Agent; B. S., Prairie View State College 
Conner, Mrs J. O., Assistant Distict Home Demonstration Agent- B S 
Prairie View State College. 8 ' 
Williams, J. H Club Boy Advisor; B. S, Prairie View State College. 
Gilmore, Mrs. E. W., Stenographer. 
EXECUTIVE CABINET 
Principal W. R. Banks, Chairman 
Director J. M. Franklin, Division of Nursing Education 
Director E. C. May, Division of Home Economics 
Director L. A. Potts, Division of Agriculture 
Director J. J. Abernethy, Division of Mechanics Arts 
Director J. B. Cade, Division of Arts and Sciences 
» L- Wilson, College Utilities 
C. W. Lewis, Local Treasurer 
Dr. E. B. Evans, Athletics 
* Dean E. L. Dabney, Dean of Men 
Dean M. E. Suarez, Dean of Women 
Mrs. I. W. Rowan, State Home 
Demonstration Agent 
C. H. Waller, State Leader 
G. W. Buchanan, Manager, 
College Exchange 
W. H. Wiggins, Assistant 
Registrar 
N. B. Edward, Ex. Sec'y 
THE ALUMNI AND EX—STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
The Alumni and Ex-Student Association of Prairie View State 
College was organized in 1901. Graduates and all ex-students who have 
been honorably dismissed are eligible for membership 
th, °"'ee at "» C°"«" «** 
O. J. Thomas, President, Cameron; Lee C. Phillip, Executive Secre­
tary, Prairie View State College; Rubye L. Rush, Recording Secretary 
Prairie View State College; R. T. Tatum, Treasurer, Beaumont. 
i™ a™u*", ™ 8*i°,d''y c°— 
NOTE: For lis't of Standing Committees refer to the College Hand Book. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 
Location 
wr „Pra!rie V'eW State Normal and Industrial College is located in 
Waller County and forty-six miles nor.hwest of Houston. Daily trains 
over the Houston and Texas Central Railroad discharge passengers at 
Prairie View. Taxi service is available to and from all trains. 
History 
1876—August 14, an act was passed by the Fifteenth Legislature of 
lexas to establish an A. & M. College of Texas for the benefit of Ne­
groes. The College was located in Waller County. 
1879—April 19, an act was passed providing for organization and 
support of a Normal School in Waller County. 
1876-1880—L. M. Minor, first principal 
1889-1884 E. H. Anderson, second principal. 
1884-1896—L. C. Anderson, third principal. 
1890—Old Agricultural Building, a two-story brick, erected at a 
cost of 13,000.00. 
, c!fn'T,AdminiStrati0n Building> three-Story brick, erected at a cost 01 5|)o5,OUO.OO. 
1896-1915—E. L. Blackshear, fourth principal. 
1889—June 6, an act changing the name from Normal School for 
Colored Teachers at Prairie View to the Prairie View State Normal and 
Industrial college. 
1915—September 1-October 10, N. A. Banks, Acting principal. 
1915-1918—I. M. Terrell, fifth principal. 
1901—March 28, College Department established by an act of Lesr-
lslature. s 
1909—Foster Hall, three-story brick dormitory for men, erected at 
a cost of $15,000.00. 
1909—Luckie Hall, three-story brick dormitory for men, erected at 
a cost of $25,000.00. 
1911 Auditorium and Dining Hall, erected at a cost of $20,000.00. 
1912—Crawford Hall, three-story brick dormitory for women 
erected at a cost of $15,000.00. ' 
1916—Minor Hall, three-story fireproof building for women erect-
at a cost of $55,000.00. ' 
1916 Household Arts Building, three-story fire-proof building 
erected at a cost of $55,000.00. ' 
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cost o,11 sSZo""" P,,nt> °n,i-St0ry ,irePrO0f lrkk' * * 
'""v°ot b™k str"clure> mcted* 
• 19,18TSpenCe Buildin"' t^ree-story fireproof brick, housing Divi­
sion of Agriculture, erected at a cost of $60,000.00. 
1918-1919 J. G. Osborne, acting principal. 
1919-1925—J. G. Osborne, sixth principal. 
of $25M~00)anning PIant' °ne~story fireProof brick, erected at a cost 
c.stT^otS.B"","nS' lh"e"""y fireir°0' - • 
,W°'*'0rJ b™k e~M «' * 
^^mSSr H<"plla1, on"'ory ,ir,pio°'wck' er,c"d" * 
..,,15!V,S"r"y Tr,lnin8 Sch™'' Eo"nwa,d de,lOT' e~led *' -
costrf'w*' CM""' '"""*,0ry " • 
co,,1o'V«:"oo.Con,'irv*tory' ,wo-sio-y«•" « • 
1925-26 P. E. Bledsoe, acting principal. 
1926 R. Banks, seventh principal. 
1926—Blackshear Hall, two-story brick dormitory for women erect­
ed at a cost of $36,000.00. women, erect 
1926 Woodruff Hall, two-story brick dormitory for men erected 
at a cost of $36,000.00. ' 
1926-Warehouse and Filling Station, one-story fireproof structure 
erected at a cost of $6,000.00. uoiure, 
1926—Evans Hall, three-story fireproof brick building for women 
erected at a cost of $100,000.00. women, 
ILgOaOor1"3™ Sh°P Buildingl one"st°ry frame, erected at a cost of 
1929—Hospital, three-story fireproof brick building with 50-bed 
capcaity, erected at a cost of $100,000.00. 
193°—Industrial Engineering Building, a two-story fireproof build­
ing, erected at a cost of $90,000.00. epiooi Duna 
at a S,?rofBUikllng',threG"St0ry fireproof building, erected 
at a cost of $-5,000.00, with the aid of the General Education Board. 
933 Anderson Hall, a three-story fireproof building for women 
* C°*' SWOOM, ""h the "J <* <»« Eduction' 
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1934—Green House, stucco fire-proof building, value $1,000.00. 
NOTE:—In addition to the above buildings, there are three apart­
ments, valued at $8,000.00 and fifty cottages with a total value of 8100 
000.00, located on the campus. 
Purpose 
Prairie View has three separate and distinct functions which are 
clearly set forth in State and Federal Acts for its establishment and 
support. 
First. It is a Normal School for the preparation and training of 
colored teachers. 
Second. It is to maintain a "four-year college course of classical 
and scientific studies." 
+ Thlrd' lt sha11 "without excluding other scientific and classical 
studies and including military tactics, teach such branches of learning 
as are related to agriculture and mechanic arts, in such manner as the 
legislatures of the State may respectively prescribe in order to promote 
the liberal and practical education of the industrial classes in the several 
pursuits and professions of life." 
tr ,F10U1't1h' In addition to the foregoing, it shall offer such training in 
Health education as will provide the State with professionally trained 
nurses while at the same time providing opportunity for observation and 
practice to newly graduated students of medical colleges. 
EQUIPMENT 
DIVISION OF AGRICULTURE 
LI\ ESTOCK: The Division maintains the major breeds of live­
stock and poultry for economic production and for laboratory use. Ade­
quate mder conveniences provide for giving both theory and practice 
in Dairy, Poultry, Swine and Beef cattle production. 
CROPS AND SOILS: Of the 1435 acres owned by the school, 
about 400 acres are under cultivation each year. The farm land is gen­
erally level and is most suitable for growing cotton, corn, watermelons, 
vegetables and legumes. As many of the above crops as possible are 
kept throughout the school year for the purpose of training students. 
A 30x30 ft. well lighted, well ventilated soils laboratory is located on the 
second floor of the Agriculture building. This laboratory makes it 
possible to combine theory with practice. 
HORTICULTURE: A thriving ten-acre college vegetable garden 
with an irrigation system is maintained. The irrigation system makes 
it possible for students to study vegetable production with even regu­
larity. A small orchard is maintained for the study of fruits A well 
equipped Canning Plant is provided for teaching students how to can 
surplus products. 
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VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE: The Division of Agriculture 
maintains a room in which all class work and conferences pertaining to 
ocational Agriculture are held. The room is well equipped with charts, 
maps and other illustrative material on both plants and animals. 
FARM SHOP: This department occupies a one-story Rosenwald 
Model "B" Shop building. An additional 40x40 foot room is provided 
or teaching farm blacksmithing. Thorough work is given in harness 
repairing, farm carpentry, farm blacksmithing, rope work and concrete 
mixing. 
VETERINARY SCIENCE: The Veterinary Science department 
occupies a building that is used exclusively for Veterinary work. The 
building contains an office, Dispensary, Bacteriology laboratory, Clinic 
Room, operating room and stables. The department has a valuable col­
lection of pathological and normal specimens, all of which are used for 
classroom instruction. 
DIVISION OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Natural Science Laboratories 
BIOLOGY: The Biological laboratories contain a large number of 
high grade microscopes and a complete supply of models and dissecting 
material The lecture rooms are fitted with demonstration desks a 
large collection of charts and slides. 
CHEMISTRY: In addition to a large collection of general appa­
ratus providing adequate laboratory work in general Chemistry, quali-
the^h3"3?8-8' qUa"tltatlv]e analysis, organic and physical Chemistry, 
The labo at°neS Tl I * numb^ of special pieces of apparatus. 
The laboratory of Biochemistry is equipped with a Van Slyke blood gas 
apparatus, a Duboscq colorimeter, and all equipment necessary for the 
quantitative clinical examination of blood, urine, feces, and tissues. 
RMYMCS: The laboratory contains an adequate supply of equin-
ment for work m general college Physics, electricity and magneUsm 
Physical optics and sound. In addition to a large quantity of general 
apparatus, the laboratory contains a D. C. generator, several motors a 
transformer, induction coils, Crooke's X-ray and spectrum tubes a spec 
ti oscope, optical discs, and a large collection of prisms. 
LIBRARY 
The Library occupies the entire third floor n f  t - h a  t r a  
Building There are three reading 
men and women; (2) Private reading room for women; (3) Private 
reading room for men. The library accommodates at one sitting 200 
fea 61S' 6 book collection consists of approximately 11,000 Volumes 
exclusive of some 3,000 unbound periodicals. There are standard books 
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and periodicals for reference, collateral, cultural, and recreational read­
ing purposes chosen with due regard for the needs of the College com­
munity as reflected in the demands of the five major divisions of the 
College and in the trends of world affairs. The staff, consisting of the 
Librarian, Assistant Librarian, and five students assistants, serves the 
students, faculty members and community neighbors with courtesy, pa­
tience, intelligence and efficiency. 
DIVISION OF NURSING EDUCATION 
BUILDING: The Nursing Education Division is housed in a three-
story fireproof structure which has a capacity of fifty beds. The second 
and third floors are reached by an elevator. On the first floor are main 
office, the office of the superintendent of the hospital, dental office, the 
pensary. The X-ray machine is available for both fiouroscopic and radio-
clinical laboratory, the X-ray room, the emergency room, and the dis-
graphic work to both school and surrounding community. The hospital 
dispensary is fitted with modern fixtures and a registered pharmacist 
is in charge of all prescription work. 
PATIENTS SECTION: On the second floor are located four gen­
eral wards, four private wards, two sun parlors, a diet kitchen, a utility 
room, and medicine cabinets for that floor. 
SURGICAL SECTION: The main surgical and olsetrical division 
is located on the third floor, and is served by two wards, two private 
waids, a nursery, a delivery room, and a major operating room. The 
staff is composed of a resident physician, a dentist, a pharmacist, two 
internes, and four graduate registered nurses, supplemented at times 
by physicians, dentists, and pharmacists from the surrounding territory. 
DIVISION OF HOME ECONOMICS 
CLOTHING AND TEXTILES: The following equipment is pro­
vided for instructional purposes in Clothing and Textiles: Closet for 
partly finished garments, mirrors, sewing machines, tables for cutting 
and working, electric irons, ironing boards, bust forms and stands, and 
other small articles. 
FOODS AND NUTRITION: The Foods and Nutrition Laboratories 
are comprised of three regular laboratory units, well equipped with 
modern gas ranges and individual work desks. In addition to the reg­
ular work desk equipment, there are two large equipment supply pan­
tries which include a refrigeration unit. One very attractive feature of 
the department is a well furnished practice dining room. 
NURSERY: The Nursery School is well equipped to provide for 
the social, emotional and physical development of the pre-school child. 
PRACTICE: The Practice House is economically and comfortably 
furnished with items need for house keeping and home making. There 
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are five bedrooms one kitchen and pantry, one dining room, one living 
room and two bath rooms. 
PERSONAL HYGIENE SHOP: The Shop is supplied with the 
furniture and equipment found in all up to date hygiene parlors. Sham! 
the equipment. eFS' mamCUr6 taWeS chairs' aie incl^ed in 
DIVISION OF MECHANIC ARTS 
AUTO MECHANICS SHOP: The shop equipment includes cne 
cylinder grinding machine, one electric drill, one hydraulic lift one 
oxyacetylene welding outfit, one armature testing machine, one weaver 
jack, one automatic air compressor, one painting outfit, one pneumatic 
greasing machine, and one electric driven car washer. There is also an 
ample and complete supply of hand tools and instruments 
THE BROOM AND MATTRESS SHOP: The Broom Shop has the 
following equipment: five foot-power winders, three presses one power 
cylinder craper, one power winder, one set of scales and 'small tools 
necessary for broom-making. The Mattress Shop is equipped with two 
24-mch cotton picker, two sewing machines, and other minor equipment. 
CARPENTRY SHOP: The Carpentry shop is equipped with 20 
work benches, each having ample sets of tools to accommodate the 
classes. Other equipment includes: one motor driven band saw variety 
saw jointer, one planer, one shaper, one tool grinder, one wood trim­
mer, 2 turning lathes, one sanding machine, and one mortiser. 
ELECTRIC REPAIR SHOP: This shop is well equipped with the 
necessary tools and instruments for doing electrical repair work and 
testing. _ In addition the equipment of the College Power Plant and the 
the students departments are available ^r study and test by 
ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION: The drafting depart­
ment comprises two large drafting rooms. Each drafting Lm con­
tains 2 large drafting tables, 9 small drafting tables with compartments 
for instruments one filing cabinet and teacher's desk, and one itinch 
paper cutler The department also has 2 additional large drawingTa­
bles one verticle blue printing machine complete with washer 2 blue 
~ ^ ̂  — minor accesso-
LAUNDRY AND HAT SHOP- Ti,n T J 
follow,: ,wo large ,ive 
chines, two extractors, one large dry room, one set of sock and stocking 
roners, one shirt machine, one collar starching machine one coll* 
machine, collar ZZZ 
chine, .boot eighty Ironing board,, two short cuff ironers, one ,hirt 
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band ironer, one sewing machine, one Ventre dring tumbler, and a 6-rolI 
ironer. 
In connection with the Laundry there is a hat making department 
equipped with one hatter's blocking machine, one finishing bench, and 
one hatter s sewing machine. 
• ^iCHINE SH0P:. The Machine shop is equipped with four 13-
mch lathes, one 16-inch lathe, power hack saw, drill, two emery stands, 
arbor press, 24-mch shauer, one milling machine, one planer, one sharper 
and such tools as are needed with the above listed machines. 
MASONRY SHOP: The tools and equipment of this shop are 
satisfactory to meet the demands of the classes in Bricklaying, Concrete 
Work and Plastering. Brick trowels, Plastering trowels, cement finish-
in tools, and brick sets are included in the equipment. 
PLUjiBING AND HEATING SHOP: The department of Plumb­
ing and Heating is equipped with machines for cutting and fitting pipe 
and the necessary tools for every type of plumbing and heating work. 
Sheet metal working tools are also included in the equipment. 
POWER PLANT: The college maintains and operates its own 
modern heat, light, power, water, and sewer systems. A cetnral boiler 
p ant suplies steam for both the heating system and power plants. The 
power and light for the entire campus is furnished by the plant. In 
connection with the power plant there is an ice plant well equipped with 
modern equipment for ice making and storage. The above equipment 
is available for study and test by students. 
PRINTING DEPARTMENT: The print shop is equipped with five 
double type stands with news and job cases one cabinet containing 23 
cases of job and display type, two large imposing stones, one wood im­
posing table complete with reglet, letter-boards and sort drawers, 96 
steel sort boxes, one case of metal furniture, one paper cutter, one 
punching machine, one perforator, two job presses, one cylinder press, 
two linotype machines, one wire stitcher, one saw trimmer, two revolv­
ing proof presses, and one folding machine. All machines are equipped 
with individual motors. 
SHOE MAKING DEPARTMENT: This shop is fully equipped for 
teaching all phases of shoe making and shoe repairing. There are the 
usual machines, including a stapling machine, sole cementing machine, 
vamping machine, two finishing machines, one nailing machine, one sole 
cutter, one sole stitcher, three sewing machines, and two eyelet and 
look machines. All necessary small tools and equipment are also avail-
e to enable students to receive the best training in making and re­
pairing shoes. 
TAILOR SHOP: The shop is spacious and modern in its equip­
ment with one large triple mirror, eight sewing machinees, six work ta­
bles, four 20-pound electric irons, one steam press, four adjustable 
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forms for fitting garments, and manv , ., . 
take care of fifty students. minor tailoring implements to 
RELIGIOUS INFLUENCES 
Vi=w™t,nCoU,;ffc » «-« at Prmri. 
committed to the benefit, of religion," lr,M 's'T "" th«ro«ffhly 
of the religious activities whch include Sn /'' t f ,P aS charSe 
ship ve,per Service end Wsi'pty.VmX ' """" 
, n d ' i t e  w <™'-
aid to the younc men and the * measure, spiritual and moral 
Wholesome influence ts exeS ,7""". 1"* «*«* 
organ'zations: The Alpha Pi Mn T-r tough the following student 
The Dilettante Literl^SodeW Tb".'ZZ'PZCMMZZ"™ C""" 
The Sigma Nu Debating Club The rt , ^ Agriculture Club, 
Home Economic, Club, and "The Pan.t'r" b° T,"*"' C'Ub' The 
which i, i,»„,d monthly by the student, i. col£ IUM"a"™-
The following prizes are awarded annually: ' ' 
1. The Odd Fellow Award 
2. The H. Thomas Medal 
3- V. G. Goree Medal 
4- The Phi Beta Sigma Prize 
R JUH™ R°Senwald Memorial Award 
6. Balfour Medal 
7. The Inter-Fraternicy Council Prize 
8. Religious Activity Prize 
9. The Lee C. Phillip prize 
10. The E. M. Greene Prize 
DISCIPLINE AND GOVERNMENT 
dent, .ho canno, meet S Xi™™ „dTh, Th°" 
cord with the principles and ideals of the r i7 Conduct ls not in ac-
draw. S °f the College will be asked to with-
HAZING 
Hazing is prohibited by law in state ^ 
Texas. The law provides that: Any student of Instituti°ns of 
institution of Texas who commits the offense of 3 I fUcational 
not less than $25.00 nor more than $250.00 or shall 3 f T fin6<1 
not less than ten days nor more than three months or both " ̂  
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Hazing is defined as: Any wilful act by one student alone, or act­
ing with others, in striking, beating, bruising, or maiming, or seriously 
threatmg or attempting to strike, beat, bruise, maim or do serious 
violence to any student or students of a state educational institution 
of Texas 
ATHLETICS 
The Department of Athletics projects two distinct programs: The 
Varsity or Inter-collegiate program, and the Intramural program. The 
Varsity includes football, basketball, track, and tennis. The sports are 
under the supervision of instructors who have been outstanding in their 
particular fields. 
The Intramural sports are largely conducted by students and in­
clude tennis, volleyball, basketball, baseball, football, indoor baseball, 
and track. Every student who attends the institution is required to 
participate in at least one Intramural sport. At the close of the Intra­
mural season, there is staged a field day at which all the classes parti­
cipate. 
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the Registrar ,„d t h«  Registration CommSee" All" C°n'r<>1 
regard to admission of students to the Polle u \ communication in 
the Registrar, Prairie View State Coll ouId be addressed to 
Admission may be m tf Frel ^ f'"6 VieW' Texas" 
standing, (3) as adult special studentsTr (2) to advanced 
Applicants for admission to the Freshman CI lrr6gUlar students 
uated from and accredited hi<*h school and I f? mUSt have S'rad" 
required number of units of nrenart comPleted satisfactorily the 
may be g,i„,d oltarwt 3^** Conditional ,d,„i,t,„e, 
«nedlXi,.n«heseZry'™1 °J " P«" 
five recitations a week" of 40 or 50 mi! °n the basis « 
indicates three recitation periods and tw" f "hi Laborator>' courses 
work. P 10dS and two double periods of laboratory 
3nd ClaSSifi6d in tbe **-All students ^ °f k'nd" 
an English test in grammar for the m 6 a Psychological test and 
Stents wb„ pL.nT e»£„,£,'TZd t "V 
uation from accredited four-vear hio-i u transcilPts showing grad-
examination. Transcripts should be on fil! I f ® admitted without 
least one month before the registration f I Reglstrar's Office at 
the students plan to register \t th " ° th® semester in which 
for this purpose will 1? sent by the °! ̂  aWlica"t, a blank 
High School from which the apphcant ^ ^ 'f the Princi?al of the applicant was graduated. 
Admission by Examination 
trance examniations!" s!n!ig°!nt™edlted high Schools must take en, 
throughout the State in April under , eXammatlons are usually held 
partment of Education. These exfrnLf o^6^'810" °f the State De-
county by responsible school official anffh C°ndUCted in eacb 
State Department of Education to be «• d a® papers are sent to the 
papers uniform entrance certificates *^ . the basis of these 
for admission to any Texas College provided'uf WlU be accePted 
- — of th, c-»s, £^btsstt:rr 
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Students from non-accredited high schools should write to the 
State Department of Education, Austin, Texas, for further information 
regarding Spring entrance examinations. , 
Fall entrance examinations will be given at Prairie View, Septem­
ber 17, 18 and 19, 1936. 
For students from non-accredited high schools who desire to take 
the entrance examinations between May and September at home, ar­
rangements may be made by writing the Principal, Prairie View College. 
It is suggested that arrangements for these examinations shall be made 
through your principal or superintendent. 
Subjects Required and Accepted for Admission 
Of the units required for admission from high school, eight are re­
quired while seven are elective. The following represents the distribu­
tion of these units: 
(Required Units) 
English 3 units 
Algebra 1 unit 
Plane Geometry 1 unit 
Histroy and Civics 2 units 
Natural Science (with laboratory) 1 unit 
Admission to Advanced Standing 
A student transferring from another College will be admitted to ad­
vanced standing in this College upon presentation of: first, a letter of 
honorable dismissal; second, an official transcript of all previous work 
completed. 
Work completed at institutions which maintain standards of admis­
sion and graduation equal to this College will be credited for an equiv­
alent amount of work in so far as it applies on any course offered in 
this College and in so far as the applicant does not enter later than ths 
beginning of the senior year. 
Credits will be provisionally accepted; final acceptance will depend 
upon the maintenance of a good average standing for one year by the 
student. 
Admission as Adult Special 
Persons at least 21 years of age who cannot fulfill the regular ad­
mission requirements for Freshman standing, but who present an equiv­
alent academic training or who have otherwise acquired adequate prep-
ai'ation for collegiate courses, may be admitted as "adult specials" upon 
the approval of the Director of the Division in which the applicant de­
sires to enter. 
Adult specials are subject to the same regulations as regular stu­
dents and are candidates for graduation when they have fulfilled all re­
quirements. 
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personal intorvipw wi Vi 
student is desired. &PP ICant for admission as a special 
Adm:ssion as Irregular Student 
speciaf students rd^utteTbeL^TlfaIatreqUirementS f°r admissi°n, or 
restrict their studies to special course yealS' may be Permitted to 
turn Committee and the Director of the d"^ Pet'tion to the Registra-
be pursued. Such permission is usuallv tHe W°rk is to 
trade courses. y con^lned to those interested in 
Report to: °rder °f ReS'stration 
Fees m°" be p*M •»-
mJ. De,» Men or Deln of Women for ^ ̂  
complete phystifZ^inattn^""113"011' EV6ry Student must pass a 
Inspection of uniforms 
^tyHzjzzmrs-VM--*~» W four washaNe whi~te °" ' nav* bl« akin, at 
suit is very desirable. Sensible walking shl A dark blue coat 
g rain -at' 
uniform retire-
army cap, (both of which itemg mi I be n fZ tr°USers' a regular 
campus), six cotton khaki shirts or two PU1?haSed afcer arrival on the 
woolen Olive Drab shirts are desirable but ^ °liV6 °rab shirts- (the 
m hand ties and two pairs of tan shots n tW° black four 
a" COl°r «* - ̂ ~ a"ZhZneZ^eUnif0rm 
EXPENSES 
To be paid ogn MEN^n t0 chan^e: 
Matriculation for firstZ AND WOMEN: fr„„i j- nrst semester 
(Including regular laboratory fees') 
Maintenance, September 20 t„ \ u 
Activity Fee September 30 6 Q5 
5.00 Total 
$36.55 
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PAYABLE FEBRUARY 1: 
(By al! students, men and women, enrolled during the first semester): 
Matriculation for Second semester s.,r> nft 
(Including1 regular laboratory fees) 
Board for February 




semesterSl"liennrov7Hh° tJ° Z enr°n Until the beSinning °f the second 
semester will provide themselves with money for uniform kev deno^it 
fee in addition to Matriculation fee nf «S9t; nn a ' y deposit 
for February. maintenance of $16.50 
u'ation "J? t0 provide themselves with the reg-
students and Zb'oJ f aPPr0Xlmate cost of which is $7.00 for women btuaents and $z5.00 for men students. 
requfrinJab 7°fy"Thlrd Session of Texas Legislature passed a law 
requiring all state supported institutions to charge a minimum of $50 00 
for matriculation fee for the long term. minimum ot $50.00 
Board and Maintenance 
is $1ffSnte™nCe f0r each successive m°nth, payable strictly in advance 
19 S16 50. This amount falls due on the first of each month and those 
vho do not meet their bills promptly are subject to suspension The 
obl^ZT^T » '%Ldly enf0rced: A11 students who fail to settle 
li aaons to the College by the tenth of each month and whose names 
ZuTred°to Zbd IiSt Wm be dr°PPed fr0m classes a"d will be 
n o t m a d e b y  
Payments 
t0 the Fiscal Department should be made by Cashier s 
tSiZclZ7 TT; PrMe t0 Prairie View State Normal and In! 
iect to final f , C®; money orders and drafts are accepted sub-
mittanre paymen • The institution assumes no responsibility for re­
mittances made by parents to students. 
Expenses for Nurses Only 
First Year 
Matriculation First Semester QQ 
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Activity Pee 5 00 
(Uniform, supplies and books for first semester 
estimated at $40.00. No charge for board.) 
Matriculation for Second Semester 25 00 
Activity Pee 5'0() 
(Books and supplies for second semester estimated 
at $13.00. No charge for board.) 
Second Year 
Books, uniform, activity fee, and supplies for the year, 
estimated 9;| QQ 
I\O charge for maintenance and matriculation. 
Third Year 
Books, uniform, activity fee, and supplies for the year, 
estimated qt- „„ -»T , 35.00 
No charge for maintenance and matriculation. 
Music Pees 
Piano, or Voice, two lessons a week, including the use of piano for 
practice, $3.00 a month. 
Activity Fee 
At the request of the student body the members of each class voted 
an optional fee of $5.00 for the regular session for the support of stu­
dent activities, to be paid at registration, along with other fees. 
The activities covered by the fees are subscriptions to the Panther 
student publication, membership in the Y. M. C. A. or the Y. W. C a' 
admissions to campus athletic contests, debating contests, dramatic ac­
tivities, and orchestral music for approved entertainments. 
Key Deposit Fee 
Keys for rooms may be secured by students upon deposit of $0.50. 
This amount will be refunded if the key is returned to the Fiscal Office 
withm three days after the close of the session in which it is issued. 
TTv. th,atldat® new keys wil1 be purchased with the student's deposit 
and the locks changed to some other room. 
Textbooks 
AI1 st"dents are re(luired to use the textbooks adopted by the Com­
mittee on Textbooks. These textbooks may be purchased at the College 
Exchange. 
Late Matriculation 
All students who matriculate after September 23, 1936, will pay a 
fee of $1.00 extra for late matriculation. 
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Deductions and Refunds 
During the long session any student withdrawing officially (1) dur­
ing- the first week of class work in a semester will receive a refund of 
foui-fifths of the matriculation fee; (2) during the second week three-
fifths; (3) during the third week two-fifths; (4) during the fourth week 
one-fiffh; (5) after the fourth week no refund will be made for matricu­
lation fee. 
Transcript of Records 
It is the policy of the institution to issue one transcript to or for a 
student without charge. A charge of $1.00, payable in advance, will be 
made for each subsequent transcript issued to or for a student. Placing 
information on applications for teacher's certificates constitutes issuing 
a transcript for a person making the application. 
Classification 
Students who have credit for thirty-two hours are classified as 
sophomores; those having sixty-four credit hours are classified as jun­
iors; and those having ninety-six hours' credit are classified as seniors. 
One hundred twenty-eight hours are required for a degree. 
Adding and Dropping Courses 
After the first registration for the session a student may add a 
course only with the approval of his director. No course may be added 
after the tenth working day of any semester. The total number of hours 
must not become less than twelve. A -student who drops a course after 
the first ten days of either term for any cause other than withdrawal 
from the College, is, at the discretion of the director, given an "F" in 
the course for the term. To drop a course officially requires the consent 
of the student's director; to drop a course unofficially (and persistent 
absence from class amounts to dropping) means to sever one's connec­
tion with the College. 
Class Attendance and Absence 
Regular and punctual attendance to classes is required. Any stu­
dent who is absent more than nine times, for any cause, from any course 
which meets three times per week, shall receive no credit for same. Any 
student who is absent more than three times, for any cause, from a 
course which meets once a week shall receive no credit for the same. 
Any student who cuts a class more than the number of times the class 
meets per week shall suffer a reduction of grade for each two cuts, e. g., 
a student who earns a grade of "A" and has two extra over cuts shall 
be given B ' and so on. Any student who is absent from class must 
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before he wllf^ dlJs aga" °f fb" " ̂  DeEn °f WoMen 
-on C0Unt as though the 
Grade Points 
74); E (60-64)7 ^TbTllw^eo) A/(Inl0^ T'9^'' ° (75"84): D (65' 
come passing grades by completing Z,7!i Gra,deS of "I" 'can be-
tor. A grade of "I" meanHhatZ T* prescribed by the instruc-
sion's work remains undone becauslTof 7^ SMaI1 PSrt °f the ses' 
reasons. "F" is failure Credit f slckness or other unavoidable 
ilZ^ °"ly by repeatin^ the courseC°U"W''n WhiCh "F" ^ giVe" C3n 
thdraws from class by change or withdrawal LT"" 3 
Incomplete Class Work 
A student who is compelled tn j i i_ 
the completion of the class work of th7 "d th® 6"d °f the semester 
or other imperative cause should in & Semester on account of sickness 
the Director beforeha7d'if possible—f^0" " a friend> P^ition 
If this permission is granted the j, °r Peimisslon to delay the work, 
credit for it given at the discretion^ h* fin'Shed within a year and 
-k is reported incomple^^f^i"' A « ̂se 
* • irectors permission is graded 
Grade Points 
For a grade of "A" ' 
be given as there are hoursTn the^cou'r^r tlm6S &S many points wiH 
many points; and for a grade of "C" tfc 3 gTade of "B" twice as 
other grades yield grade points 128 'e-r d ^ "Umber °f points" No 
graduation. " 128 Slade Points are required for 
Degrees and Diplomas 
To qualify for any degree a ct, A . 
™oC r:ttr" 128—s»ricr - ̂  ~ 
th. of Asricn]lorei BacMior of ^ 
' A"iS ol Arts ,»d 
I 12 2 2hi°°01 Home Economfc- B~h"» - — 
Diploma 1VIS1°n °f Nursin^ Education, Graduate Nurse 
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5. From the Division of Mechanic Arts, Bachelor of Science 
No degree will be conferred except publicly on Commencement 
Days. Every candidate is expected to attend in person the Commence­
ment at which his degree is to be conferred unless absent for a good 
cause, m which case he will petition the Principal at least one week in 
advance. 
No degree will be conferred without residence in the college equiva­
lent to two semesters comprising thirty-six weeks, or three summer ses­
sions comprising thirty weeks, and the completion in residence of at 
least thirty semester hours of work counting toward graduation. 
No second bachelor's degree will be conferred until the candidate 
has completed at least thirty semester hours in addition to those counted 
toward his bachelor's degree. 
Of the courses offered for an undergraduate degree, at least six se­
mester hours m advanced courses in the major subject must be com­
pleted in residence at the College. 
Persistent absence from classes (including required physical educa­
tion and military science) shall be sufficient cause for dropping a stu­
dent from the rolls of the College. 
Failing to Pass 
Any student who, at the mid-semester report, fails to make a pass­
ing grade m 50 percent of the hours in major courses for which he is 
registered, will be placed on probation; if at the end of the semester 
such student still fails to pass in 50 percent of the hours in major 
courses for which he is registered, he shall be dropped from the institu-
tion for at least one semester. 
Examinations 
Examinations in all college courses are given at the end of the first 
and second semesters. Exemptions from examinations will not be given. 
In all examinations, account is taken of the students' use of English. 
Absence from Examination 
A student who is compelled to be absent from a semester examina-
lon on account of sickness or other imperative causes, should petition 
is irec.oi--- eforehand if at all possible—for permission to postpone 
the examination. This permission must be presented in writing to the 
teacher who is to give the examination and submitted by the teacher 
with the grade to the Registrar's Office. 
^ A student absent from the semester examination without the Direc-
cr s permission is graded "F" and required to repeat the semester's 
work if he desires credit for it. 
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Condition Examinations 
*"de- "E" - "• class in the same course. It must he tat- 'b p"1.pose or Wltb the next 
the condition was received. If M a en within twelve months after 
then becomes "D". A student wh f * W £rade is made the term grade 
forfeits thereby the rig£ toalk^ for an^"" * C°nditi°n ex™«on 
iect and must repeat £t *** sub-
S ?e RegiStrar condition 
the days specified on the schedule and' th "tv*6 Dlrector's 0ffice on 
teacher to give said examination DUeCt°r Wi° n°tify the 
Semester Reports From the Registrar 
each^^rsr Cp:c.and euardians at the end °f 
Mid-Semester Tests 
— —  -
students doing work below t, • ' Parents or guardians of alii 
shortly after ft! £. Zf-Zcondition 
to the Registrar's Office. e™es ei tests have been reported 
Graduation with Honors 
Distinction". ^studlU'v-ho'ha2"' 3°"^ P°'ntS &re graduated "with 
Sibi. to tx.ns.dor.tionlrî I * K """ 
his total number of points. 
Graduation Requirements 
..at ?z" ,7 re?ni«*> "> •»» * 
Will be approved for graduation Drill Anthmetlc before they 
fail to pass these tests. ' classes are open to those who 
Thesis Requirement: Every candidnfo r „ 
must write a thesis or an essav L ! Bachelor's degree 
field of the major subject. The th S°m6 practlcal toPIC or project in the 
double-spaced on plain white bond ^ °r mUSt b® typewritten, 
adviser and Head of the Department'T' d T* be approved by the 
written) and two copies oriednald « " advice H has been 
Office not later than May first of the acad ^ " -the Director's 
is to be conferred. Candidates for the d 6miC y6ar M whlch tbe degree 
Commencement must file their th h ,egree at the Summer School 
their theses before August first. 
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Application for a Degree 
1. Write a letter of application for graduation to the Graduation 
Committee at the time scheduled by this Committee. 
gistra'tiom" ^ Dipl°ma Card at the time scheduled by the Office of Re-
NOTE: Cost of College Diploma and degree is $5.00 (Optional). 
Certificates 
th ®0PH0M0RE: 0n completion of the work of the sophomore class 
menSrf cert'fiacatrded & f°Ur"year high sch°o1 certificate, a six-year ele-
unon the ate' or a Permanent elementary certificate, depending 
tary certifiiTCtIUm ^ f°r the pe™anent elemen-ry certificate the special requirements are met. 
ficatm°TE: SP6Cial reqUirementS f0r the elementary permanent certi-
First Year 
Eng. 113, 123—Comp. and Rhet 
Edu. 113—Introduction to Education 
Education 123—Prin. of Elem. Educ. 
Biology 
Math. 173, 183—Math. Analysis 
Art 112—Drawing and Construction 
Phys. Educ. Ill, 121—Prac. & Meth. 
for Elementary Grades 
Second Year 
Hist. 103—Constitutional Hist 3 gem. Hrs Credit 
Educ 2233 22M3TEnfSh Sem' Hrs" Cre<lit 
Educ Ttd Meth°dS 3 Sem" Hrs" Credit 
Sue' 203 ?,U Education 3 Sem- Hrs. Credit 
Educ 2X3 ?refur T°aching 3 Sem. Hrs. Credit 
Educ. 2X3—School Hygiene 3 gem Hrs Credit 
GepgC 203 Pubbc School Music 3 Sem. Hrs.' Credit 
Geog. 203-Human Geography _ 4 Sem. Hrs. Credit 
Art Drawing and Construction 2 Sem. Hrs. Credit 
Phys. Educ. 211, 221—Prac. & Meth. for 
Elem. Grades Sem Hrs Credit 
validAinhiaSnvSC,h001 °f th® ClaSS' Valid for four years, is 
ttoiI Men J grade or in a«y high school. 
dent is awarded0" °f ^ W°rk °f the J'Unior clas*. the stu-
that all Waf & 01 Certificate' valid for six years, provided mat all legal requirements are met. 
SENIOR. On completion of the work of the senior class, the stu-
.....6 Sem. Hrs. Credit 
.....3 Sem. Hrs. Credit 
3 Sem. Hrs. Credit 
.8 Sem. Hrs. Credit 
...6 Sem. Hrs. Credit 
...2 Sem. Hrs. Credit 
...2 Sem. Hrs. Credit 
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,*ht sch:°«' «»' »« 
four semester hours nf orl ..+• 6 cei ca^e> which includes twenty-
school including a course T  ̂ °n  ̂**** 
ISSUANCE OF CERTIFICATED a 17 
State Department of FHoJk ? certificates are issued by the 
of Public Instruction. U°n Slgned by the State Superintendent 
partCredentialsCntialS aie/arned in Texas( submit one dollar; if any 
dollars (Submi in 7 *"*? °f the State of Texas> -bmit two 
of Examiners. Person^ ^ 
of TeEx™Westh^tLELTCfESV ^ Certificate law 
or kind, class, 
taking nine quarter hours work , ! a perlod of one year by 
immediately preceding the date of ®6meSter hours> durfng the summer 
A certificate Jhi , ° the expirat.on of the certificate. 
times untO the requh-ementf01 VT^' ̂  °1' "Umber °f 
pursued for extension are counted'to^grTduftTon. "* C°U1"SeS 
non-collegiate^rade^cousej'hf Me^hanh^^rts^i °ffel'ed f°n COmpleting 
motive Science Brick-mac™ Arts Division as follows: Auto-
try and Cabinet Making, Renai" ,Making' Carpen" 
Cleaning, Machine Shop Estimating pf 11 Shop> Laundering and Dry 
ing, Shoemaking, Stationary Fro- luniblnS and Steam-fitting, Print-is, ocauonaiy Engineering and Tailoring. 
Trade certficates are issued upon payment of $2.00 (Optional). 
been successfully competed 'and "haC6fam courses of study have mpie„ed and have no value for teaching purposes. 
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Outline and Description of Courses of Study 
The Unit of Credit 
l o v e 6 t h e ^  ° f  C r . e d l t , a t  P r a i r l e  V i e w  s t a t e  N o r m a l  a n d  I n d u s t r i a l  C o l -
Ir lectuS ho6"16 ^ ,A S6meSter h°U1" represents recitation or lecture hours per week, for eighteen (18) weeks. Two laboratory 
srzrzrion h°°" th* 
The following illustrations offer a key to the figures in parenthesis 
following descriptive titles and numbers of courses-
(A) EDUCATION 113 (3-0) 
(3-0)" indicates that three lecture or recitation hours and no 
laboratory hous will be given weekly 
(B) ( PHYSICAL EDUCATION 112 (0-4)' 
"0-4" indicates that four practice hours and one recitation or 
lecture hours will be given weekly 
(C) CHEMISTRY 114 (2-4) 
' (2-4)" indicates that two lecture-recitation hours and four labor-
atoiy or practice hours are given weekly. 
COURSE NUMBERS: The number used for designating courses 
are uniform for all divisions and departments of the college. Reckoning 
10m e t to right the first arabic numeral following the name of the 
subject indicates the class year in which the course is to be given- (ex­
ception the numeral 5 indicates senior level), the second numeral' indi-
m f th® ®emester' and the third numeral indicates the semester credit. 
(Note: Odd numerals indicate the first semester; even numerals indicate 
semester) Sem6Ster; ZCr° °r "X" indicates that course is offered either 
ILLUSTRATION: English 113 means Freshman level, first se-
mescer, three semester hours credit. 
DIVISION OF AGRICULTURE 
L A. Potts, M. S. A., Director 
E. B. Evans, D. V. M. w d tt • „ r w r,„i do W. R. Harrison, M. S. 
C. H. Banks, B S. G. L. Smith, B. S. 
Settler, M. S. j M Alexander, M. S. 
H. E. Thompson, B. S. 
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DEPARTMENT OF INSTRUCTION 
B-cl^Si^TUi£^CMtleadin,rt0 thC **"* °f 
course are the same as for the othe i rance requirements for this 
in this division centers around inst r'lS1°nS °f the C0"ege- The work 
bandry, Crops Soils Hnrti ^ lnstiuctl°n and practice in Animal Hus-
Rural EUr" &0n0mle" 
Service. In addition to snhie t- ra Education, and Extension 
balanced instruction in professional ^ agrlCultaral' the student is given 
sciences closely related to agriculture. VOcatlonal subjects, and the 
GRADUATION REQUIREMENT 
One hundred and twenty-eight 11981 a , 
be completed as outlined in the" ~~ \ semester hours of work must 
. o, B,eK.,RS B"-
SUMMER SESSION 
of th.Te "" °""ed 10 -a-
economics. Special attention i, mJZlZZZlT' 'f™U'tu™ or lom6 
agriculture, terracing, farm shop work vet teaching vocational 
training in technical agriculture subi'eet 611"ary science, and thorough 
are of a collegiate grade and Zl v - A11 courses offered 
elor of Science in Igriculture *PP ^ t0Ward the d^ree of Bach-
OUTLINE OF COURSE OF STUDY IN AGRICULTURE 
EDUCATION 
First Semester Sem^^3" 
hem. Second Semester Sem 
Hrs. 
English, 113 (3-0) 3 English 123 HrS" 
Composition & Rhetoric r (3-0) 3 
Chemistry, 114 19.41 A Composition & Rhetoric 
Inorganic Chemistry athematics, 183 (3.0) 3 
Animal Husbandry, 112 (1 21 9 r„ ocatlonal Mathematics 
Market Classes ( "^ 2 Chan»ftry, 124 (2.4) 4 
Veteriary Science, 112 (1 21 9 A "ual,ltatlve Analysis 
Anatomy & Physiology " p™3, Husba"dry, 122 (1-2) 2 
Horticulture, 112 11-91 9 ir S and Feeding 
Canning Veterinary Science, 122 (1-2) 2 
Psychology, 103 (3 01 3 w Anatomy & Physiology 
Elements of PWeh„,„s tor "'2> ' 





Sem. Second Semester 
Hrs. 






First Semester Sem. Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. Hrs. 
English, 233 (3-0) 3 English, 243 (3-0) 3 
Public Speaking Journalism 
Animal Husbandry, 213 (2-2) 3 Animal Husbandry, 223 (2-2) 3 
Poultry Production Incubation and Brooding 
Chemistry, 234 (2-4) 4 Chemistry, 244 (2-4) 4 
Organic Chemistry Quantitative Analysis 
Science, 114 (2-4) 4 History, 103 (3-0) 3 
General Biology Constitution 
Horticulture, 212 (1-2) 2 Horticulture, 222 (1-2) 2 
Fruit Growing Vegetable Growing 
Infantry, 211 (0-3) 1 Infantry, 221 (0-3) 1 
Military Training Military Training 
Junior 
First Semester Sem. Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. Hrs. 
Agronomy, 313 (2-2) 3 Agronomy, 323 (2-2) 3 
Cotton, Corn & Small Grain Soil Fertility 
Education, 333 (3-0) 3 Animal Husbandry, 322 (1-2) 2 
Modern Methods Farm Dairying 
Animal Husbandry, 312 (1-2) 2 Animal Husbandry, 342 (1-2) 2 
Farm Dairying Farm Meats 
Rural Engineering, 312 (1-2) 2 Rural Engineering, 322 (1-2) 2 
Farm Shop Farm Shop 
Animal Husbandry, 332 (1-2) 2 Biology, 334 (2-2) 4 
Swine Production Science 
Infantry, 311 (0-3) 1 Infantry, 321 (0-3) 1 
Military Training Military Training 





Sem. Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. Hrs. 
(3-0) 3 Rural Economics, 423 (3-0) 3 
Marketing Ag. Products 
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Rural Economics, 413 (3-0) 3 
Rur. Org. & Problems 
Entomology, 432 (1-2) 2 
Science 
Rural Economics, 412 (2-0) 2 
Accounting of Crops & Animals 
Plant Physiology, 412 (1-2) 2 
Science 
Education, 493 (1-4) 3 
Observation & Pr. Tch. 
Advanced Infantry, 421 (0-3) 1 
Military Training 
Electives 2 
Plant Pathology, 422 (1-2) 2 
Science 
Entomology, 442 (1-2) 2 
Science 
Rural Economics, 422 (2-0) 2 
Acct. Successful Texas Farms 
Rural Education, 423 (3-0) 3 
Supervised Practice Work 
Rural Education, 433 (3-0) 3 
Visual Instruction 
Advanced Infantry, 422 0-3) 1 
Military Training 
Electives 2 
TWO-YEAR COLLEGIATE COURSE IN AGRICULTURE 
This course is designed for those who are actually engaged in farm­
ing or who expect to become farmers. The course is intended to meet 
the needs of young men of the state who for any reason are financially 
unable or who do not desire, to take the full four years of college work. 
The com^e Slves Poetical work covering the general and specialized 
features of Texas agriculture. 
Opportunities for graduates of this course will depend'largely upon 
the character of the student's work in college, his previous experience, 
his personality, ability and ambition. With the readjustment through 
which agriculture is now passing, and the close competition farmers are 
forced to meet, there is coming a condition which will make it more 
necessary than ever that the self-sufficient as well as the commercial 
farmer be trained and intelligent. 
On the satisfactory completion of this course, the student is granted 
LnlirtUrf .,Cf e' In CaSe a student decides later to return to 
complete the full four-year course, he will receive credit toward his de­
gree for the two years of work already done. 
OUTLINE OF TWO-YEAR COLLEGIATE COURSE OF STUDY 
IN AGRICULTURE 
First Year 
First Semester Sem. 
Hrs. 
Second Semester 
English, 113 (3-0) 
Composition and Rhetoric 
Mathematics, 173 (3-0) 
Vocational Mathematics 
Animal Husbandry, 112 (1-2) 
Sem. 
Hrs. 
(3-0) 3 English, 123 
Composition and Rhetoric 
Animal Husbandry, 122 (1-2) 
Feeds and Feeding 
Veterinary Science, 122 (1-2) 
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First Semester Sem. 
Hrs. 
Market Classes 
Veterinary Science, 112 (1-2) 2 
Anatomy & Physiology 
Animal Husbandry, 213 (2-2) 2 
Poultry Production 
Horticulture, 212 (1-2) 2 
Infantry, 111 (0.3) x 
Fruit Growing 
Military Training 
Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. 
Anatomy & Physiology 
Animal Husbandry, 223 (2-2) 3 
Poultry Diseases & Insects 
Horticulture, 222 (1-2) 2 
Vegetable Growing 
Rural Engineering, 122 (1-2) 2 




First Semester Sem. 
Hrs. 
Agronomy, 313 (2-2) 3 
Cotton, Corn & Small Grain 
A - mal Husbandry, 312 (1-2) 2 
•f arm Dairying 
Rural Engineering, 312 (1-2) 2 
Farm Shop 
Rural Economics, 412 (2-0) 2 
Acct. of Crops & Animals 
Animal Husbandry, 332 (1-2) 2 
Swine Production 





Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. 
Agronomy, 323 (2-2) 2 
Soil Fertility , 
Animal Husbandry, 322 (1-2) 2 
Farm Dairying 
Animal Husbandry, 342 (1-2) 2 
Farm Meats 
Rural Engineering, 322 (1-2) 2 
Farm Shop 
Science, 442 (1-2) 2 
Field Control of Insects 
Rural Economics, 422 (2-0) 2 




DESCRIPTION OF COURSES OF STUDY 
AGRONOMY 313 323. Cotton, Corn, and Small Grain Production. 
(2-2) Credit 3 each semester. 
• A th.0I'°Ugh stjudy of these cr°Ps. including the growing, harvest-
g, maiketmg and uses. Second Semester—Soil Fertility: Formation 
of soils and the general principles of fertility, including the physical 
chemical, and bacteriological factors affectng crop production and plant 
nutrients; depletion, maintenance, and methods of perfecting a system 
of permanent agriculture. y 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 112. Types and Market Classes of Livestock 
(1-2) Credit 2. I. 
Judging types, carcasses, markets and market classification 
—' 
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ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 122. Feeds and Feeding. (2-2) Credit 2. II 
Co™P°sltion and digestibility of feeding stuffs, physiology, prepa­
ration, feeding standards and calculation of rations 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 213, 223. Poultry. (2-2) Credit 3 each se­
mester. 
Scope of the industry, breeds, feeding, housing, sanitation, culling, 
arketmg and capomzing. Second Semester—A study of efficient dis­
infection of incubator, effective method of cleaning brooder houses, 
andling coccidiosis and bacillary white diarrhea infections. Consider­
able time is given to incubation and brooding. 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 312, 322. Farm Dairying. (1-2) Credit 2 
each semester. 
Secretion, composition, testing and separation of milk; the farm 
manufacture of butter, ice cream and cheese. Second Semester—Con­
sideration is given to the general management problem of large and 
small herds, beginning a dairy herd; feeding and fitting animals for 
show and sale. 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 332, 342. Swine Production. (1-2) Credit 2 
each semester. 
This course comprises a systematic study of the economical methods 
ol growing swine for the market and home use. The work includes 
practice in feeding, management, and housing of swine. Second semes-
klllmg' cutting and curing of farm meats. 
HORTICULTURE 212, 222. Fruit Growing. (1-2) Credit 2 each se­
mester. 
A study of the principles of fruit growing with special reference to 
Texas conditions; including location, varieties, soils, fertilizers, plant­
ing and cultural methods; pruning, spraying harvesting and storing. 
Second Semester—lege table Growing: A study of the principles of suc­
cessful vegetable gardening in the South, with special reference to home 
gardening and canning. 
HORTICULTURE 112. Canning Fruits, Vegetables, and Meats. (1-2) 
Credit 2 each semester. 
wm S ™npL°^.com°uni,y b,*,'™»k« 
EDUCATION 493. Observation and Practice Teaching in Agriculture 
in Secondary Schools. (1-4) Credit 3. I or II. 
Th<I stU?ent ParticiPates in conducting class exercises and the con-
teachinp- r°°r ^ ̂  observer> but gradually entering into 
teaching responsibilities until he takes complete charge. This work is 
confined to teaching high school students. 
RURAL EDUCATION 423. Supervised Practice Records in Vocational 
gricultural Education for Secondary Schools. Credit 3. II. 
ourse designed to teach fundamental principles of costs of produc­
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tion in farm enterprises. 
RURAL EDUCATION 433. Visual Instruction in Secondary Schools 
Credit 3. I. 
Classroom instruction with lantern slides, making up educational 
exhibits for Fairs and Conferences. Use of pictures, maps, charts in 
offering instruction. 
EDUCATION 473. Special Rural Methods in Agriculture. (3-0) Cre­
dit 3. 
Methods of teaching agricultural subjects at the secondary level. 
Courses of study, lesson plans, equipment, reference books, yearly out-
lines and surveys are some of the topics considered in this course. 
RURAL ENGINEERING 122. Terracing. Credit 2. II. 
RURAL ENGINEERING 312, 323. Farm Shop. Credit 2. I and II. 
RURAL ENGINEERING 352. Graphic Methods. Credit 2. II. 
Collecting, plotting, and charting agricultural statistics. Presen­
tation and illustration of data collected. 
RURAL ENGINEERING 362. Farm Drainage. Credit 2. II. 
Location and constructing ditches and terraces for farm land in 
Texas. 
RURAL ECONOMICS 312, 323. (3-0)' Credit 3. 
Application of economic principles to Agriculture. Second Semes­
ter: Special emphasis placed on practical Rural Economics Problems. 
RURAL ECONOMICS 412, 422. Farm Accounting. (2-0) Credit 2 
each semester. 
A study of farm records; choosing a farm, farm labor and equip­
ment, cropping and feeding system, and production costs. Second Se­
mester Special emphasis placed on management of Texas Farms. 
RURAL ECONOMICS 413. Organization and Problems. (3-0) Cre­
dit 3. I. 
Forces and factors in rural progress; the development and adapta-
ti°n of rural institutions and organizations. 
RURAL ECONOMICS 423. Marketing. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Principles underlying the successful agencies, legal rights and obli­
gations arising out of marketing transactions, the middleman, special 
marketing and the present marketing system. Special emphasis placed 
on cotton marketing. 
SCIENCE 412. Plant Physiology. (1-2) Credit 2. I. 
Principles of absorption, conduction, transpiration, photosynthesis, 
respiration, growth, movement, and reproduction. 
SCIENCE 422. Plant Pathology. (1-2) Credit 2. II. 
Discussion of the nature, cause, and control of diseases of field and 
orchard. 
SCIENCE 432. Economic Entomology. (1-2) Credit 2. I. 
A study of the life histories and methods of control of the chief 
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economic species of insects. 
SCIENCE 442. Entomology. (1-2) Credit 2. II. 
Field conntrol of insects on the college and community farms. 
VETERINARY SCIENCE 112, 122. Anatomy and Physiology. (1-2) 
Credit 2 each semester. 
A study of the anatomical and physiological structure, the diges­
tive, respiratory and genito-urinary organs of the horse, ox, sheep, pig, 
and chicken, and the more common diseases of farm animals and their 
prevention. 
DIVISION OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
J. B. Cade, A. M., Director 
The Division of Arts and Sciences offers courses in Biology, Chem­
istry, Economics, Education, English, Mathematics, Music, Philosophy, 
Physical Education, Physics, Political Science, Sociology and Foreign 
Languages. 
The first two years' work affords the student an opportunity to sur­
vey some of the general fields of the natural and social sciences, lan­
guage and literature, and to perfect the tools required in more advanced 
studies. During the last two years of college work, a considerable de­
gree of concentration in a major field is required, though ample oppor­
tunity is given for cultivating related interests or pursuing studies 
which do not fall within the field of the student's major. 
All Freshmen and Sophomore students of the Division of Arts and 
Sciences, unless specifically excused by the Registrar before registra­
tion or the Director of the Arts and Sciences Division after registration, 
are required to follow the prescribed courses as set forth in the catalog. 
Divisional Requirements for Graduation 
The following general requirements must be met by all persons de­
siring degrees of any type from the Arts and Sciences Division: 
Course Sem. Hrs. 
English 12 
Foreign Language (one) 12 
Social Science 12 
Natural Science 8 
Mathematics 6 
Physical Education 6 
Constitutional History 3 
Negro History 3 
Rural Studies 3 
NOTE: Persons attending Extension Centers or Summer Sessions 
will be required to present four semester hours as the equivalent of 
three semester hours earned during the regular session. 
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Major and Minor Requirements 
After the completion of the Sophomore year every student in the 
Division, who has not already done so, must select, with the advice and 
consent of the Department Head concerned, some department as a major 
field of concentration and specialization. This is commonly referred to 
as selecting a major field or a "major". In addition to selecting a major 
field or a "major" every student must also select one or more other de­
partments as minor fields of concentration and specialization. This is 
commonly referred to as selecting a "minor" or "minors". All candi­
dates for graduation from the Arts and Sciences Division must satisfac­
torily complete a "major" and a "minor" before graduation will be 
recommended. 
Degrees 
BACHELOR OF ARTS. The degree of Bachelor of Arts will be 
conferred upon all candidates who satisfy all the general requirements 
for graduation and satisfactorily complete their "major" work in Eng­
lish, the Social Studies, or Music. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE. The degree of Bachelor of Sciences 
will be conferred upon all candidates who satisfy all the general require­
ments for graduation and satisfactorily complete their "major" work 
in Mathematics, the Natural Sciences, or Physical Education. 
NOTE: Persons selecting Education as a major field of concentra­
tion will be required to complete a second "major" in some field other 
than Education. The type of degree to be awarded any person pre­
senting two "majors" will be determined from his second "major". 
OUTLINE OF COURSE OF STUDY IN ARTS AND SCIENCES 
DIVISION 
First Year 
First Semester Sem. Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. Hrs. 
English (3-0) 3 English (3-0) 3 
Mathematics (3-0) 3 Mathematics (3-0) 3 
Psychology (3-0) 3 Int. to Education (3-0) 3 
Social Science (3-0) 3 Social Science (3-0) 3 
Natural Science (2-4) 4 Natural Science (2-4) 4 
Health Education (Mil. Sci. Health Education (Mil. Sci. 
for Men; Phys. Ed. for Wo­ for Men; Phys. Ed. for Wo­
men) (0-2) 1 men) (0-2) 1 
SPECIAL NOTE: Persons desiring to do their "major " work ii 
the field of Music will consult the Head of the Music Department before 
enrolling in Mathematics or Natural Science. 
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Second Year 
First Semester Sem. Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. Hrs. 
English (3-0) 3 English (3-0) 3 
Education or Elective (3-0) 3 Const. History (3-0) 3 
Elective (3-0) 3 Elective (3-0) 3 
Foreign Language (3-0) 3 Foreign Language (3-0) 3 
Social Science (3-0) 3 Social Science (3-0) 3 
Health Education (Mil. Sci. Health Education (Mil. Sci. 
for Men; Phys. Ed. for Wo- for Men; Phys. Ed. for Wo­
men) (0-2) 1 men) (0-2) 1 
- Third Year 
First Semester Sem. Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. Hrs. 
Foreign Language (3-0) 3 Foreign Language (3-0) 3 
Military Sci. for Men Military Science for Men 
Major definitely selected—2 subjects 
Minor tenatively selected—1 or 2 subjects 
Fourth Year 
Major requirements completed 
Minor requirements completed 
Other requirements completed 
Military Science for Men 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
Mr. G. L. Harrison, Mrs. A. M. P. Wilson, Mr. G. W. Reeves, 
Mr. N. T. Archer, Miss A. C. Preston, Miss R. L. Rush, 
Miss M. A. Kirkland • 
Major Requirements 
For a major in Education, 30 semester hours of work are required 
of which at least 15 must be in courses numbered 300 and above, and 
must include three semester hours of Rural Education and three semes­
ter hours of rural sociology. All persons who select education as a ma­
jor must complete at least one college course in economics and one in 
sociology. 
Minor Requirements 
Twenty one semester hours are necessary to complete a minor in 
Education of which at least nine must be in courses numbered 300 and 
above. 
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Description of Courses 
For Elementary Teachers 
EDUCATION 113. Introduction to Education and to Teaching. (3-0) 
Credit 3. I. Prerequisite to all other courses in Education. 
An introductory course to the study of Education setting forth cer­
tain principles of teaching. Required of all Freshmen. 
EDUCATION 123. Principles of Elementary School Subjects. (3-0) 
Credit 3. I. 
EDUCATION 213. Materials and Methods of the Kindergarten-Primary 
Grades. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
EDUCATION 223. Problems of the Rural School Teacher. (3-0) Cre­
dit 3. II. 
Problems of daily program making, making the class schedule, 
combining classes, supervision of health, the teacher's relation to the 
principal and the community: confined to the first seven grades. 
EDUCATION 233. Elementary School Methods and Materials. (3-0) 
Credit 3. I. 
Materials, methods and procedures for the teaching of the gram­
mar and intermediate grades. -
EDUCATION 243. Rural School Methods. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Progressive methods in rural elementary schools. 
EDUCATION 323. Elementary Curriculum Construction. (3-0) Cre­
dit 3. 
An analysis of the elementary school curriculum, materials and 
practices in relation to basic educational objectives, and a study of prin­
ciples and procedures used in the making of modern courses of study 
and curricula. 
EDUCATION 203. Observation and Practice Teaching in Elementary 
Grades. (1-5) Credit 3. I or II. 
All observation and teaching done under supervision of critic teach­
ers. Prerequisite: Education 113. 
EDUCATION 293 (formerly 313). Classroom Management. (3-0) 
Credit 3. I. 
A course dealing with the problems of classroom organization and 
control in Elementary Schools. 
EDUCATION 343. Child Psychology. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Fundamental principles of child growth and development. Prere­
quisites: Education 123 or equivalent. 
For High School Teachers 
EDUCATION 283. Educational Psychology. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Application of factors governing learning at the Secondary School 
level. Prerequisite: Education 113. Recommended Psychology 203. 
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EDUCATION 313 (formerly 293). Principles of Secondary Education. 
(3-0) Credit 3. I. 
The social phases of secondary education together with principles 
and practices in curricula and administration of secondary schools. 
Prerequisite: Education 113. 
EDUCATION 333. Modern Methods in Secondary Education. (3-0) 
Credit 3. I. 
Methods of teaching the high school subjects, and study of selec­
tion and organization of subject matter. 
EDUCATION 353. Adolescent Psychology. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
The psychological development of the adolescent boy and girl. Pre­
requisite: Psychology 103. 
EDUCATION 363. Home Economics Education. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Observation and preparation for student teaching at the high school 
level. Practice will be given in course and lesson planning. 
^EDUCATION 383. Methods of Teaching Industrial Education in Se­
condary schools. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Most effective organization of equipment, and economic ways of se­
curing materials as teaching aids, program planning, discipline, reports 
and records. 
EDUCATION 393. Principles of Industrial Education in Secondary 
Schools. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Study of aims, development, and organization of industrial educa­
tion in secondary schools of the state and nation. 
EDUCATION 3X3 (Industrial Education 373). Vocational Guidance. 
(3-0) Credit 3. 
A study of the rise and development of the movement and of sur­
veys and their application to the problem. A careful consideration of 
personnel functions and administration in education, in business and 
industry; and the preparation in education, and classification of occupa­
tional information for use in guidance and placement in Secondary 
Schools. 
EDUCATION 303. Observation and Practice Teaching in High School. 
(1-5) Credit 3. I or II. 
Observation and practice teaching in high school under supervision 
oi a critic teacher. Prerequisites: Education 293 or 333 or concurrently. 
EDUCATION 401. Home Economics Problems. (1-0) Credit 1. I, II. 
Offered in connection with Practice Teaching in Home Economics. 
SOCIAL SCIENCE 413. Teaching of Social Sciences. (3-0) Credit 
3. I. 
Methods and materials for teaching the social sciences in the High 
School. Course of study, supervised study, library facilities, depart­
mental supervision, and classroom methods are considered. 
EDUCATION 473. Special Methods in Agriculture. Credit 3. 
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Methods of teaching agricultural subjects at the secondary school 
level. 
EDUCATION 483. Practice Teaching in Mechanic Arts. (1-5) Cre­
dit 3. II. 
Observation and practice teaching of High School subjects under 
supervision 
EDUCATION 403. Teaching Home Economics Subjects. (3-0) Cre­
dit 3. I or II. 
One semester of actual teaching in high school classes under super­
vision. 
EDUCATION 493. Observation and Practice Teaching in Agriculture. 
Credit 3. 
Observation and practice teaching in Secondary Schools. 
RURAL EDUCATION 423. Supervised Practice Records in Vocational 
Agricultural Education at the Secondary School Level. (3-0) 
Credit 3. I or II. 
RURAL EDUCATION 433. Visual Instruction in Secondary Schools. 
(3-0) Credit 3. I. 
EDUCATION 513. Administration of Pupil Personnel. (3-0) Credit 
3. I or II. 
A study of compulsory education laws of Texas, census informa­
tion, it use. State aids: general, special. School attendance and re­
porting. Classification grading and promotion. A critical examination 
of the organization and administration of guidance program in large 
and small high schools. 
EDUCATION 533, 543. High School Administration and Supervision. 
(3-0) Credit 3 each semester. 
Education 533 aims to lay a broad foundation for the work of the 
high school principal and to provide information on the technique of 
organizing the high school program. Students will be required to gain 
a working knowledge of the history, objectives, and status of secondary 
education in the United States. 
Education 543, which is a continuation of Education 533, provides 
detailed information on the problems of administering the high school 
after it has been organized, the principal as an administrator and a su­
pervisor, and the special problems of the principal of the small high 
school. Prerequisite: senior classification or the equivalent. 
General Education 
EDUCATION 253. History of Education. (3-0) Credit 3. I or II. 
The historical development of public education in the United States. 
EDUCATION 2X3. School Hygiene. (3-0) Credit 3. I or II. 
Problems of school hygiene and health will be taken up and dis­
cussed in relation to their practical application. Required for the Ele-
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mentary Permanent Certificate. 
EDUCATION 323 (Sociology 243). Rural Sociology. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Deals with the origin, development and reconstruction of rural so-
society, relation of the rural school to the community, special considera­
tion is given those problems facing Texas Rural Negroes. Reyuired of 
all students majoring in Education. 
EDUCATION 413, 423. Elementary Research. (3-3) Credit 3 each 
semester. 
For students majoring in Education. Prerequisite: Senior classifi­
cation or the equivalent. 
EDUCATION 433. Elementary Statistics. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
An introduction to the study of statistics and their use. 
EDUCATION 443. Tests and Measurements. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
The place of tests and measurements in education; selection and 
construction of the most commonly used tests and measurements. Pre­
requisite: Education 433. 
EDUCATION 453. Vocational Education (Smith Hughes Act). (3-0) 
Credit 3. I. 
Effective training, method of training, training on the job, trade 
analysis. Special attention is given to the provisions of the Smith-
Hughes Act. 
EDUCATION 463. Mental Adjustments. (3-0) Credit 3. I or II. 
A study of personality as an integrated force. The phychology of 
the unadjusted school child. Prerequisite: Education 353 or its equiva­
lent. 
EDUCATION 503. Curriculum Revision. (3-0) Credit 3. I or II. 
An orientation course in curriculum revision. A critical study of 
the various steps that have influenced curriculum changes. Analysis of 
the preliminary aspects of curriculum revision will be made. 
Psychology 
PSYCHOLOGY 103. Elements of Psychology for Beginners. (3-0) 
Credit 3. I. 
A treatment of the nature and principles of psychology as they re­
late to learning, habit formation, and educational theory. Required of 
Freshmen. 
PSYCHOLOGY 203. Principles of Psychology. (3-0) Credit 3. 
Geography 
GEOGRAPHY 203. Principles of Geography. (3-0) Credit 3. I or 
II. 
The topics treated are: Land forms, bodies of water, location, soil, 
minerals, natural vegetation, climate and the relation of these elements 
to man. Required of all persons working for an elementary permanent 
certificate. 
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DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL AND HEALTH EDUCATION 
Mr. G. L. Harrison, Mr. S. B. Taylor, Miss M. A. Johnson, Captain 
E. L. Dabney, Dr A. K. Smith 
Physical education is required of all students two hours per week 
throughout the freshman and sophomore years. The course is graded 
and divided into four hours of credit, one hour for each semester. All 
students are required to wear regulation uniforms in physical educa­
tion classes. Two uniforms are required for women; a blue one-piece 
suit, white socks, and white keds for athletics and corrective work, and 
a dance costume in a pastel shade and suede dancing sandals. The ap­
proximate cost of each of these costumes is $2.00, and each girl should 
come to Prairie View either equipped with, or prepared to purchase 
these uniforms for her work in physical education. 
All students who select Education as a major are required to take 
six hours in physical education in addition to the above general aca­
demic requirement in order to meet the requirements of the State De­
partment of Education for Classroom teachers. Special courses in 
physical education, described below, are designed to meet this require­
ment. 
Major and Minor Requirements 
Thirty-two semester hours of work are required for a major and 
twenty-two semester hours for a minor in physical education, in 'addi­
tion to the general courses required of all students. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
General Courses Required of All Women 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 11 J. Clog and Tap Dancing. Credit 1. (0-2) 
I, II. 
History, appreciation, and practice in fundamental and advanced 
steps in clog and tap dancing. May be elected only one semester. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 131. Tennis and Basketball. Credit 1. (0-2) 
Theory and practice in developing the technique involved in these 
two sports.Each student is expected to gain considerable knowledge of 
these sports and to attain some skill in them. May be elected only one 
semester. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 151. Folk Dancing. Credit 1. (0-2) I, II 
History, appreciation and interpretation of the folk dances of vari­
ous nations. The relation of folk dancing to folk songs, folk stories, 
ous folk customs. A mastery of steps found in folk dancing is expected 
of each student. May be elected only one semester. 
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION 211. Volley Ball and Baseball. Credit 1. 
(0-2) I, II. 
Theory and practice in the fundamental techniques involved in these 
two sports. Knowledge of, and skill in the sports are expected. May 
be elected only one semester. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 231. Interpretative Dancing. Credit 1. (0-2) 
I, II. 
Appreciation and interpretations of the natural movements of the 
body. A study of the elements of rhythm as they relate to the dance. 
Originality and creativeness in the dance are emphasized. May be e-
lected only one semester. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 251. Games and Individual Gymnastics. 
Credit 1. (0-2) I, II. 
This course is intended for those students whose physical examina­
tion upon entering the college shows them to be physically unfit for the 
regular work in physical education, or whose physical examination re­
veals certain physical defects that are remediable through exercises. 
Attempt is made in this course to correct such defects. The activity in­
volved in this course is of a moderate nature. Admission to this course 
only on recommendation of the college physician, or by permission of 
the instructor. 
Archery, tumbling, track, soccer and hockey will eventually be add­
ed in separate courses to the above activities, or substituted for some 
of the activities included in Physical Education 211 and 131 described 
above. 
Each of the six courses described above are offered both semesters 
of each year. No course may be elected for two semesters either in the 
same year or in different years, except in case of failure in a course 
Each student must elect two of the courses numbered in the 100 group, 
and two from the 200 group, thereby completing the general require­
ment in physical education. These courses muse be taken in the fresh­
man and sophomore years, unless permission is granted to defer them 
until the junior or senior year. 
Advanced Courses 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 213. History of Physical Education. Cre­
dit 3. (3-0) II. 
History and development of the play movement, the sports, and 
physical education. A study of the contributions to the field of physi­
cal education made by outstanding physical educators in various coun­
tries, beginning with the early Greek period. Reports, discussions and 
class recitations. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 223. Community Recreation. Credit 3. (3-0) 
II. 
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A brief historical review of the growth of the play movement; or­
ganization of community activities; the nature and function of play, the 
social significance and uses of leisure; principles and aims of social and 
recreational centers; a study of daily programs, seasonal programs, fes­
tivals, exhibitions, tournaments, contests, club work; adult recreational 
activities. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATIONAL 333. Methods in Physical Education. 
Credit 3. (2-2) I. 
Qualifications of teachers, techniques, terminology, grading of ac­
tivities according to age, sex, and physical abilities of children, and to 
space and equipment. The activities and discussions include games, ex­
ercises, contests, dancing, organized recess, class sports, management 
of class and large groups, construction and analysis of courses, special 
programs, standards of achievement, selection of material, specific prob­
lems, child development. This course, for teachers, is designed to meet 
the requirements of the State Department of Education for all classroom 
teachers, and is therefore required of all students majoring in Educa­
tion. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 343. Health Education. Credit 3. (3-0) II. 
A basic survey of educational opportunities in health found in the 
various aspects of school life. Principles underlying the school health 
program. Survey of available teaching materials used in the many and 
various health problems to be found in the Negro rural schools, methods 
in dealing with these problems, and their solution. Includes a study of 
official and non-official health agencies and their bearing upon the 
school health program. This course should be elected by students aim­
ing to meet the requirements in physical education of the State Depart­
ment of Education. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 322. First Aid. (2-0) Credit 2. II. 
The application of dressings, bandaging, padding, taping, bracing, 
and massage; first treatment for sprains, fractures, bruises, burns, 
cuts, soreness, stiffness, dislocations, hemorrgage, fainting, poisoning, 
and suspended respiration. Lectures, recitations demonstrations, and 
practice. Prerequisite: Biology 314, 324. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 313. Principles of Physical Education. (3-0) 
Credit 3. I. 
A study of the underlying principles of physical education, of vari­
ous scientific facts related to a study of physical education. The nature 
of physical education, especially in relation to over-lapping fields, such 
as health education and community recreation and to education in gen­
eral. A critical analysis of various objectives advanced; a review of 
modern conceptions of education with application to physical education. 
PHI SICAL EDUCATION 323. Organization and Administration of 
Physical Education. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
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Policies in the organization, management, and suprevision of the 
physical education program; classification of students, staff; teaching' 
load, time schedule, finances, etc. The administration of the physical 
education plant; gymnasium, locker rooms, swimming pool, showers, 
heating, lighting, ventilation; equipment, records, publicity, intra-school 
relationships, sportsmanship and awards. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 412. Individual Physical Education. (2-0 > 
Credit 2. I. 
Making a physical education program meet the needs of handicap­
ped individuals, fundamental principles in the selection and adaptation 
of activities in corrective procedures, abnormal physical conditions that 
come to the care or attention of the physical educator. Lectures, reci­
tations, demonstrations, term projects. Prerequisite: Biology 314, 324-
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 433. Tests and Measurements in Physical 
Education. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
A critical study of various specific tests and types of tests, includ­
ing those designed to measure neuromuscular capacity or proficieney-
Among the tests studied will be those of Schneider, Brace, and Rogers, 
and a number of efficiency standards in use in public school systems 
and elsewhere. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 411, 421. Coaching and Officiating Sports 
for Women. (1-4) Credit 1 each semester. 
Practice and instruction in coaching major and minor sports for 
women, presenting techniques to groups, and officiating at games. The 
major part of the work for this course will be in coaching and officiat­
ing intra-mural sports. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 423. Coaching and Officiating for Men. 
Same as above. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 443. Observation and Directed Teaching-. 
(1-4) Credit 3. I or II. 
Opportunity for supervised observation and teaching is offered in 
the classes of the practice school of the institution, and the college 
classes. Eighteen hours per semester of observation, and two periods 
per week of directed teaching in the elementary school and high school 
of the institution are necessary to obtain credit for this course. 
Correlated Courses 
Chemistry 114, 124; Biology 314, 324; Hygiene, Public Speaking, 
and Appreciation of Music are considered correlated and background 
courses to the study of Physical Education and should be elected by all 
students majoring in physical education during their freshman, sopho­
more and junior years. 
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Students majoring in physical education are expected to take ac­
tive part in the intra-mural athletic program, in athletic clubs and 
varsity sports, without academic credit, and are expected to attain a 
fair degree of skill in both major and minor sports. 
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH 
Dr. E. L. Sasser*, Mr. G. W. Morton, Miss A. L. Campbell, Mr. W. H. 
Houston, Mrs. R. B. Isaac, and Mr. G. A. Lockett 
Major Requirements 
English Course No. Sem. Hrs. 
Freshman Composition 113, 123 6 
Sophomore Composition 213, 223 6 
The English Language 353 3 
The Romantic Movement 333 3 
Victorian Literature 323 3 
American Literature 363 3 
Argumentation 313, 0r 
Usage — 203, or 
Grammar 413 3 
Drama 443, or 
Shakespeare .433 3 
Students who select English as a minor are required to present 21 
semester hours, nine of which shall be above the level of sophomore re­
quirements and include English 353, The English Language, and Eng­
lish 363, American Literature. 
Students who plan to select English as a major are expected to 
signify the fact by consultation with the Head of the Department before 
the end of the sophomore year. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
Courses for Freshmen 
Freshman requirements must be satisfied fully before a student may 
pass on to the work of the sophomore year. 
ENGLISH 100. Drill. I or II. 
Drill exercises in the fundamentals of English Usage. For those 
who through placement test scores of later work show need for this 
drill. The work is not required but is offered for those who wish to 
take advantage of it. 
ENGLISH 113. Grammar and Composition. (3-0) Credit 3. I or II. 
Intensive study of practical grammar, and the writing of short 
themes. Some attention is given to the reading of a representative 
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piece of fiction or biography. Required of all freshmen. 
ENGLISH 123. Composition. (3-0) Credit 3. I and II. 
Practical study of essentials of English Composition. Emphasis is 
placed upon expository writing. 
NOTE: All members of the freshman class will be expected to 
avail themselves of a copy of Webster's Collegiate Dictionary published 
by the C. and G. Merriam Company—on sale at College Exchange. 
Courses for Sophomores 
Prerequisite: Creditable completion of English 113 and 123. 
ENGLISH 213. Literary Types. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Study of literature through its dominant forms. Special emphasis 
upon principles of literary criticism, and an application of these princi­
ples to standard classics. Required of all majors and minors in English. 
Prerequisites: 113 and 123. 
ENGLISH 223. Literary Types. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
This course continues the work of 213 with major emphasis upon 
lyric poetry. Some attention is given to literature by American Ne­
groes. Required of all majors and minors in English. Prerequisites: 
113 and 123. 
ENGLISH 233. Public Address. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
This course places emphasis upon the practical work of speech con­
struction, organization and delivery. Some attention is given to the 
reading of representative literary selections. This course, or its equi­
valent, 313, is especially recommended for vocational students. Prere­
quisites: 113 and 123. 
ENGLISH 243. Journalism. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Theory of and practice in different forms of modern journalism. 
Emphasis upon practical work. Especially recommended for vocational 
students. Prerequisites: 113 and 123. 
ENGLISH 273. Modern Literature. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Readings in various types of modern literature. Discussions and 
written reports. Recommended for studen.s in Arts and Sciences. This 
course presupposes fair ability and skill in writing. Prerequisites: 113 
and 123. 
ENGLISH 283. Modern Literature. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
This course continues the work of 273. Some attention is given to 
literature by American Negroes. 
ENGLISH 203. Usage. (3-0) Credit 3. I and II. 
Practice in composition and mechanics. Upon recommendation, for 
repeaters of sophomore English, and any upperclassman who needs fur­
ther drill in the mechanics of English usage. Upon recommendation 
that the failure was largely because of weakness in mechanics, this 
course may be substituted for any course above the required freshman 
course in English. 
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Courses for Upperclassmen 
Prerequisites for all upperclassman courses except 313 and 413: 
Creditable completion of freshman and sophomore requirements. 
ENGLISH 313. Argumentation. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Study of the principles of argumentation, debating, briefing. Em­
phasis upon practical presentation. Elective for all students who have 
satisfied freshman requirements, and who secure approval of the instruc­
tor in charge. May be substituted for any required sophomore course 
except 203. Prerequisite: 113 and 123. 
ENGLISH 333. The Romantic Movement. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Intensive study of the poetry of the Romantic movement. Empha­
sis upon the poetry of Byron, Shelley, Keats, Wordsworth, and Col­
eridge. 
ENGLISH 323. Victorian Literature. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Study of representative selections from the leading poets and prose 
writers of the period. 
ENGLISH 353. The English Language. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Study of the essential features in the growth and development of 
the language. Some attentions is given to phonetics. 
ENGLISH 363. American Literature. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
A survey course. Study of historical influences and literary ten­
dencies through representative selections from chief American writers. 
ENGLISH 413. Advanced Grammar. (3-0) Credit 3. I and II. 
Intensive study of practical grammar. The course is open to soph­
omores upon special recommendation and approval. Some attention is 
given to the teaching of English in the public schools. 
ENGLISH 433. Shakespeare. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Brief introduction to Shakespearean drama, the character and con­
ditions of the age. Major emphasis upon detailed study of representa­
tive plays of Shakespeare. 
ENGLISH 443. The Drama. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Brief study of origin and development through representative types 
from the Greek period to the present. Limited opportunity is provided 
for practice in play production. The course carries one laboratory 
period. 
ENGLISH 463. The Novel. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Study of relations as revealed in outstanding examples in the field 
of the novel. Prerequisite: 21 hours of English. 
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS 
Mr. A. W. Randall, Mr. S. B. Taylor and Miss 
L. N. Turner 
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Major Requirements 
In addition to the courses described below, the Department of Math­
ematics offers to students desiring a major in Mathematics a choice 
of the following courses: 
Solid Analytical Geometry Advanced Algebra 
Modern Geometry Projective Geometry 
Analytic Mechanics Advanced Calculus 
Modern P. S. Geometry Descriptive Geometry 
For a major in Mathematics, 24 semester hours are required, at 
least nine of which must be courses numbered 300 and above. 
Eighteen hours are necessary for a minor in Mathematics, at least 
six of which must be courses numbered 300 and above. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
MATHEMATICS 100. Senior Drill (no credit). (3-0) I or II. 
An intense study of business arithmetic, including the fundamental 
operations of integers, common and decimal fractions, denominate num­
bers and general business practices. 
MATHEMATICS 113. College Algebra. (3-0) Credit 3. I or II. 
Drill in solving linear and quadratic equations, elementary theory of 
equations, determinants, progressions, etc. Prerequisite: College En­
trance. 
MATHEMATICS 123. Trigonometry. (3-0) Credit 3. I or II. 
A standard course in plane trigonometry with an introduction to 
spherical trignonmetry. Prerequisite: Same as for Mathematics 113. 
MATHEMATICS 173, 183. Vocational Mathematics. (3-0) Credit 3. 
I or II. 
A course designed for students of Home Economics, * Agriculture, 
and applicants for Elementary Teachers' Certificates. It includes a 
thorough review of the fundamental operations in arithmetic. Prob­
lems in home making, food, clothing, farm and dairy investment and in­
surance are given. Open to all students. 
MATHEMATICS 213. Analytic Geometry. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
A study of the point, the straight line, the conics, graph of trigo­
nometric, lorgarithmic and exponential functions. Prerequisites: Math­
ematics 113 and 123. 
MATHEMATICS 233. Unified Trigonometry and Analytic Geometry. 
(3-0) Credit 3. II. 
This course is a combination of the essential theorems and formulas 
*One semester only is required for students of Agriculture. 
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in plane trigonometry and plane analytic geometry. It aims to prepare 
the student for an early study of the calculus, and is especially designed 
for Mechanic Arts students. 
MATHEMATICS 223. Differential Calculus. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
A thorough drill in the development and the applications of the 
various formulae of differentiation of practical problems. Prerequi­
site: Mathematics 213 or 233. 
MATHEMATICS 313. Integral Calculus. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
An intensive study of many types of integrals and their applica­
tions to special problems. An introduction to differential equations is 
also given. Prerequisite: Mathematics 223. 
MATHEMATICS 323. Intermediate Calculus. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
A very comprehensive course of selected topics not found in a first 
course on differential and integral calculus. Prerequisite: Mathematics 
223 and 313. 
MATHEMATICS 413. Theory of Equations. (3-0) Credit 3. I or II. 
A standard course in the theory of equations involving ruler and 
compass instructions, solutions of equations, matrices and determinants, 
symmetric functions, eliminants, and discriminants. Prerequisites: 
Mathematics 223 and 313. 
MATHEMATICS 423. Differential Equations. (3-0) Credit 3 each 
semester. 
A very intensive course in ordinary differential equations which in­
volves singular solutions, total differential equations, linear differential 
equations, and simultaneous differential equations with an introduction 
to partial differential equations of the first order. Prerequisite: Math­
ematics 312. 
DEPARTMENT OF MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
Mr. C. E. Carpenter and Miss J. L. Terry 
No major offered. 
For a minor in languages, eighteen hours in one language are re­
quired, six hours of which must be in coursese numbered 300 or above. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
French 
FRENCH 113, 123. Elementary French. (3-0) Credit 3 each semes­
ter. 
The linguistic foundation of the French including the mastery of 
Fiench phonetics; special emphasis on verbs and idiomatic usage. 
FRENCH 213, 223. Reading and Grammar Review. (3-0) Credit 3. 
I and II. 
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French conversation, idiom and verb drill. The reading material 
is simple and graded to review and emphasize the principles of French, 
grammar and syntax. Outside reading is assigned to students who 
show ability. Prerequisite: French 123. 
FRENCH 313. Introduction to Classic Literature. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Prerequisite: French 223. 
FRENCH 323. Introduction to Romantic Literature. (3-0) Credit 3. 
I. 
Prerequisite: French 313. 
Spanish 
SPANISH 113, 123. Elementary Spanish. (3-0) Credit 3 each semes­
ter. 
Drill on the principles of pronunciation and grammatical construc­
tion. During the second semester, emphasis is placed on principles pre­
viously learned, on reading and on reproduction of materials from dic­
tation. 
SPANISH 213, 223. Advanced Grammar and Readings. (3-0) Cre­
dit 3 each semester. 
Grammar review, study of idioms and idiomatic usage, conversa­
tion, memorization and practice in reading as literature. During the 
second semester emphasis is put on reading and translation. Prerequi­
site: Spanish 123 or equivalent. 
SPANISH 313. Spanish Prose and Free Composition. (3-0) Credit 
3. I. 
A short novel is used as a basis for class reading, translation, dis­
cussion and composition work. Prerequisite: Spanish 223. 
SPANISH 323. Grammar Review and Methods. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Methods of language instruction along with a review of the salient 
principles of grammar and pronunciation. Prerequisite: Spanish 223. 
DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY SCIENCE 
Captain E. L. Dabney, Inf. Res., U. S. Army, Head 
M. T. Frazer, Band Director 
The United States government has direct control over the military 
training given at this school which is in accordance with Section 55c, 
National Defense Act of 1920. Over 200 U. S. rifles, calibre 30, model 
1917, belts and several U. S. rifles for gallery parctice with necessary 
ammunition for training purposes are provided by the U. S. government 
for the training of the Cadet Corps. 
Description of Courses 
MILITARY SCIENCE 111, 121. Infantry. (0-3) Credit 1 each se­
mester. 
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(a) Theoretical: National Defense Act, military courtesy and disci­
pline, Infantry, hygiene and sanitation, (b) Practical: Infantry drill, 
physical training. 
MILITARY SCIENCE 211, 221. Infantry. (0-3) Credit 1. each sem. 
(a) Theoretical: Musketry automatic rifle, (b) Practical: Com­
mand and leadership as corporals. Prerequisite: Military Science 121. 
MILITARY SCIENCE 311, 321. Advanced Infantry. (0-3) Credit 1 
each semester. 
(a) Theoretical: Combat principles; military history, (b) Practi­
cal: Command and leadership as officers and instructors; combat prin­
cipals. Prerequisite: Military Science 321. 
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC 
Mr. O. Anderson Fuller, A. M.; Miss Georgeanna McMechen, B. A., B. 
S. M.; Mr. M. T. Frazer, B. S.; Mr. William H. Houston, A. M. 
The aims of the Department of Music are as follows: To offer 
courses and maintain facilities for instruction that will meet the generai 
and professional needs of the student; to train students as creditable 
and efficient performers and teachers of music; to develop a general ap­
preciation for the best in music among the entire student body. 
* 
For a Degree with Music Major 
Courses leading to a degree with a Music Major are offered in 
Piano, Voice, Violin and Public School Music. All courses offered by 
the department bearing credit are accepted for the degree. 
Entrance Requirements for Music Majors 
Entrance requirements to the music courses leading to a degree are 
equivalent to those in all courses leading to a degree, although they 
vary in detail according to the student's major work. 
Students majoring in applied music, Piano, Violin and Voice, should 
show evidence of elementary training and technique. Those who do not 
meet entrance requirements in applied music may begin study and re­
ceive one-half of the usual credit. 
Students majoring in Public School Music who do not exhibit an 
ability to play simple standard works and accompaniments on the piano 
are required to elect piano. 
Other Requirements 
All students majoring in music are required to participate in vocal 
and instrumental organizations and ensembles. 
Majors in applied music are required to present a recital in the 
senior year of works suitable to the repertoire of a young professional 
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pianist, violinist or singer. 
Majors in Public School Music are required to present a thesis in 
the field of school music. 
Advanced Standing 
Students applying for advanced standing in music courses must 
show evidence of satisfactory completion of courses equivalent to those 
outlined in this curriculum and must pass acceptably examination on 
all work in applied music. No advanced standing will be granted be­
yond the junior year. 
OUTLINE OF COURSE OF STUDY IN MUSIC FOR DEGREE 
FRESHMAN 
First Semester Sem. 
Hrs. 
English, 113 (3-0) 3 
Composition and Rhetoric 
Psychology (3-0) 3 
Foreign Language, 113 (3-0) 3 
French 
Major Music Subj. (2-4) or 
(3-0) 
Intro, to Music, 013 (3-0) 
Physical Education, 11 (0-3) 






Major Music Subj. 
(0-3) 
Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. 
English, 123 (3-0) 3 
Composition and Rhetoric 
Education, 113 (3-0) 3 
Intro, to Ed. & Tch. 
Foreign Language, 113 (3-0) 3 
French 
Major Music Subj. (2-4) or 
(3-0) 3 
Intro, to Music, 023 (3-0) 3 
Physical Education, 121 (0-3) 1 









Physical Education, 211 














Harmony, 163 , 
Elective 
Physical Education, 221 
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JUNIOR 
First Semester Sem. Second Semester 
Hrs. „ 
Major Music Subj. (2-4) or Major Music Subj. (2-4) or "* 
(3-0) 3 " , 
Social Science (3-0) 3  Social Science 3-0 3  
Music History (2-0) 2 Music History 2_0 \ 
Free Electros (6-0) 6 Free Electives 6.0 \ 
Music Elective (3-0) 3 Music Elective 3-0 3 
Military  Science ,  321  (0 -3 )  1  Mi l i t a ry  Sc ience ,  311  ( 0 - 3 J  f  
SENIOR 
First Semester gem. Second Semester Sem 
Hrs- ii 
Major Music Subj. (2-14) or Major Music Subj. (2-14) of' 
Electives s r] (8-0) 8 n/fi «j ri ° Electives o 
Military Science, 411 (0-3) 1 Military Science, 321 (0-3) 1 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
Introductory Course 
MUSIC 013, 023 Introduction to Music. (3-0) Credit 3 each sem 
A course in fundamentals and elementary theory for those be°dn 
n>ng the collegiate study of music and as a prerequisite for school mus-" 
History and Appreciation 
MUSIC 032, 042. Music Appreciation. (2-0) Credit 2 each sem 
nf ' f. °Urse In &eneral music appreciation intended to serve as a means 
a banckgrounTfrd-Tirndingikn°Wledge concernin£ music and offering 
MUSIC 179 mo couise is open to all students. 
General' c "t (2-0) Credit 2 each — ter. 
m u s i f t h e h i s W 6  Z  C ,  H i S t r ° y '  s t u d y j n g  a n c i e n t  a n d  p r i m i t i v e  
MUSIC 392 30911C'w- fS6S musical works and their composers. 
each semestef'" ^ Appreciation- (2-0) Credit 2 
moderoSindyc0nfntmUSiC ^ illustrations and compositions, including 
MUSIC ^9 " P°rary music" Prerequisites: 172, 182. 
Mlfc for cb-mClati0n- l°r Children- (2-°> Credit 2 each sem. 
appreciation the ViCtr°la" T°y -chestras; projects; 
MUSIC 373, 383. Methods and Materials for High School Music. (3-0) 
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Credit 3 each semester. 
Problems in philosophy and psychology of music training; the pros­
pective music teachers and supervisor; the administration of music. 
Prerequisites: Courses in general Psychology and High School Methods. 
Theory of Music 
MUSIC 100. Diction. 
A course devoted to the correction of faults in phonetics and diction 
and the introduction to the principles of foreign languages. Credit for 
voice students. 
MUSIC 153, 163. Harmony. (3-0) Credit 3 each semester. 
A study of scales, intervals, chords and their progressions, and 
general harmonizations. 
MUSIC 173, 183. School Music Methods and Materials for the Grades. 
(0-3) Credit 3 each semester. 
A course for students perparing to teach or supervise music in the 
first six grades of the public schools. Songs, materials and problems, 
and appreciation pertaining to these grades. Prerequisites: 013, 023. 
MUSIC EDUCATION 203. Practice Teaching in the Grades. Credit 
3 each semester. 
Supervised teaching and observation. 
MUSIC 253, 263. Advanced Theory and Introduction to Composition. 
(0-3) Credit 3 each semester. 
The first half of the year is devoted to further study with the use 
of chords, modulations and ornamentations. The second half is an in­
troduction to composition of the small vocal and instrumental forms 
beginning with analysis of the various forms. Prerequisites: 153, 163, 
392, 302, 253. 
MUSIC 273, 283. Instrumental Music Education. (3-0) Credit 3 each 
semester. 
School band and orchestra problems, organization and instrumen­
tation. Prerequisites, one year of harmony and elementary piano. 
MUSIC EDUCATION 303. Practice Teaching in the High School. (1-5) 
Credit 3 each semester. 
Supervised teaching and observation. 
MUCIC 332. Conducting. (2-0) Credit 2 one semester. 
A course dealing with the technique and problems of choral and 
instrumental conducting. Practice is offered through the organizations. 
Open to a limited number of advanced students. 
MUSIC 342. School Chorus Problems. (2-0) Credit 2 one semester. 
The organization, direction, and materials for school choruses and 
vocal ensembles. 
MUSIC 353, 363. Counterpoint. (3-0) Credit 3 each semester. 
The study of two, three and four-part counterpoints in all species; 
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invertible counterpoint; canonic imitation; original writing in the sim­
ple contrapuntal forms. Prerequisite: three semesters of harmony. 
MUSIC 453, 463. Composition and Analysis. (3-0) Credit 3 each sem. 
Practical composition from the smaller form to the more extended 
forms with parallel analysis. This course includes works for instru­
ments, voice, and ensembles. 
MUSIC SEMINAR. Credit in connection with major course. 
Extensive study in music problems and literature. 
Applied Music 
Elementary Courses 
MUSIC 193, 103. Elementary Violin. (2-4) Credit 3 each semester. 
The fundamentals of violin playing. DeBeriot Method. Books I 
and II. Simple compositions. 
MUSIC 113, 123. Elementary Piano. (2-4) Credit 3 each semester. 
Studies, exercies and compositions for the development of tech­
nique and interpretation. 
MUSIC 133, 143. Elementary Voice. (2-4) Credit 3 each semester. 
Tone production, breathing, flexibility and phrasing. Songs chosen 
from the best simple song literature. 
MUSIC (without credit). 
Class methods in stringed and wind instruments, piano and voice. 
Intermediate Courses 
MUSIC 293, 203 a, b. Intermediate Violin. (2-4) Credit 3 each se­
mester. 
Approach to advanced studies. Exercises in change of position, 
preparatory scale studies. Suitable compositions. 
MUSIC 213, 223. Intermediate Piano. (2-4) Credit 3 each semester. 
A continuation of exercises for technique and interpretation. Sim­
ple sonatas and compositions of moderate difficulty. 
MUSIC 233, 243. Intermediate Voice. (2-4) Credit 3 each semester. 
Further development of tone production, vocal embellishments, 
songs of moderate difficulty and in one foreign language. 
MUSIC (without credit) 
Stringed and wind instruments, piano and voice. 
Advanced Courses 
MUSIC 398, 308. Advanced Violin. (2-4) Credit 3 each semester. 
Advanced technique. Compositions of Kreisler, Raff, Drdla, 
Borowski. 
MUSIC 318, 328. Advanced Piano. (2-4) Credit 3 each semester. 
Piano repertory with emphasis on the sonata and similar difficult 
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piano literature. Special public appearances. 
MUSIC 338, 348. Advanced Voice. (2-4) Credit 3 each semester. 
Vocal repertory, arias from standard cantatas, oratorios, composi­
tions of increasing difficulty in foreign languages. 
MUSIC 498, 408. Advanced Violin. (2-14) Credit 8 each semester. 
Continued attention to advanced technique. Kreutzer: Forty-Two 
Studies. Concerti: Vivald,i Corelli, de Beriot, Mozart and Hayden-
Senior Recital. 
MUSIC 418, 428. Advanced Piano. (2-14) Credit 8 each semester-
Advanced piano repertory with emphasis on the sonata, concertos., 
classical and modern piano literature of similar difficulty. Senior re­
cital. 
MUSIC 438, 448. Advanced Voice. (2-14) Credit 8 each semester. 
Advanced voice repertory. Interpretation of songs and arias of 
classic and modern vocal literature both in the English and foreign lan­
guages. Senior Recital 
Choral Music 
MUSIC 110%, 420%. Choral Music. Credit % each semester. 
Study and performance of sacred and secular choral music, canta­
tas and oratorios. These courses offer excellent, practical opportuni­
ties for expression in part singing. 
Band Music 
The department maintains a military and concert band in connec­
tion with the department of Military Science. The maneuvers and ac­
tivities of the band as a military unit and concert organization are 
offered. 
Organizations 
The College Chorus, Mixed Glee Club, Male Chorus, Women's Glee 
Club, Concert Choir, Quartettes, Orchestras, Band and other vocal and 
instrumental ensembles offer excellent opportunities for music partici­
pation and expression, and are under the direct supervision of teachers 
of the department. 
Honorary Society 
The Mu Alpha Sigma Honorary Society was organized during the 
session 1935-36 for the purpose of giving recognition for achievement 
in meritorius performance, scholarship, research and original creative 
efforts in music. Membership is not granted upon application of a stu­
dent. 
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NATURAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENTS 
Mr. R. P. Perry, Mr. W. M. Booker, Mr. D. A. Edwards, Mr. T. P. 
'Dooley, Mr. B. C. Young* 
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY 
For a major in Biology, 36 semester hours are required of which at 
least 16 must be in courses numbered 300 and above. 
Twenty-four hours are necessary for a minor in Biology of which 
at least eight must be in courses numbered 300 and above. 
In addition to the above requirements the following courses must 
be presented: Chemistry 114, 124; Physics 114, 124; and Mathematics 
113, 123. 
Description of Courses 
BIOLOGY 114. General Biology. (2-4) Credit 4. I. 
A general introduction to the principles and theories of biology as 
exemplified by plants. The structure and physiology of the organs of 
flowering plants are studied in detail bringing out the relationship of 
structure to function. The other phyla of the plant kingdom are studied, 
the genetic continuity of each being shown by general discussion and 
specific study of a group type. 
BIOLOGY 124. General Biology. (2-4) Credit 4. II. 
A continuation of Biology 114. A brief synopsis of the animal 
kingdom studying the structure and physiology of the organs and pro­
cesses concerned of each important group. Those principles of genetics, 
eugenics and other practical principles related to both animals and 
plants will be studied in detail. 
BIOLOGY 134. General Botany. (2-4) Credit 4. I. 
A morphological and physiological study of the organs of Spermato-
phytes with special reference to the flowering plants. 
BIOLOGY 144. General Botany. (2-4) Credit 4. II. 
A survey of the plant kingdom emphasizing the structural differ­
ences, life cycles, methods of identification, collecting, and preserving 
representatives of each group. 
BIOLOGY 214. General Zoology. (2-4) Credit 4. I. 
This course presupposes a course in general biology. Students who 
have had a course in high school biology may matriculate for this course 
after consultation with the Head of the Department. Special attention 
is given to the morphology and physiology of protozoa, perifera, coelen-
terata, echinoderms, platyhelminths, nemathelminths, and annelids. Con­
siderable time is spent in classification and life histories of organisms. 
Prerequisite: Biology 124 or its equivalent. 
BIOLOGY 224. General Zoology. (2-4) Credit 4. II. 
*Part Term—Deceased 
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Continuation of Biology 214, dealing with the morphology and phy­
siology of mollusks, arthropods, and certain chordates. A good part of 
the semester is spent in detailed study of the frog. Prerequisite: Bio­
logy 214. 
BIOLOGY 254. Genetics. (2-4) Credit 4. II. 
A course devoted to the study of the principles of heredity and vari­
ation? with applications to animal and plant breeding. 
BIOLOGY 314. Human Anatomy and Physiology. (2-4) Credit 4. I-
This course is concerned with the anatomy and physiology of the 
skeletal, muscular, and nervous systems. Prerequisite: Chemistry 124. 
Arts and Sciences students should present Biology 124 or its equivalent-
BIOLOGY 324. Human Anatomy and Physiology. (2-4) Credit 4. II-
A continuation of Biology 314. The anatmoy and physiology of the 
circulatory, respiratory, digestive reproductive, and endocrine systems 
are considered in detail. Prerequisite: Biology 314. 
BIOLOGY 334. Bacteriology. (2-4) Credit 4. II. 
Bacteria, yeast, molds, and protozoa are studied. Special attention 
is given to a study of their structure, reproduction, method of dispersal, 
habitat; methods of killing, and their relation to the health of domestic 
and human animals; to industry, agriculture, and household art. Prere­
quisite: Biology 124 or its equivalent. 
BIOLOGY 344. Comparative Anatomy. (2-4) Credit 4. I. 
This course gives a survey of the characteristics of each class of 
vertebrates, followed by a consideration of the ontogeny and phylogeny 
of the systems among vertebrates. Prerequisite: Biology 224. 
BIOLOGY 354. Histological Technique. (2-4) Credit 4. I. 
This course deals with the technique of perparing slides of repre­
sentative tissues of aimal body. Prerequisite: Biology 224. 
BIOLOGY 364. Animal Histology. (2-4) Credit 4. II. 
A course covering examinations of slides of representative organs 
of the animal body. 
BIOLOGY 414. Vertebrate Embryology. (2-4) Credit 4. II. 
This course deals with maturation, fertilization, cleavage, gastrula-
tion, and organogenesis, using the chick and pig as representatives. 
BIOLOGY 431. Research. (0-2) Credit 1. II. 
Open only to advanced students of Biology. 
BIOLOGY 440. Seminar. No credit. 
Must be taken by all major students. 
BIOLOGY 502. Laboratory Management. (0-6) 
A course for major and minor students in the technique of collect­
ing, preserving, and injecting specimen. Prerequisite: Biology 224. 
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY 
For a major in Chemistry 36 semester hours are required of which 
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at least 16 must be in courses numbered 300 and above. 
Twenty-four hours are necessary for a minor in Chemistry of which 
at least eight must be in courses numbered 300 and above. 
In addition to the above requirements for a major or minor in Chem­
istry, the following courses must be presented: Chemistry 114, 124, 214, 
224; Mathematics 113, 123, 213, 223; and Physics 114, 124. 
Description of Courses 
CHEMISTRY 114, 124. Inorganic Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis. 
(2-4) Credit 4 each semester. I and II. 
The course embraces an intensive study of the laws and theories 
along with a wide comparative study of the elements in the light of the 
periodic system. Qualitative Analysis: involving tests for and the sep­
aration of the common metallic ions, is studied during the last half of 
the second semester. 
CHEMISTRY 113, 123. Inorganic Chemistry for Students of Mechanic 
Arts. (2-2) Credit 3 each semester. I and II. 
An intensive study of the principles and theories of chemistry with 
direct applications to the field of Mechanic Arts. The laboratory work 
of the second semester is devoted to a study of the chemistry of indus­
trial processes and products. 
CHEMISTRY 214, 224. Quantitative Analysis. (2-4) Credit 4 each 
each semester. I and II. 
The general principles of quantitative analysis along with the prac­
tical methods of analysis of engineering materials, food, fertilizers, and 
soil. Prerequisite: Qualitative Analysis. 
CHEMISTRY 234. Elementary Organic Chemistry. (2-4) Credit 4. 
I. 
The fundamental principles of organic chemistry for students of 
Home Economics and agriculture. The course covers the important com­
pounds and reactions of the aliphatic and aromatic series and is com­
pleted in one semester. Prerequisite: Chemistry 124. 
CHEMISTRY *244. Elementary Physiological Chemistry. (2-4) Cre­
dit 4. II. 
The course is designed for students of Home Economics and Agri­
culture and deals with the properties, digestion and metabolism of car­
bohydrates, proteins, and fats; enzyme action, the chemistry of foods 
and animal nutrition, along with blood and urine analysis. Prerequi­
site: Chemistry 234. 
CHEMISTRY 313. Ferrous Metallurgy. (2-2) Credit 3. I or II. 
Primarily for Mechanic Arts students, but may be taken by students 
in Chemistry. Blast furnace operation, puddling, cementation; cruci­
ble steel, Bessemer processes, open hearth process, ingot casting and 
mechanical treatment. Prerequisite: Chemist 124 or its equivalent. 
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CHEMISTRY 315, 325. General Organic Chemistry. (3-4) Credit 5 
each semester. I and II. 
The course is designed for students selecting Chemistry as a major. 
The fundamental principles of pure organic chemistry are illustrated by 
the preparation and study of the typical representatives of the aliphatic 
and aromatic series. Prerequisite: Chemistry 224. 
CHEMISTRY 413, 423. Industrial Chemistry. (1-4) Credit 3 each se­
mester. I and II. 
A laboratory and conference course in the industrial manufacture 
of cleaners, soaps, insecticides, disinfectants, lacquers, paints, varnishes, 
stains, plastics, cosmetics, and pharmaceuticals. Special attention is 
given to the natural sources, properties, and preparation of raw materi­
als. The course is open only to students who have completed at least 
sixteen semester hours of work in chemistry. 
CHEMISTRY 402. Inorganic Chemistry. (2-0) Credit 2. I or II. 
Lectures and assigned readings dealing with the chemistry and me­
chanism of inorganic reactions. Prerequisite: Chemistry 224. 
CHEMISTRY 403. Industrial Analysis. (0-6) Credit 3. I. 
A laboratory course in the examination of boiler waters, solid and. 
gaseous fuels, lubricants and cement. Prerequisite: Chemistry 224. 
CHEMISTRY 414, 424. Physical Chemistry. (2-4) Credit 4 each se­
mester. I and II. 
The topics considered are: Pressure-volume relation of gases; va­
por pressure, boiling point, freezing point, and osmotic pressure of solu­
tions; molecular and ionic theories; electrical transference and conduc­
tion; reaction rates and chemical equiblibria; phase equilibria and ther­
mochemistry. Prerequisite: Chemistry 224 and College Physics. 
CHEMISTRY 432. Inorganic Preparations. (1-4) Credit 2. I orll. 
A laboratory and conference course in the preparation of typical 
inorganic compounds. Prerequisite: Chemistry 224. 
CHEMISTRY 442. Organic Preparations. (1-4) Credit 2. I or II. 
The course involves preliminary research work in tile synthesis of 
organic compounds and a study of the reactions of compounds of theo­
retical and industrial importance. Prerequisite: Chemistry 325. 
CHEMISTRY 434, 444. Biochemistry. (2-4) Credit 4 each sem. I,II. 
A study of the chemistry of the animal body and of the vital pro­
cesses and their regulation. The laboratory work deals with metabol­
ism studies along with the quantitative clinical examination of blood, 
urine and feces. Prerequisite: Chemistry 325. 
CHEMISTRY 451, 461. Research. (0-2) Credit 1. I and II. 
The course consists of library and laboratory work in the prepara­
tion of a thesis required of all major students. Students may register 
for research after consultation with the Head of the Department. 
CHEMISTRY 500. Seminar. No credit. 
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Reports and discussions. Required of all major students in the de­
partment. 
GENERAL SCIENCE 
GENERAL SCIENCE 113, 123. Introductory General Science. (2-2) 
Credit 3. I and II. 
The course is designed to give the student a general introduction to 
the fields of physics, biology, and chemistry; the course cuts across the 
subject-matter content of these sciences and interprets for the student 
the scientific phenomena of the world in which he lives. The course is 
particularly recommended to Arts and Sciences students who do not 
wish to pursue a major in the sciences, but may be taken by all stu­
dents. 
GEOLOGY 
GEOLOGY 334. General Geology. (2-4) Credit 4. I. 
A detailed study of the systems and classes of natural and artificial 
crystals with emphasis on their use in mineral identification; the gene­
sis, geologic occurrence, association, and alteration products of these 
minerals with their value in identification and their implications as to 
the history and geologic relations of the rocks in which they are found. 
Prerequisite: Chemistry 124. 
GEOLOGY 344. Petroleum Geology. (2-4) Credit 4. II. 
Facts and theories of the origin, migration, and accumulation of 
petroleum as illustrated by experimental data and examples of occur­
rence of oil and gas in typical fields; the stratigraphy and structural 
conditions of the large producing oil fields of the United States. Pre­
requisite: Geology 334. 
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS 
Twenty-four semester hours are necessary for a minor in Physics. 
Description of Courses 
PHYSICS 114, 124. General Physics. (3-2) Credit 4 each semester. 
I and II. 
An introductory course covering in the first semester mechanics, 
heat, and sound. The second semester includes a study of magnetism, 
electricity, and light. Lecture-demonstrations and laboratory work. 
Prerequisite: Two and one-half entrance units in Mathematics or its 
equivalent. 
PHYSICS 213. Mechanics, Molecular Physics, Heat. (3-0) Credit 3. 
I or II. 
An intermediate course involving mechanics, molecular theory, lat-
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ent and specific heats, viscosity, high and low temperature measure­
ments. Lectures and demonstrations. Prerequisite: General Physics. 
PHYSICS 212. Mechanics, Molecular Physics, Heat. Laboratory. (0-4) 
Credit 2. I or II. 
A laboratory course involving topics covered in Physics 213, and 
preferably to be taken with that course. If taken separately, prerequi­
site: Physics 213. 
PHYSICS 233. Electricity and Magnetism. (3-0) Credit 3. I or II. 
An intermediate course involving magnetic fields, meters, bridges, 
electrolysis, electromagnets, inductance, etc. Lectures and demonstra­
tions. Prerequisite: General Physics. 
PHYSICS 222. Electricity and Magnetism Laboratory. (0-4) Credit 
2. I or II. 
A laboratory course involving topics covered in Physics 223, and 
preferably to be taken with that course. If taken separately, jrerequi-
site: Physics 223. 
PHYSICS 313. Optics. (3-0) Credit 3. I or II. 
An intermediate course in light involving the theory of lenses, pho­
tography, interference, defraction, dispersion, spectroscopic series, etc. 
Lectures and demonstrations. Prerequisite: General Physics. 
PHYSICS 312. Optics Laboratory. (0-4) Credit 2. I or II. 
A laboratory course involving topics covered in Physics 313, and 
preferably to be taken with that course. If taken separately, prerequi­
site: Physics 313. 
PHYSICS 323. Dynamo Electric Machinery. (3-0) Credit 3. I or II. 
A discussion of simple electric and magnetic circuits as applied to 
direct current machinery, characteristics of generators and motors, arm­
ature windings, systems of current distribution. Lectures and recita­
tion. Prerequisite: General Physics. 
THE SOCIAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT 
Mr. S. E. Warren, Chairman, Mr. H. A. Bullock, Mr. E. A. Jackson, Mr. 
L. C. Phillip, Mr. P. E. Bledsoe 
Major and Minor Requirements 
Students who offer a major in the Social Sciences with emphasis 
upon Economics, or Sociology, or History, must present a minimum of 
eighteen (18) semester hours in the field selected and additional hours 
in other courses in the Department as indicated below. But History 
103, Constitutional History of the United States and Texas, (hereafter 
called Government 203), will not be accepted in fulfillment of Social 
Science requirements for graduation, for majors or minors. 
Students who offer a minor in the Social Sciences must present at 
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least nine semester hours above the Introductory Course in Sociology 
or Economics, or twelve semester hours in Government, or fifteen hours 
in History (exclusive of Constitutional History). 
Economics 
A major in Social Sciences, with emphasis upon Economics, consists 
of the following as minimum requirements: 
Economics 18 semester hours 
History 12 semester hours 
Sociology - 6 semester hours 
Government 6 semester hours 
Philosophy 6 semester hours 
Education (H. S. Methods) 3 semester hours 
Description of Courses 
ECONOMICS 203 (formerly 303). Survey of Economics. (3-0) Cre­
dit 3. I and or II. 
Selected aspects of rural life and farm production. Population prob-
1 rrs and standards of living, rural and urban. Problems of the con-
s-uner and legislation to meet his needs. For Home Economics students. 
ECONOMICS 213, 223. Principles of Economics. (3-0) Credit 3 each 
semester. I and II. 
First semester: a general survey of fundamental economic princi­
ples and problems of modern society; production and distribu­
tion; goods; demand and supply; modern exchange system; value and 
price. Second semester: distribution and consumption; money, bank­
ing, industrial and agricultural problems; economic policies of govern­
ment; foreign exchange. 
ECONOMICS 333. Economic History of the United States. (3-0) 
Credit 3. I. 
Development of agriculture, commerce and industry from colonial 
times to the present. Analysis of social and economic forces at work 
in modern society. Growth of transportation and big business and gov­
ernment regulation. Rise of trade unions and cooperative movements. 
Prerequisites: Economics 213, History 313, or special permission. 
ECONOMICS 343. Elementary Economic Statistics. (1-4) Credit 3. 
II. 
The elementary principles and technique of the quantitative method 
in the analysis of economic phenomena. The collection, tabulation, 
charting, and numerical analysis of statistical data. Prerequisite: Eco­
nomics 213, 223. 
ECONOMICS 433. Money and Banking. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
An introduction to monetary theories and monetary policies; the 
value of money; bimetalism; legal tender; functions of banks; banking 
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legislation; credit and credit instruments; credit control. 
ECONOMICS 443. Business Administration. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
A general survey of the field of business. Emphasis on the admini­
strator's relation to society; business organization and control; sales­
manship and accounting. 
ECONOMICS 453. Labor Problems. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Comparison of psychologies of business and labor groups. Evolu­
tion of industrial society and industrial problems. Development of trade 
unions; industrial disputes; bargaining; trade agreements; wages; 
workmen's compensation. Labor and the courts. Welfare capitalism 
and labor organizations. 
ECONOMICS 463. Social Insurance. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Need for social insurance. Extent of sickness, accidents, unemploy­
ment, invalidity among workers. Forms of social insurance. Methods 
of financing and administering social insurance. Public Policy. The 
Negro and social insurance schemes, private and public. 
ECONOMICS 473. History of Economic Thought. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Development of economic thought from the Physiocrats to the In-
stitutionalists. Analysis of the economic doctrines of leading econo­
mists, Smith, Ricardo, Mill, Cairnes, Jevons, the Austrians, Marshall, 
Taussig, Veblen, Commons, etc. 
ECONOMICS 490. Social Science Seminar. (2-0) Credit 2. or none. 
Required of all social science majors. Survey of theories and tech­
niques in the field; social and economic research and historical investi­
gation. Reports on the latest developments in the fields and a survey 
of opportunities for Negroes in the changing economic environment. 
ECONOMICS 483. Business Law. (See Mechanic Arts 483 for des­
cription.) 
ECONOMICS 412, 422. Farm Accounting. (See Rural Economics 412, 
422, Division of Agriculture.) 
ECONOMICS 413, 423. (See Rural Economics 413, 423, in the Division 
of Agriculture.) 
HISTORY 
A major in the Social Sciences, with an emphasis upon History, 
consists of the following as minimum requirements*: 
History 18 semester hours 
Government 12 semester hours 
Economics 6 semester hours 
Sociology 6 semester hours 
Philosophy 6 semester hours 
Education (H. S. Methods) 3 semester hours 
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Description of courses 
HISTORY 103 (known hereafter as Government 203). Constitutional 
History of tthe United States and Texas. (3-0) Credit 3. I or II. 
Required by the State of all students. To be taken not before the 
second semester of the sophomore year. A survey of the structure and 
functions of the Federal Government as well as the government of Tex­
as in terms of the respective constitutions, written and unwritten. Some 
emphasis upon citizenship rights and privileges as well as civil disabili­
ties in the country and in the state. 
HISTORY 113, 123. Modern European History, 1500-1935. (3-0) Cre­
dit 3 each semester. I and II. 
First semester: Backgrounds of modern history; the Renaissance 
and the Reformation; discovery and exploration; the emergence of the 
individual, the middle class, the national state; mercantilistic, colonial 
and imperialistic policies of European states; beginnings of constitu­
tional government; Industrial Revolution, French Revolution, American 
Revolution, etc. Second Semester: The Napoleonic Wars and the re­
in king of Europe; industrial crises and revolutions; reform movements; 
imperialistic rivalries; the World War; Post-War developments. 
HISTORY 213, 223. English History. (3-0) Credit 3 each semester. 
I and II. 
Survey course of English history from the earliest times to the pre­
sent. First semester: Geography of the British Isles. Early inhabi­
tants; the Roman occupation; invasions by the Jutes, Saxons, Danes, 
etc. Early kingdoms; the Norman invasion. The emergence of a strong 
national state and the beginnings of representative government. Strug­
gle between the king and Parliament; civil war; the Commonwealth and 
the Protectorate. Second semester: The Restoration and the rise of 
cabinet government and political parties. The colonial and imperialis­
tic policies of Great Britain. Economic and social developments, re­
form movements, the Great War; post-war developments in England 
and in her colonies. 
HISTORY 313, 323. History of the United States. (3-0) Credit 3 
each semester. I and II. 
Colonization and revolt. Formation of National government. Man­
ifestation of sectional feeling. The westward movement. Political 
parties and political issues; foreign relations; civil war and reconstruc­
tion. Settlement and development of the west. Big business and gov­
ernment. Immigration. Agricultural problems and farmer movements. 
Government regulation. World War. Prosperity and depression. 
HISTORY 403. History of the Negro in America. (3-0) Credit 3. I or II. 
African backgrounds of the American Negro. The Negro as slave, 
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freedman and freeman and his contribution to American civilization. 
HISTORY 413. Diplomatic History of the United States. (3-0) Credit 
3. I. 
Foreign policy during the Revolution and the Napoleonic Wars. 
Nationalism and national development. Slavery and the Slave Trade. 
Foreign diplomacy during the Civil War. Latin-American relations. 
American imperialism, and "Dollar Diplomacy". Recent developments. 
HISTORY 423. American Foreign Policy. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Early foreign policy of the U. S. The Monroe Doctrine and its ap­
plication. Foreign policy during the Civil War and the period of indus­
trial development. Latin-American relations; relations with Europe. 
Foreign policy during the World War. Recent manifestations. 
HISTORY 423. Contemporary United States History, 1900-1936. (3-0) 
Credit 3. II. 
Internal developments. Imperialism and Self-determination. The 
World War and the period of the twenties. The Old Deal and the New 
Deal. Present trends. 
HISTORY 451, 461. Methods of Historical Investigation.(1-0) Credit 
1. I and II. 
Required of History majors. 
HISTORY 463. Methods of Teaching History and the Social Studies. 
(2-2) Credit 3. 
See Department of Education, Social Science 413. 
HISTORY 490. Social Science Seminar (same as Economics 490. (2-0) 
Credit 2 or none. 
Required of all Social Science majors. 
SOCIOLOGY 
A major in the Social Sciences, with emphasis on Sociology, con­
sists of the following as minimum requirements: 
Sociology 18 semester hours 
History 12 semester hours 
Economics 6 semester hours 
Government 6 semester hours 
Philosophy 6 semester hours 
Education (High School Methods) 3 semester hours, 
Description of Courses 
1 
SOCIOLOGY 213. Introductory Sociology. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
This course is designed to analyze the process of human association. 
It begins with the original nature of man, develops his human nature 
in primary group associations, constructs his secondary group associa­
tions and institutional life, and groups him into social classes. 
SOCIOLOGY 223. Race and Race Relations. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
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This course is designed to trace the history of race contacts, to de­
scribe their conflicts, accommodations, and to point out the degree to 
which assimilation has developed. Class activities consist of lectures, 
reports, and term paper. Prerequisite: Sociology 213. 
SOCIOLOGY 323. The Family. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Domestic relations: Incompatibility, divorce, illegitimacy, domestic 
disadvantages of modern industry and other problems that have to do 
wiih the family in its broad aspects. Prerequisite: Sociology 213 or 
participation in Home Economics Curriculum. 
SOCIOLOGY 343. Social Psychology. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
The psychic basis of social life, social attitudes and the development 
of personality. Prerequisite: Sociology 213 or two courses in the So­
cial Sciences. 
SOCIOLOGY 453. Modern Social Problems. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
This course is an analysis of the major social problems which face 
American society. Such problems as population, labor, rural life, fam­
ily disorganization, crime, etc., are considered. This course is designed 
especially for those students who plan to minor or take several courses 
in Sociology. Prerequisite: Sociology 213. 
SOCIOLOGY 433. Community Problems. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
The origin of social life in community. Such studies as Housing 
Conditions, Public Health, Recreation, and Americanization will be of 
great interest, ever keeping their social aspect in the foreground. Pre­
requisite: Sociology 213 or participation in curriculum of Nursing Edu­
cation. 
SOCIOLOGY 233. Rural Sociology. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Required of all students majoring in Education. See Education 323 
for description. No prerequisite necessary. 
SOCIOLOGY 243. Rural Planning. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
This course is designed to present a variety of plans for Rural Or­
ganization. These plans are based on the problems characteristic of 
Rural Life. Prerequisite is Sociology 233. 
SOCIOLOGY 363. Criminology. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
This course is a treatment of the American Crime Problem. Special 
emphasis is placed on Crime in Texas; the racial aspect of crime; the 
causal factors of crime; Juvenile Delinquency, etc. Class activity con­
sists of lectures, reports, and term paper. Prerequisite is Sociology 213. 
SOCIOLOGY 403. History of Sociological Thought. (3-0) Credit 3. 
I or II. 
This course gives the historical development of important sociologi­
cal theories and identifies these theories with the persons who originated 
them. This course is designed especially for those students who are 
majoring in Sociology. Alternate years. Prerequisite: 12 hours of 
Sociology. 
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SOCIOLOGY 423. Social Research. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Alternate years. Acquaints the student with methods of social re­
search. Both library and field methods will be used. 
SOCIOLOGY 413. Cultural Evolution. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Social origins dealing with the historical development of man and 
his culture. 
GOVERNMENT 
No major is being offered in Government, but one may present 
Go eminent as a minor. 
Description of Courses 
GOVERNMENT 113, 123. Introduction to the Study of American Gov­
ernment. (3-0) Credit 3 each semester. I and II. 
A study of stale and national government in theory and practice. 
Analysis of the constitutional basis and principles as well as the Ameri­
can party system. 
GOVERNMENT 203. See description of History 103, page 75. 
GOVERNMENT 213. Municipal Government. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Political parties and procedure; municipal charters, their evolution 
and provisions; government of American cities. 
GOVERNMENT 223. Municipal Administration. (3-0) Credit 3. XI. 
Forms of city government. The mayor-council type. The commis­
sion form. The city-manager form. Municipal courts. Cities and towns 
in business. Municipal reform. Municipal administration and National 
administration. 
GOVERNMENT 313. Party Government in the United States. (3-0) 
Credit 3. I. 
Rise of political parties. Functions of political parties. Party or­
ganization and leaders. Campaigns and elections. The "boss and tine 
Machine". Use of campaign funds. Party responsibility. Third par­
ty movements and radical parties. Trends in organization. 
GOVERNMENT 323. Political Science. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
II. 
Evolution of the state. Theories of the state; soverignity; types 
of government; theories of responsibility; types of revolution; the indi­
vidual and the state. The state and the community. 
GOVERNMENT 413. Constitutional Law. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
PHILOSOPHY 
Description of Courses 
PHILOSOPHY 313. Introduction to Philosophy. (3-0) Credit 3. J 
Introduction to the field of philosophy. Leading philosophers and 
their doctrines. Applications. 
PHILOSOPHY 323. Ethics. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
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Development of moral codes and ideals; conflict, of intesests; per­
sonal and social ethics; ethical theories and principles. 
PHILOSOPHY 403. Logic. (3-0) Credit 3. I or II. 
Methods of correct reasoning and their application. Inductive and 
deductive proof. Systems of logic. Experimental methods. 
DIVISION OF HOME ECONOMICS 
Miss E. C. May, M. S. in H. E., Director 
Miss E. J. Anderson, M. S. Miss H. L. Bryant, B. S. 
Miss M. L. Powell, M. S. Miss Mildred Collins, M. A. 
Mrs. G. C. Peters, M. S. Mrs. A. L. Ross, M. S. 
The aim of the college course in Home Economics is to inspire and 
stimulate interest in continued study, to train in accuracy, to help the 
student find her place in the social and economic world, and to increase 
the student's stock of information. 
The course, as outlined below is desingated to meet the needs of the 
following groups of persons: Those who plan to teach, those who wish to 
enter graduate courses leading to technical and professional work, and 
those who wish to use such training in solving daily problems of living. 
Requirements for Degree t£ ' 
The degree of Bachelor of Science is conferred upon candidates who 
have completed all prescribed courses and met all other requirements. 
One hundred and twenty-eight hours of acceptable work must be com­
pleted before the degree is granted. 
OUTLINE OF COURSE OF STUDY IN HOME ECONOMICS 
Freshman 
First Semester Sem. 
Hrs. 
English, 113 (3-0) 3 
Composition 
Chemistry, 114 (2-4) 3 
Inorganic 
Psychology, 103 (3-0) 3 
Elem. of Psych, for Beginners 
Mathematics, 173 (3-0) 3 
Vocational Mathematics 
Art, 112 (2-0) 2 
Art Principles 
Physical Ed., Ill (0-3) 1 
Freshman Practice 
Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. 
English, 123 (3-0) 3 
Composition 
Chemistry, 124 (2-4) 4 
Qualitative Analysis 
Education, 113 (3-0) 3 
Introduction to Education 
Clothing, 123 (1-4) 3 
Textiles & Clothing 
Mathematics, 183 (3-0) 3 
Vocational Mathematics 
Physical Ed., 121 (0-3) 1 
Freshman Practice 
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Sophomore 
First Semester Sem. Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. Hrs. 
English, 233 (3-0) 3 English (3-0) 3 
Journalism Elective 
Chemistry, 214 (2-4) 4 Chemistry, 224 (2-4) 4 
Organic Organic 
Education, 233 (3-0) 3 Education, 223 (3-0) 3 
Elementary Methods Prob. of Rural Sch. Teacher 
Foods, 213 (1-4) n O Foods, 223 (1-4) 3 
Elementary Nutrition Food Problems 
Physics (1-4) 3 Clothing, 223 (1-4) 3 
Household Children's Clothing 
Physical Ed., 211 (0-3) 1 Physical Ed., 221 (0-3) 1 
Sophomore Practice - Sophomore Practice 
Junior 
First Semester Sem. Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. Hrs. 
Education, 313 (3-0) 3 Education, 363 (3-0) 3 
Classroom Management Home Economics Methods 
Economics, 313 (3-0) 3 Sociology, 323 (3-0) 3 
Survey of Economics The Family 
Biology, 313 (1-4) 3 Biology, 323 (2-2) 3 
Prin. of Physiology Prin. of Physiology 
Clothing, 313 (1-4) 3 Clothing, 323 (1-4) 3 
Costume Design Adv. Clothing Construction 
House, 313 (2-0) 3 Foods, 323 (1-4) 3 
Household administration Meal planning & preparation 
Senior 
First Semester Sem. Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. Hrs. 
••Education, 401 (1-0) 1 Home Nursing, 422 (2-0) 2 
H. E. Problems Foods, 423 (1-4) 3 
"'Education, 403 (1-3) 3 Advanced Nutrition 
Student Teaching Clothing, 423 d-4) 3 
**House, 403 (1-4) 3 Prob. in Advanced Clothing 
Practice House & 
Family Relationships 
"•"•Parental Ed., 410 (1-4) 1 
Nursery School Observation 
Parental Ed., 413 (3-0) 3 













Home Crafts, 402 (0-2) 2 
Inst. Management, 402 (0-2) 2 
Cafeteria Practice 
Agriculture, 402 (0-2) 2 
Taken same semester as Student Teaching. 
*'*Taken either semester. 
Sem. 
Hrs. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
Department of Home Economics Education 
HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION. (See Division of A. & S., Ed. 303.) 
HOME ECONOMICS PROBLEMS. (See Division of A. & S., Ed. 401.) 
TEACHING HOME ECONOMICS SUBJECTS. (See Division of A. & 
S., Ed. 403.) 
Department of Applied and Related Art 
ART, 112. Related Art. (2-0) Credit 2. I. 
Art principles and their application to home problems. 
Department of Child Development and Health 
PARENTAL EDUCATION 413. Child Care and Training. Credit 3. I. 
A study of the growth and development of the child. 
PARENTAL EDUCATION 401. Nursery School Observation. (1-0) 
Credit 1. I or II. 
Play activities and habit formation noted. 
HOME NURSING 422. (2-0) Credit 2. II. 
Elementary methods of preventing diseases and caring for the sick 
in the home. 
Department of Foods 
FOODS 213. Elementary Nutrition. (1-4) Credit 3. I. 
Relation of food and health. Etiquette in various methods of pre­
paring and serving meals. 
FOODS 223. Food Problems. (1-4) Credit 3. II. 
Scientific principles applied to cooking processes. Emphasis on 
management factors, including budgets on time and money involved in 
meal preparation. 
FOODS 323. Meal Planning and Preparation. (1-4) Credit 3. II. 
Emphasis on processes of preparation of well-planned menus. 
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FOODS 413, 423. Advanced Nutrition. (1-4) Credit 3 each sem. 
Principles of normal human nutrition and application made of them 
to practical feeding problems of the individual and of large groups. 
FOODS 402. Institutional Management. (0-4) Credit 2. I or II. 
Cafeteria practice in planning, preparing, and serving meals. 
Department of Clothing 
CLOTHING 123. Textiles and Clothing. (1-4) Credit 3. II. 
Selection, construction and care of fabrics and clothing. 
CLOTHING 223. Children's Clothing. (1-4) Credit 3. I. 
Problems involved in the selection and construction of garments for 
children and infants. 
CLOTHING 313. Costume Design. (1-4) Credit 3. I. 
Design and its direct relation to clothing. It is based upon Art 112 
and is a prerequisite to Clothing 423. 
CLOTHING 323. Advanced Garment Construction. (1-4) Credit 3. II. 
Practice in the application and the principles of costume design; 
the development of technique in the construction of various types of 
garments. 
CLOTHING 423. Advanced Problems in Clothing. (1-4) Credit 3. II. 
Designed for those who plan to major in clothing; includes model­
ing and draping with the use of the dress forms. 
Department of the House 
HOUSE 313. Household Administration. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Knowledge in development and judging house plans for specific lo­
cations and those adapted to meet the needs of groups of varying in­
come levels. To give the student and opportunity to study some of the 
financial problems of the home. 
HOUSE 403. Supervised Household Management—Practice House. (1-
14) Credit 3. I or II. 
Experiences in group living and opportunities to practice skills and 
techniques. A course of six weeks duration. 
HOUSE 402. Home Crafts. (0-4) Credit 2. I or II. 
Art and Crafts which the average home maker should know. 
HOME ECONOMICS AGRICULTURE 402. (2-0) Credit 2. I or II. 
Dairy, poultry and gardening, including flowers culture. 
ONE AND TWO YEAR COURSES 
The one and two year courses are offered for the benefit of three 
classes of students, (1) Those who cannot afford the time or expense 
of taking a longer course and who desire to apply their limited time di­
rectly to acquiring more skill in some phase of home economics with a 
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view to following it as a trade; (2) For those who are engaged in some 
trade, but who feel the need of acquiring more skill and efficiency in 
the work in which they are at present engaged; (3) For the benefit of 
those who are deficient in college entrance. 
English, Mathematics, and general science related to the course 
will be required of all students who register for the one and two year 
courses. The greater part of the time will be spent in doing the prac­
tical work in the field in which the individual is interested. Other sub­
jects will be arranged according to the needs of the students. 
Beauty Culture (One Year) 
The object of this course is to fit the student for work in larger 
beauty parlors and also to prepare her to take complete charge of a 
shop in a small town. 
BEAUTY CULTURE.—Practice work will be given in all phases 
of beauty culture and will include a knowledge and care of equipment 
and shop cleanliness and shop management. 
Dressmaking (Two Years) 
The purpose of this course is to prepare the student to become a 
practical dressmaker and garment repairer. 
DRESSMAKING.—This course includes the use of commercial 
patterns, drafting and designing, constructing and renovating gar­
ments of various types, also practice in shop management. 
Cooking (Two Years) 
The object of this course is to prepare the student not only to be 
a competent cook, but to manage cafeterias, restaurants, lunch rooms, 
and to take care of parties. 
COOKING.—Practice work will be given in planning and prepar­
ing and serving meals for all occasions. 
Housemaids (One Year) 
The object of this course is to prepare maids who are skillful, res­
ponsible and intelligent. 
HOUSEMAID.—This course includes the performance of household 
duties in an efficient and systematic manner. 
DIVISION OF MECHANIC ARTS 
J. J. Abernethy, M. S. in M. E„ Director 
C. L. Wilson, M. E„ M. S. W. S. Hardy, B. S. in I. E. 
F. G. Fry, B. S. in E. E. H. W. Carter, B. S. in A. 
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N. A. Jones H. E. Fuller 
R. F. Johnson A. G. Cleaver 
Wm. Cook Edward Johnson 
J. M. Wilson T. H. Brittain 
G. C. Bell Henrietta Farrell, B. S. 
L. P. Muckelroy D. W. Martin, B. S. 
W. P. Terrell, S. B. 
The Division of Mechanic Arts offers four year courses in: 
Building Construction 
Inudstrial Arts Education 
Stationary Engineering 
Trade and Industrial Education 
The Division offers two year courses in the following industries: 
Auto Mechanics Machine Shop Practice 
Brick Masonry Painting and Decorating 
Broom and Mattress Making Plumbing and Steam Fitting 
Carpentry and Printing 
Cabinet Making Stationary Engineering 
Electricity Shoe Repairing 
Laundering Tailoring and Garment Making 
The first two years' work is similar for all courses. The student 
selects the industrial work with reference to its bearing on the course 
in which he plans to major during the last two years. 
OBJECTIVES 
Building Construction 
The aim of this course is to give the student practical and theoreti­
cal training in architecture and building construction in order that he 
may go out and serve as a general building contractor. 
Industrial Arts Education 
The objective of this course is to prepare teachers of industrial 
work and drawing for the public schools. 
Stationary Engineering 
The objective of this course is to give practical and theoretical 
training in the fundamentals of steam and electrical generation. Grad­
uates of the course will be prepared to operate a modern power plant. 
Trades and Industrial Education 
This course is designed to meet the needs of vocational teachers. 
Students completing same are qualified, under the state plan for voca­
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tional education, for the general continuation and trade and industrial 
schools. 
Required Courses 
General Education Semester Hours 
English 9 
Mathematics 6 « 
Sociology 6 






Industrial Laboratory Courses 20 
Courses required by the State Department of Education 
for Smith-Hughes certificate and other courses in educa­
tion suited to the needs of the student 24 
Electives 26 
Total ; 420 
Two Year Courses 
Two-year courses are offered for the benefit of two classes of 
students: (1) Those who cannot afford the time or expense of taking a 
longer course and who desire to apply their limited time directly to ac­
quiring more skill in some one industry with a view of following it as 
a trade; (2) for the benefit of those who are engaged in some industry 
but who feel the need of acquiring more skill and efficiency in the work 
in which they are at present engaged. 
Special Students 
The Division of Mechanic Arts will admit individuals for special 
programs of study upon approval of the Principal and Director. 
Short courses in Mechanical Drawing, House Drawing, Plumbing, 
Auto Mechanics, and Painting will be organized upon the receipt of five 
applications in each branch. These courses will be considered extension 
work, and are primarily for persons of mature age. 
Admission 
Admission to the Division of Mechanic Arts has the following re­
quirements: 
In order to pursue the courses leading to a degree the student must 
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satisfy the same entrance requirements as are required for entrance to 
the freshman college class. 
In order to enter as a special student the applicant must be at least 
sixteen years of age, must have completed the seventh grade, and in all 
cases admission must be approved by the Principal. 
Graduation Requirement 
One hundred and twenty-eight semester hours of work must be com­
pleted as outlined in the course of study for the division before the de­
gree of Bachelor of Science is granted. 
On satisfactory completion of the first two years work the student 
is granted a certificate in the industry taken. 
OUTLINE OF COURSES IN MECHANIC ARTS DIVISION 
FRESHMAN 
First Semester Sem. Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. Hrs. 
Mathematics, 173 (3-0) 3 Mathematics, 113 (3-0) 3 
Chemistry, 112 (1-2) 2 Chemistry, 122 (1-2) 2 
(Applied to M. A. Students) (Applied to M. A. Students) 
Drawing, 112 (0-6) 2 Drawing, 122 (0-6) 2 
English, 113 (3-0) 3 English, 123 (3-0) 3 
•Industrial Lab., 115 (0-15) 5 •Industrial Lab., 125 (0-15) 5 
15 15 
SOPHOMORE 
First Semester Sem. Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. Hrs. 
Physics, 214 (2-4) 4 Physics, 224 (2-4) 4 
•(•Mathematics, 233 (3-0) 3 Mathematics, 223 (3-0) 3 
Drawing, 212 (0-6) 2 Drawing, 222 or 242 (0-6) 2 
•(•Students taking Industrial Laboratory work in Broom and Mattress 
Making, Painting, Printing, and Tailoring may substitute for these 
courses. 
•Students may select Industrial Laboratory work from the following: 
Auto Mechanics, Broom and Mattress Making, Brick Masonry and 
Plastering, Electrical Repair Work, Carpentry and Cabinet Making, 
Machine Shop Practice, Laundry and Dry Cleaning, Printing and Lino­
type Operating, Plumbing and Steam Fitting, Stationary Engineering, 
Shoe Making, Tailoring and Garment Making, Painting and Decorating. 
Twenty semester hours credit are required in one industry. 
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First Semester Sem. Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. Hrs. 
Mechanism, 213 (3-0) 3 •(•Surveying, 262 (0-6) 2 
•Industrial Lab., 215 (0-15) 5 •Industrial Lab., 225 (0-15) 5 
17 16 
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, OPTION 
JUNIOR 
First Semester Sem. Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. Hrs. 
Hist, of Construct., 353 (3-0) 3 Strength of Materials, 323 
Calculus, 313 (3-0) 3 (3-0) 3 
Statics, 313 (3-0) 3 Building Construct., 363 (3-0) 3 
Mas'ry & Concrete, 112 (0-6) 2 Const. History, 103 (3-0) 3 
Materials of Construction, 332 Electrical Wiring, 122 (0-6) 2 
(2-0) 2 Education, 383 (3-0) 3 
Principles of Arch., 372 (1-6) 3 Arch. Drawing, 322 (0-6) 2 
16 16 
SENIOR 
First Semester Sem. Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. Hrs. 
Economics, 313 (3-0) 3 Business Methods, 403 (3-0) 3 
Business Law, 493 (3-0) 3 Reinforced Concrete, 422 (2-0) 2 
Heating & Ventilation, 433 Estimating Contracts & 
(3-0) 3 Specifications, 483 (3-0) 3 
Plumbing, 112 (0-6) 2 Painting & Decorating, 122 
Arch. Drawing, 432 (0-6) 2 (0-6) 2 
Education, 293 (3-0) 3 Structural Design, 443 (2-3) 3 
Education, 283 (3-0) 3 
16 16 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION, OPTION 
JUNIOR 
First Semester Sem. Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. Hrs. 
Architectural Drawing 332 or Architectural Drawing 342 or 
t Students taking Industrial Laboratory work in Broom and Mattress 
Making, Painting, Printing, and Tailoring may substitute for these 
courses. 
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First Semester Sem. 
Hrs. 
Machine Drawing 312 (0-6) 2 
Education 113 (3-0) 3 
Education 353 (3-0) 3 
•"Industrial Elective (0-6) 2 





























Arch. Drawing, 432, or 
Machine Drawing, 412 
•"Industrial Elective 
16 
Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. 
Shop Management, 463 (3-0) 3 
Education, 483, 303, or 203 
(3-0) 3 
Education, 223 (3-0) 3 
•"Elective 3 
Arch. Drawing, 442, or 
Machine Drawing, 432 (0-6) 2 








( 0 - 6 )  2  
(0-6) 2 
STATIONARY ENGINEERING, OPTION 
JUNIOR 
First Semester Sem. 
Hrs. 
Calculus, 313 (3-0) 3 
Statics, 313 (3-0) 3 
Machine Drawing, 312 (0-6) 2 
Thermodynamics, 333 (3-0) 3 
"Elective 2 
Machine Tool Work (0-6) 2 
Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. 
Strength of Materials, 323 
(3-0) 3 
Kinetics, 342 (2-0) 2 
Machine Drawing, 322 (0-6) 2 
Steam and Gas Engine, 364 
(3-3) 4 
Education, 383 (3-0) 3 
Const. History, 103 (3-0) 3 
17 
•"Selected upon advice and approval of the Director. 
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First Semester Sem. Second Semester 
Hrs. tt 
Economics 313 (3-0) 3 Machine Design, 423 (3-0) 3 
Business Law, 493 (3-0) 3 Hydraulics, 423 (3-0) 3 
Heating & Ventila. 433 (3-0) 3 Electrical Eng., 424 3-3 4 
Electrical Eng., 414 (3-3) 4 Shop Management, 463 3-0 3 
Education, 293 (3-0) 3 Education, 283 Jg-O) 3 
16 ~6 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
AUTOMOBILE MECHANICS 
*A UT O i ME G LI A.NIC s 115. Elementary Auto Mechanics. (0-15) Cre-
and I™ nfTT C0TS th6 hiSt°ry °f the automobiIe; trade terms, use 
AUTO MECHANtrt ^Udy0f tHe P°Wer Md transm^ion systems. 
UTO MECHANICS 125. Elementary Auto Mechanics. (0-15) Cre-
QIC O. 11. 
ine-s Ch°rp?nUati°n °f, C°UrSe U5' includi"£ a study of front axles, bear-
' akes' general repairs, and maintenance. 
AUTO_ MECHANICS 215. Advanced Auto Mechanics. (0-15) Credit 
o. 1. 
methSsTT KVerS, the StUdy '°f engine' ^ °f bearings, valves, 
attta g' lubncatins and Practice in engine tuning 
AUTOgMECHANICS 225. Advanced Auto Mechanics. (0-15) Credit 
methli!8 TUrue rerS the Study 0f the clutch' types, installing and 
Rear axle's anTd f7' t"an,Smissions: tyPes> bearings, and lubrication, 
of lubricatinrt "r S:,tyP6S' functions' adjusting and methods 
rlgf HtW nLt P1:V flting t0 Cylinders' tyPe* °f Pistons and 
testing "ngS: the steeri"g ^r: adjusting, lubricating and 
BROOM AND MATTRESS MAKING 
BROOVUMA U>, 120. Elementary Broom Making. (0-15) Cre-
Instruction in the assortment of broom corn, trimming and seedine-
mac iner.y, putting the corn into working order, dying and bleaching 
rredtt" ™dUS.tnaI laboratory courses are given 6 hours per week for 2 n—redm- - L -
Sem. 
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broom corn, names, use and care of tools and machinery, making plain 
light household brooms, scraping, sewing, clipping and bunching brooms 
in dozen lots. 
MATTRESS MAKING 115, 125. Elementary Mattress Making. (0-15) 
Credit 5. I and II. 
Instruction in the names, use and care of mattress making tools 
and machines, measuring, cutting and making ticking for the V2, 2-3, 
and % mattress, estimating the amount of ticking for the different 
sizes of mattresses. This course also includes a study of different 
kinds and amounts of filling for single mattresses, how to fill, adjust, 
tack, and rim single mattresses, how to make new single mattresses and 
pillows and how to renovate all single mattresses and pillows. 
BROOM MAKING 215, 225. Advanced Broom Making. (0-15) Cre­
dit 5. I and II. 
Instruction in making large household brooms, warehouse brooms; 
he different types and styles of finishes, whisk brooms, ceiling or wall 
brooms; quantity and cost estimating; also instruction in mop making. 
MATTRESS MAKING 215, 225. Advanced Mattress Making. (0-15) 
Credit 5. I and II. 
Instruction in the different kinds and grades of mattress ticking, 
cutting and making ticking for the full mattresses, doufold mattresses, 
ay beds, and baby beds. This course also includes the making of non-
matGesses 101131 feather mattresses, making pillows and renovating 
CARPENTRY 
CARPENTRY 155. Elementary Carpentry. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
Names, uses, and care of tools, lumber and building material; joints, 
ui ding sites laying off houses from blue prints. Foundations, 
estimating J01st' board measure, problems in measurement and 
CARPENTRY 125. Elementary Carpentry. Credit 5. II. 
House framing continued, brace and balloon, advantages and disad­
vantages of each. Rafters and methods of laying out various pitches. 
CARPENTRY 215. Advanced Carpentry. Credit 5. I. 
Weather-boarding and sheathing, window and door frame construc­
tion, cornice construction. Roof coverings and flashings. 
CARPENTRY 225. Advanced Carpentry. (0-15) Credit 5. II 
Finishing the inside of the house, hanging doors and windows, 
ardwares, use and application, constructing built-in cabinets, estima­
ting complete cost of building; study of related trades and stair con-
struction. 
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DRAWING 
DRAWING 112, 122. Engineering Drawing. (0-6) Credit 2. I and II. 
Selection and use of drawing instruments, construction of geo-
riaTdrawing"1"68' el'mg' orthoSraPhi<= projection, sections and picto-
DRAWING 212. Descriptive Geometry. (0-6) Credit 2 I 
More advanced problems than Engineering Drawing. Practical an-
phcations of the principles involved. Prerequisite: Engineering Draw-
DRAWING 222. Mechanical Drawing. (0-6) Credit 2. II. 
rejection drawing, developments, intersections, and the elements 
£»b,«, „„d sheet drM.ihp Prerequisite: Descriptive Geome-
DRAWING 242 Architectural Drawing. (0-6) Credit 2. II 
tails. 6 * archltectural drafting including conventions and de-
DRAWING 372. Principles of Architecture. (0-6) Credit 3. I 
Elementary principles of architectural design as applied to 'resi 
dences and small buildings. 10 resl 
DRAWING 312, 322. Machine Drawing. (0-6) Credit 2. I and II 
Conventional representation, detail and assembly drawings modern 
DC,"2 ST lhe »' rSequiS 
DRAWING 342. Architectural Drawing. (0-6) Credit 2. II. 
tion to thUedde°f lthe ar'hit®ctural conventions and details, special atten-
hip Preren >Pmn * ^ °f Ietterill«' aad draftsman­ship. Prerequisite: Descriptive Geometry 212. 
AWING 432, 442. Architectural Drawing. (0-6) Credit 2. I and II 
preparation of a complete set of working drawings for a small 
b h d d . n g .  S E C O N D  S E M E S T E R  A d v a n c e d  5 o r k  i „  p f „ , „ d  
chitectural design. Prerequisite: Drawing 342. 
AWING 412, 432. Machine Drawing. (0-6) Credit 2. I and II 
ing tST' T1* ^ th6 drafting °f machine Parts> kinematic draw­
ing 322 6lementary Pr°blems in machi«e design. Prerequisite: Draw-
ELECTRICITY 
ELECTRICITY 115. Elementary Electricity. (0-15) Credit 5. I 
vnltpt of electro-magnets, induction, measurement of current 
voltage, power, and energy in different circuits; dry cells, wet cells and 
s orage batteries, electric wiring: materials and their properties, typical 
Cable B X ^ ̂  *7 ^ Wiri"g' ™tal and Cable B. X. requirement of N. E. C. and the winding of small motors^ 
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ELECTRICITY 125. Elementary Electricity. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
Electric wiring continued, conduit systems and installation of mul­
tiple and series circuits; N. E. C. requirements. Electric Construction; 
design of circuits of small layout of light and power, computation of 
losses in wire. 
ELECTRICITY 215. Advanced Electricity. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
Electric construction continued. Design of circuits of large layout, 
causes and remedies for losses. 
ELECTRICITY 225. Advanced Electricity. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
Electric construction continued, installation of complicated systems, 
blue print reading, estimating costs, meter reading, telephone batteries, 
care and maintenance of motors and generators, operation of switch­
board; study of underground cable and practical experience at power 
house. 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 414, 424. (3-3) Credit 4. I and II. 
A study of direct machines with reference to the fundamental laws 
of electricity, the important principles of alternating current machinery, 
laboratory tests and the operation of electrical equipment. Prerequisites: 
Physics 214 and Calculus 313. 
ENGINEERING 
MECHANIC ARTS 213. Mechanism. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Principles underlying the actions of the elementary combinations 
of all machines. Prerequisites: Applied Mathematics 123, Parallels; 
Mathematics 213 and Drawing 212. 
MECHANIC ARTS 262. Surveying. (0-6) Credit 2. II. 
Elementary surveying problems; field methods, and practical prob­
lems. Prerequisites: Mathematics 213 and Drawing 112. 
MECHANIC ARTS 313. Statics. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
A study of statics with applications to stresses in structures; cen­
ter of gravity and moment of inertia. Prerequisites: Mathematics 223 
and Physics 224. 
MECHANIC ARTS 323. Strength of Materials. (0-3) Credit 3. II. 
Behavior of Materials subjected to tension, compression, and shear; 
riveted joints, torsion, strength and stiffness of simple and continuous 
beams; bending moments and shear forces in beams; and the design of 
beams and columns. Prerequisite: Statics 313. 
MECHANIC ARTS 332. Materials of Construction. (2-0) Credit 2. I. 
A detailed study of building materials with special emphasis on 
their use in construction. 
MECHANIC ARTS 363. Building Construction. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
A study of the common methods of building construction; occasion­
al visits to buildings under construction. Prerequisite: Materials of 
Construction 332. 
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MECHANIC ARTS 353. History of Construction. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
This course is designed to give the student a brief background in 
architectural history. 
MECHANIC ARTS 333. Thermodynamics. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Fundamental laws and general equations of heat generation and 
transfer; laws •of gases and mixtures, properties of saturated and super­
heated vapors with applications. Prerequisite or parallel: Mathematics 
313 and Physics 224. 
MECHANIC ARTS 342. Kinetics. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Laws of rectilinear and curvilinear motion, kinetics, friction, work 
energy, and power. Prerequisites: Statics 313 and Mathematics 313. 
MECHANIC ARTS 364. Steam and Gas Engineering. (3-3) Credit 
4. II. 
Heat power engineering including steam engines, boilers, turbines, 
internal combustion engines, fuels and combustion, power plant equip­
ment, and air compressors. Prerequisite: Thermodynamics 313. 
MECHANIC ARTS 403. Business Methods. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Pieiequisite: Economics 313. A study of the business structure 
and executive functions—an analysis of management factors such as 
personnel, finance, accounting, production and marketing. 
MECHANIC ARTS 422. Reinforced Concrete. (2-0) Credit 2. II. 
Theory of concrete mixtures and the mechanics of reinforced con­
crete applied in the design of beams, slabs, columns and foundations. 
MECHANIC ARTS 433. Heating and Ventilation. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Fundamental principles of heating and ventilation, heat transmis­
sion of materials, different methods of heating, piping layouts, temper-
ature control, and air conditioning. 
MECHANIC ARTS 425. Machine Design. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Elements of machines, design of fastenings, joints, gearing, belt­
ing, frames and attachments. Prerequisite: Strength of Materials 323. 
MECHANIC ARTS 443. Structural Design. (2-3) Credit 3. II. 
Application of the principles of mechanics and strength of materials 
to the coordinated, group design of an entire structure. Prerequisite: 
Strength of Materials 323. 
MECHANIC ARTS 463. Shop Management. (3-0) Credit 3. II. 
Organization, shop location, arrangement of machinery and service 
equipment, orders, records, purchasing, storing, planning, routing, 
scheduling, and general management. 
MECHANIC ARTS 493. Business Law. (3-0) Credit 3. I. 
Prerequisite: Junior Classification. A study of the rules of law 
governing contracts, sales, agencies, partnership, joint stock companies, 
corporations and negotiable instruments, with special emphasis on the 
law of contracts. 
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EXTENSION COURSES 
Under the Federal Vocational Educational Act, the college offers 
extension courses in Industrial Education in centers where a sufficient 
number of persons approved by the Local Director of Industrial Edu­
cation, are interested in one subject to make such an arrangement 
possible. The time devoted to each course is thirty clock hours. 
These extension courses are planned to meet the requirements of 
the State Board for Vocational Education for certification of teachers of 
ail types of trades and industrial work. 
The list of extension courses now include the following: For shop, 
related subject and part time and trade extension teachers: Trade 
analysis, Job analysis, Course making, Methods of teaching and class 
management, Organization of Instructional Material, Philosophy of 
Vocational Education, Vocational Guidance. 
Application for such extension classes should be made either to the 
local Director or State Director of Industrial Education. 
Note: Principals and other teachers already in the service will be 
permitted to enter resident classes in Philosophy of Vocational Edu­
cation, Vocational Guidance and Social and Economic factors affecting 
Industrial Education for college credit upon the approval of the Direc­
tor of the division which they majoring. 
LAUNDERING 
LAUNDERING 115. Elementary Laundering. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
Starch making, soap solution, and bleaching agents. Grading, check­
ing in, checking out, marking, separating, and wrapping. Finishing, 
flat work, starch work, pleated work, shirts, collars, and uniforms. 
Mangle, care of, and operation. 
LAUNDERING 125. Elementary Laundering. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
Care and operation of Marking Machines. Washing silks, flannels, 
and woolens. Care and operation of drying machines. 
LAUNDERING 215. Advanced Laundering. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
A study of the various kinds of cleaning solutions. Pressers, types 
of mechanism, care and operation of pressers, padding and operation. 
Dry Cleaning machines, care of and operation. Extractors, care of and 
operation. 
LAUNDERING 225. Advanced Laundering. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
Pressing silk dresses, woolen dresses, woolen suits and ties. Laun­
dry bookkeeping and management. 
MACHINE SHOP PRACTICE 
MACHINE SHOP PRACTICE 115. Elementary Machine Shop Prac­
tice. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
Uses and care of machinist measuring tools, hand tools. Bench 
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work-laying out, filling, laying out for drilling, and drilling. Properties 
of metals, selecting saw blades for various metals, sharpening drills for 
various metals, and a certful study of rake, clearance and lead. Types 
of drill presses, operation of drill press, setting up work for flat and 
angular drilling. The grinder and grades of stones used. The shaper 
shaper tools, setting up work and making parallel blocks and cutting 
keyways. & 
MACHINE SHOP PRACTICE 125. Advanced Machine Shop Practice 
(0-15) Credit 5. II. 
Lathe study, counter sinking, setting up work in lathe, plain turn­
ing and tool grinding. Thread cutting—right and left hand threads. 
Chuck and mandrel work, taper turning, boring in lathe, boring to di­
mensions. The planer, setting up work and planing to dimensions. 
The milling machine, a thorough study of the index head, milling square 
surfaces, hexagon surfaces, etc., milling keyways for plain and wood­
ruff keys. Gear cutting, spur gears, miter gears, etc. Practice jobs 
involving the use of drill, planer, shaper, lathe and miller. 
MASONRY 
MASONRY 115, 125. Elementary Masonry. (0-15) Credit 5. I and II. 
Study of materials and their use, names and uses of tools, simple 
construct. «n in brick and tile, face brick construction, ornamental work 
in brick and cement. 
MASONRY 215, 225. Advanced Masonry. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
Continuation of course 125 including lathing and plastering of all 
kinds, theory and practice in concrete work, tile setting and general 
building construction. 
PAINTING 
PAINTING 115. Elementary Painting. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
iudy of the various kinds of paints, varnishes, stains, lacquers, and 
their ingredients. Colors, their relation and recognition; the study of 
tools and equipment and their uses. 
PAINTING 125. Elementary Painting. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
u y of the preparation of exterior surfaces, mixing and applying 
paints and the effects of weather conditions upon a paint job; colol 
analysis and color matching. 
PAINTING 215. Advanced Painting. (0-15) Credit 5. I 
anH "I PrePa»ng interior surfaces, blending colors with furniture 
ing 6t S Posltlon and lights upon interiors; modernistic wall finish-
PAINTING 225. Advanced Painting. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
rnmm e St<3PS paper hanSing> shop management and common furniture finishing. • 
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PLUMBING 
PLUMBING 115. Elementary Plumbing. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
This course comprises the care and use of tools, study of plumbing 
and heating, measuring, cutting and threading steel pipe, cutting cast 
iron pipe and caulking cast iron pipe. 
PLUMBING 125. Elementary Plumbing. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
Lead bending, shaping, and wiping. Roughing in for plumbing 
fixtures and heating; practice of wiping branch joints of all description, 
installation of fixtures and venting. 
PLUMBING 215. Advanced Plumbing. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
Study of small heating systems; installation of boilers, installation 
of one, two pipe, and vapor systems, installation of steam transmission 
lines, making layouts from plumbing codes, etc. 
PLUMBING 225. Advanced Plumbing. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
Making estimates for labor and material for small plumbing and 
heating jobs and directing labor on small jobs. Distribution of hot and 
cold water; estimating yearly supplies for average boarding schools. 
SHEET METAL 115. Elementary Sheet Metal. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
This course comprises designing, layouts, templates, compution, 
soldering, brazing, seaming and the study and use of sheet and bar ma­
terial. 
SHEET METAL 125. Advanced Sheet Metal. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
This course covers the different types of sheet and wrought-iron 
work as applied to furniture, building construction and ornament. Weld­
ing, brazing, die, curb and bar constructions are included. Prerequisite: 
Course 125. 
PRINTING 
PRINTING 115. Hand Composition. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
Tl-e type case, use of composing stick, justification, spacing, proof­
ing, correcting, distribution, care of type, care of materials, caps and 
small caps, using italics, punctuation, division of words, indention, set­
ting poetry, the point system, leader and figure work, small jobs: tick­
ets, visiting and business cards, letterheads and envelopes. 
PRINTING 125. Advanced Composition. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
A continuation of course 115, in which more complicated jobs are 
set, such as: commercial advertisments, business stationery, bill heads, 
statements, receipts, etc. Stone work: imposition and make-up of news­
paper and book forms, cover pages, etc. are also taken up. Prerequisite: 
Course 115. 
PRINTING 215. Linotype Operating. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
This course deals primarily with operating, giving enough mechan­
ical instruction necessary to operate the machine successfully. The va­
rious types and styles of jobs commonly set on the linotype are em­
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phasized and practiced. Special emphasis is placed on accuracy and 
speed. Prerequisite: Printing 115, 125. 
PRINTING 225. Linotype Operating and Mechanism. (0-15) Credit 
5. II. 
This course is a continuation of course 215. A more thorough 
study of and practice in composing the more intricate and tabular forms 
of job composition is given. Mechanism: A study of the assembling 
casting and distributing mechanism. Prerequisite: Course 215. 
PRINTING 215A. Platen Press-work and Bindery, (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
Introduction to platen presses; starting and taking care of differ­
ent types of presses; press adjustments; hand feeding; press prepara­
tion; make ready and operating automatic feeder, make ready on simple 
forms, the care and operation of the cutter, stitcher, folder, and other 
press-room equipment. Book bindery, padding and other bindery work 
are also given. Prerequisite: Course 115. 
PRINTING 225A. Cylinder Presswork. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
Introduction to the cylinder press; mechanical adjustments, make-
rea y; newspaper and book forms. Advanced cylinder presswork: ad-
S/ST ^ PreSSW°rk' (h3lf t0ne f0rms> etc->" Prerequisite: 
SHOE MAKING 
SHOEMAKING 115. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
Care of shop, care and use of tools; making bristled waxed thread 
ends sewing with hand sewing awl, tempering sole leather, moulding 
whole and half soles for bottom use, fitting half soles, sewing rips in 
uppers and soles by hand. 
SHOE MAKING 125. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
Selection of lasts to correct the shape of shoes to be repaired; nail­
ing soles previously fitted, repairing leather and wood heels with leather, 
fitting wood heels on ladies shoes, fitting rubber heels, lock stitching, 
trimming edges by hand, classification of sole and upper patch leather, 
ing needles and the repair of the universal feed machine, getting out 
mes o vamp, quarter and sole patches, putting on cement, vamp and 
sole patches; sewing soles the hand method. 
SHOE MAKING 215. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
0„i00The ^ °f,the finishinS machine, fitting and preparing cement 
- s, lepanmg ight half soles on shoes, and studying the history of 
oot wear; drafting shoes uppers and boot tops, building up and enlarg-
™ +v,a!i.S' CU- lng and insoles, repairing turn soles by the turn 
o , sewing welts, putt.ng on plain bottoms, stitching soles with 
machine and trimming and finishing edges with machine. 
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STATIONARY ENGINEERING 
STATIONARY ENGINEERING 115. Elementary Stationary Engineer­
ing. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
Nomenclature of power plant equipment and tools. Steam fittings, 
and heat insulation. Choice and application of lubricants. Steam 
boilers, types, settings, and operation. Boiler inspection and insurance, 
fuels, feed water heating, pumping and regulation. 
STATIONARY ENGINEERING 125. Elementary Stationary Engineer­
ing. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
Reciprocating engines, air compressors, mechanical drives. Genera­
tion of electrical energy. Steam heating systems and accessories. 
Reading and testing of meters and gages. Power plant switchboards. 
STATIONARY ENGINEERING 215. Advanced Stationary Engineer­
ing. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
Steam turbines, condensers and turbine accessories. Refrigeration, 
and ice making. Air conditioning. Plant repair work, including steel 
and bronze welding, soldering, babbiting. 
STATIONARY ENGINEERING 225. Advanced Stationary Engineer­
ing. (0-15) Ci-edit 5. II. 
Erection of power plant equipment. A study of hoisting appara­
tus, and the application of slings, hitches, jocks, cribbing, skids, and 
rollers to heavy machinery. Costs of erection. Plant records, and the 
management of a power plant. 
TAILORING AND GARMENT MAKING 
TAILORING 115. Elementary Tailoring. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
Names and uses of various stitches. Trouser measurements. The 
tailors square and its uses. Trouser cutting. 
TAILORING 125. Elemenlary Tailoring. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
Trouser drafting, trimming and making. Serges and worsted. Use 
and care of tailoring machines. Skirt drafting, cutting and making. 
TAILORING 215. Advanced Tailoring. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
Coat and vest measurements; direct and proportionate. Vest cut-
ting, drafting and making. Collar and canvas construction. 
TAILORING 225. Advanced Tailoring. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
Coat cutting, trimming, drafting and making. Alterations and re­
pairs. Hand and machine made coats. Methods of lining and refining. 
TRADES AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 312. Trade Analysis. (2-0) Credit 2. I. 
The student must know a trade which will be divided into its sev­
eral parts, as: units, operations, jobs, sciences, mathematical content. 
Prerequisite: At least two years of trade experience. 
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INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 322. Job Analysis. (2-0) Credit 2. II. 
This course will deal with the procedure involved in breaking spe­
cific Jobs or type jobs into skills, operating points and human and me­
chanical operating points. Prerequisite: at least two years of trade ex­
perience. 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 412. Course Making. (2-0) Credit 2 I 
Methods of outlining courses of study to meet the needs of the dif­
ferent types of classes. Each student will make a complete course for 
subject in which he has had most experience 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 302. Methods ' of Teaching and Class 
Management. (2-0) Credit 2. 
Organization of equipment and economical ways of securing ma­
terials as teaching aids; the teaching steps and procedures; discipline 
and individual adjustment; grading, records and reports. 
DUSTRIAL EDUCATION 402. Organization of Instructional Ma­
terial. (2-0) Credit 2. 
From material obtained from occupational analysis teachable con-
™nn5TmAnrZei plans and job sheets are prepared. 
r ^UCATI0N 462' PhilosoPhy of Vocational Education. (2-0) Credit 2. 
A study of the principles underlying vocational education, types of 
vocat'onal schools and classes, efficiency factors in vocational education, 
the Smith Hughes act and the Texas State plan for vocational education 
with special reference to industrial educational. 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 372. Vocational Guidance. (2-0) Credit 2 
A study of the rise and development of the movement and of sur­
veys and then-application to the problem. A careful consideration of 
personne1 functions and adminstration in education, in business and 
ndustry; and the preparation in education, and classification of occu-
™ZlmA°rnin10n f0r USe in g'uidance and placement. 
RIAL EDUCATION 482. Social and Economic Factors affect­
ing Industrial Education. (2-0) Credit 2. 
thpnvt St rdf v°f Ufn°mic problems affecting industry, including the 
to stockb 1H ' -6S °f manaffement> and tbe Problem of rewards 
to stockholders, managing employees and workmen, production, organi-
standards dlstnbution> consumption, problems of control, and 
result f 1 'en7 m lndustry' with sPecial emphasis on the economic result of efficient industrial education. 
WOOD-WORKING 
WOODWORK 115. Elementary Woodwork. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
t h e i r  ameS !"d US7 °f t00lS' "ames and uses of J''oints- Cabinet woods, 
their properties and characteristics. Simple projects, requiring skill in 
the use of the saw, plane and square; problems in measurement, board 
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measure and hand sanding. This course is designed chiefly for those 
who have had little or no experience with tools. 
WOODWORK 125. Elementary Woodwork. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
Use and care of wood working machines, seasoning of lumber, grad­
ing and grading values. Advanced projects involving turning, mor­
tising, tenoning and paneling. Estimating and malting bills of material 
from sketches and prints. Glues and methods of glueing. 
WOODWORK 215. Advanced Woodwork. (0-15) Credit 5. I. 
Construction of period style furniture with modern adaptation. 
Woodterming and inlaying. Hand and machine sanding and estimating. 
WOODWORK 225. Advanced Woodwork. (0-15) Credit 5. II. 
Production methods in the use of power machinery; complicated and 
original designs for large pieces of furniture. History of furniture, cost 
finding, and estimating. 
DIVISION OF NURSING EDUCATION 
J. M. Franklin, M. D., Director and Resident Physician 
R. E. Hanson, M. D. Miss M. A. Watson, R. N. 
A. M. Wilkins, M. D. Miss B. Pryor, R. N. 
A. K. Smith, D. D. S. Miss E. E. Griffin, R. N. 
R. W. White, Ph. C. Miss I. J. Wormley 
Mrs. M. S. Brannon, R. N. Miss Lela Washington 
Miss M. L. Hood 
The Nursing Education Division offers two courses of study, one 
over a period of five years leading to a Bachelor of Science degree in 
Nursing, the other over a period of three years leading to a Diploma. 
The school of Nursing has affiliation with the Jefferson Davis Hos­
pital, Houston, Texas, enabling nurses to get experience in pediatrics 
and obstetrical nursing. The time required in these branches of nursing 
is six months. Upon completion of either course the three years' nurse 
is eligible to take the Nurses' State Board Examination. 
Requirements for Admission 
All persons enrolling in the Division of Nursing Education for the 
first time will report on the first of September. Applicants desiring to 
en'er this Division must meet the same entrance requirements demanded 
of applicants in other divisions of the College and must be between the 
ages of eighteen and thirry-five. Preference will be given to appli­
cants with training superior to the above. Aside from educational 
qualifications, the applicant must have good health and good morals. 
High school transcripts are approved by the School and State Board of 
Nurse Examiners. After approval of transcripts, applicants will be 
advised to report to the hospital on September first. 
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will De to tne advantage ot the students entering Prairie View 
School of Nursing to have completed at least one year of College work. 
The students who fail in more than three courses will not be retained in 
the School of Nursing. 
Necessary Articles 
Applicants are required to bring the following articles: four sheets, 
three pillow cases, one pillow, sufficient cover, five gingham dresses, 
an umbrella, rain coat, overshoes, low-heel black oxfords with rubber 
heels, two spreads, four face towels, four bath towels, a work-box con­
taining articles for mending, a cheap watch with a second hand, and a 
clinical thermometer. 
Health 
All students of nursing education, when ill are cared for gratui­
tously, receiving the professional services of the hospital physicians. 
Time, above two weeks, lost through illness or any other cause, must be 
made up. 
Vacation 
A vacation of three weeks is given each year during the summer. 
Instruction 
Systamatic courses of lectures, classes and demonstrations are con­
ducted by the hospital staff and members of the college faculty. The 
outline of the course of study is as follows: 
OUTLINE OF FIVE YEAR COURSE OF STUDY 
FIRST YEAR 
Second Semester First Semester Sem. 
Hrs. 
English, 113 (3-0) 3 
Composition 
Education, 113 (3-0) 3 
Intro, to Education 
Mathematics, 173 (3-0) 3 
Analysis 
Chemistry, 114 (2-4) 4 
General Chemistry 
Nursing Edu., 132 (2-0) 2 
History & Ethics of Nurs. 










Nursing Edu., 122 
Bacteriology 
Physical Edu., 121 
Freshman Practice 
Nursing Edu., 121 















English, (Elective) (3-0) 
Nursing Edu., 114 (2-4) 
Prin. and Prac. of Nurs. 
Nursing Edu., 331 (1-0) 
Drugs & Solutions 
Nursing Edu., 153 (3-0) 
Anatomy & Physiology 
Nursing Edu., 134 
Nursing Chemistry 
Nursing Edu., 372 
Medical Nursing 










Nursing Edu., 124 
Prin. & Prac. of Nurs. 
Nursing Edu., 163 
Anatomy & Physiology 
Nursing Edu., 162 
Materia Medica 
Nursing Edu. 361 
Gynecology 
Nursing Edu., 142 
Nursing Psychology 
Nursing Edu., 321 
Elem. Pathology 















(2-0) 2 Nursing Edu., 332 
Surgical Nursing 
Nursing Edu., 352 (2-0) 2 
Medical Specialties 
Nursing Edu., 452 (2-0) 2 
Psychiatric Nursing 
Nursing Edu., 334 (2-4) 4 
Pediatric & Infant Feeding 
Nursing Edu., 324 (2-4) 4 
Obstetrical Nursing 






Nursing Edu., 421 
Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat Nurs. 
Nursing Edu., 422 (2-0) 2 
Surgical Specialties 
Nursing Edu., 442 (2-0) 2 
Modern Social & Health 
Movements 
Nursing Edu., 482 (2-0) 2 
A Survey of Nursing Fields 
& Professional Problems 
Nursing Edu., 441 (1-0) 1 
Emergency Nursing & 
First Aid 
Nursing Edu., 141 (0-2) 1 
Die.etics 
FOURTH YEAR 
Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. 
Nursing Edu., 403 (2-2) 3 
Prin. & Prac. of Diotherapy 
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Hrs. 
1 
Jefferson Davis Hospital 
for Affiliation 
(Either Semester) 
.Nursing Edu., 401 (1-0) 
Dermatology & T. B. 
Nursing Edu., 400 (1-0) 
Operating Hoom Tech. 
Economics, 303 (3-0) J 
Survey of Economics 
Sociology, 213 (3-0) < 
Intro, to Sociology 
Nursing Edu., 302 (0-20) S 
Observation & Ward Practice 
FIFTH YEAR 
First Semester Sem. 
Hrs. 
(3-0) 3 Parental Edu., 413 
Child Care 
Education, 333 (3-0) 3 
Modern Meth. in High School 
Nursing Edu., 513 (3-0) 3 
Ward Management 
History, 313 (3.0) 3 
U. S. History 





Elem. Prac. Teaching 
Nursing Edu., 523 
Ward Management 
History, 323 

















Composition & Rhetoric 
Chemistry, 134 (2-4) 4 
Nursing Chemistry 
Nursing Edu., 114 (2-4) 4 
Prin. & Prac. Nurs. 
Nursing Edu., 132 (2-0) 2 
History & Ethics of Nurs. 
Nursing Edu., 153 (3-0) 3 
Anatomy & Physiology 
Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. 
English, 123 (3_o) 3 
Composition & Rhetoric 
Nursing Edu., 122 (1-2) 2 
Bacteriology 
Nursing Edu., 121 (1-0) 1 
Hygiene & Sanitation 
Nursing Edu., 124 (2-4) 4 
Prin. & Prac. Nursing 
Nursing Edu., 142 (2-0) 2 
Nursing Psychology 
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First Semester 






Nursing Edu., 163 
Ana.omy & Physiology 
Nursing Edu., 141 
Dietetics 








Nursing Edu., 372 
Medical Nursing 
Physical Edu., 311 
Freshman Practice 
Nursing Edu., 311 
Case Study 
Nursing Edu., 162 
Materia Medica 








Pediatric & Infant Feeding 
Nursing Edu., 314 
Obstetrical Nursing 
(2-4) 4 
Second Semester Sem. 
Hrs. 
1 Nursing Edu., 361 (1-0) 
Gynecology 
Nursing Edu., 211 (1-0) 1 
Urinalysis 
Nursing Edu., 322 (2-0) 2 
Surgical Nursing 
Nursing Edu., 321 (1-0) 1 
Elem. Pathology 
Nursing Edu., 421 (1-0) 1 
Eye, Ear, Nose & Throat 
Nursing 
Nursing Edu., 441 (1-0) 1 
Emergency Nursing & 
First Aid 
Nursing Edu., 308 (0-20) 8 
Observ. & Ward Practice 
SENIOR 




Nursing Edu., 412 
Sergical Suecialities 
Nursing Edu., 452 (2-0) 2 
Psychiatric Nursing 
Nursing Edu., 400 (1-0) 1 
Operating Room Technique 
Nursing Edu., 308 (0-20) 8 
Observ. & Ward Practice 
Jefferson Davis Hospital, 




(2-0) 2 Nursing Edu., 422 
Medical Specialties 
Nursing Edu., 442 (2-0) 
Modern, Social & Health 
Movements 
Nursing Edu., 482 (2-0) 
A Survey of Nursing Field 
& Professional Problems 
Nursing Edu., 308 (0-20) 
Observ. and Ward Practice 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSE OF STUDY 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 121. See Division of Arts and Sciences 
NURSING EDUCATION 114, 121. Principle, and Practice,Tn„,. 
ing. (2-4) Credit 4 each semester. 
This course gives a clear understanding of the fundamental prin­
ciples of good nursing. Helps to develop the habits of observation sys­
tem economy, manual dexterity, a love for nursing, and pride in good 
nursing technique. 
NURSING EDUCATION 211. Urinalysis. (1-0) Credit 1. II. 
The object of this course is to teach the student to recognize nor­
ma from abnormal urine and the associated pathology with each abnor­
mity. To acquire the laboratory technique and learn the various tests 
employed m the analysis of urine. 
NURSINCOEDUCATION 121. Hygiene and Sanitation. (1-0) Credit 
To impress upon the students the importance of good health and 
formation of sound health habits. Furthermore to recognize the impor-
ce oi the opportunities of the nurse as a teacher of personal and 
ca^EducItion6' ReQUired °f a11 students intending to major in Physi-
NURSING^EDUCATION 132. Ethics and History of Nursing. (2-0) 
anrl int° the students the ethics of Florence Nightengale 
defin t vS \PTUr ^ WitH a formu]ation of a clear and more 
definite philosophy of life. Secondly, from a standpoint of history, its 
™,'V° Merest in nursing as an occupation by acquainting the 
and h r 5r grea.t ?a<ierS °f nursing- its lonS and splendid history, ana ihe traditions and ideals of nursin0, 
NURSING EDUCATION 132, 131. Dietetics. (2-0) Credit 1. 
This course gives the principles and methods underlying simple 
cookery for well and sick people. To familiarize the student with nu-
nhv 6 T !• . °°ds and how t0 Plan a balanced diet according to age, 
physical activities and climate. 
ENGLISH 113, 123. See Division of Arts and Sciences. 
NURSING EDUCATION 142. Nursing Psychology. (2-0) Credit 2. 
-iS Tde t0 acquaint the nurse with the fundamental prin-
s un er ying uman conduct and to develop certain principles for 
dealing with patients professionally. This course also provides a basis 
for subsequent course in psychiatry. 
NURSING EDUCATION 153, 163. Anatomy and Physiology. (3-0) 
Credit 3 each semester. 
To stimulate in the student an interest in and appreciation of the 
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human body as an efficient machine, and to give the students a practi­
cal working knowledge of the structure and function of the normal hu­
man body as a basis for study of hygiene, dietetics, and all pathology as 
well as for safe and intelligent practice of nursing. 
NURSING EDUCATION 162. Materia Medica. (2-0) Credit 2. II. 
Thie course enables the nurse to administer prescribed drugs intel­
ligently and to recognize their effects. It includes the study of the 
source, prevention, actions and dosage of drugs, as well as recognition 
and treatment of over dosage. 
NURSING EDUCATION 331. Drugs and Solutions. (1-0) Credit 1. I. 
To teach the student how to make and use solutions properly. To 
point out the essential value of a thorough knowledge of solutions as to 
strength and therapeutic effect. 
NURSING EDUCATION 311. Case Study. (1-0) Credit 1. I. 
The object of this course is as follows: To enable the student to 
study each patient as a whole. To aid the student in seeking informa­
tion about her patients in an organized and systematic way. To record 
such information so that it has practical value to herself and others. 
NURSING EDUCATION 321. Elementary Pathology. (1-0) Credit 
1. II. 
The course is intended to help the student understand the more 
generally accepted causes of disease, the nature of some of the more 
common disease processes, and the meaning of terms used in describing 
pathological conditions. It should give practical help in understanding 
treatments which are prescribed for patients, the reasons for the various 
specimens required, and the need of special care in securing and pre­
serving them. 
NURSING EDUCATION 322. Surgical Nursing. (2-0) Credit 2. II. 
The object is to give the student a good general knowledge of the 
chief surgical diseases, their causes, symptoms, pre-operative and post­
operative treatment so that she may care for the patient intelligently 
and be of the greatest possible help to the surgeon in promoting recov­
ery. 
NURSING EDUCATION 314. Obstetrical Nursing. (2-4) Credit 4. I. 
It is the intention of the course to give the student working knowl­
edge of the medical care and nursing care of maternity patients from in­
cipient stage of pregnancy through paturition. Three month affiliation 
with Jefferson Davis Hospital in theory and practice of obstetrics. 
NURSING EDUCATION 334. Pediatrics and Infant Feeding. (2-4) 
Credit 4. I. 
Its objective is to help nurses understand something of the physical 
and mental development of the normal children. To teach the care of 
the sick or well children and to plan proper diet for both. Three months 
affiliation in this phase of nursing is given at Jefferson Davis Hospital. 
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NURSING EDUCATION 361. Gynecology. (1-0) Credit 1. II. 
The object is to give a minute knowledge of the anatomy of the 
female pelvic organs, a study of the diseases of same, their causes, 
symptons, medical and surgical treatments, and nursing care. 
NURSING EDUCATION 372. Medical Nursing. (2-0) Credit 2. I. 
The study of general disease is made and special attention is given 
to the causes, symptoms, prevention and treatments of common diseases. 
Secondly, enables students to recognize their symptoms and to see the 
effects of treatment. 
NURSING EDUCATION 441. Emergency Nursing and First Aid. 
Credit 1. II. 
This course is intended to help the nurse adapt her hospital methods 
to emergency situations in accidents of various kinds. To teach quick 
thinking, adaptability, resourcefulness, economy, speed and careful tech­
nique in emergencies. After the completion of this course the student 
is given a Red Cross card which enables her to teach the course under 
the auspices of the American Red Cross. 
N TRSING EDUCATION 422. Surgical Specialties. (2-0) Credit 2. II. 
To teach operating technique in orthopedics, gynecology and urolo­
gy nursing. 
NURSING EDUCATION 421. Nursing in Diseases of the Ear, Eye, 
Nose and Throat. (1-0) Credit 1. II. 
This course is a study of the sense, abnormalities, treatments and 
nursing care of diseases of these organs. 
NURSING EDUCATION 352. Medical Specialties. (2-0) Credit 2. I. 
Objects: (1) To teach the principles underlying prevention and con­
trol of communicable disease. (2) Through a study of causes and 
symptoms a nurse may help in securing an early diagnosis of the case. 
(3) To relate more closely the methods of asepsis to general nursing 
care. (4) To teach the method of handling communicable diseases in 
the home and community. (5) To show the need for education of the 
public in preventive hygiene. 
NURSING EDUCATION 452. Psychiatric Nursing. (2-0) Vredit 2. II. 
The object of the course is to teach the student nurse that Mental 
Changes occur in physically sick patients and the recognition of such 
changes. To give the student nurse an elementary but authentic knowl­
edge of the mental mechanism that initiates conduct, with a view to­
ward increasing the nurse's own mental stability and to develop a keen 
interest in and a more sympathetic understanding of human nature. 
NURSING EDUCATION 482. A Survey of Nursing Field and Profes­
sional Problems. (2-0) Credit 2. II. 
This branch of study gives consideration to the various fields of 
nursing open to the graduate nurse, the problems encountered and the 
methods of meeting them. 
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NURSING EDUCATION 442. Modern Social and Health Movements. 
(2-0) Credit 2. II. 
This course is designed especially for students in nursing education, 
and will cover civic movements, and problems with reference to health, 
public housing, play and recreation, and Americanization. 
MATHEMATICS. See Division of Arts and Sciences. 
INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATION. See Division of Arts and Sciences. 
GENERAL CHEMISTRY. See Division of Arts and Sciences. 
HISTORY, U. S. and Constitutional. See Division of Arts and Sciences. 
NURSING EDUCATION 122. Bacteriology for Nurses. (1-2) Cre­
dit 2. II. 
A general course with special emphasis on nursing needs. 
NURSING EDUCATION 401. Dermatology and Tuberculosis Nursing. 
(1-0) Credit 1. I or II. 
Nursing care of the more common skin diseases, prevention and 
nursing care of tuberculosis. 
NURSING EDUCATION 403. Principles and Practice of Diotheraphy. 
(2-2) Credit 3. I or II. 
The underlying principles of the dietary treatment of diseases to­
gether with their application. 
ECONOMICS. See Division of Arts and Sciences. 
SOCIOLOGY. See Division of Arts and Sciences. 
NURSING EDUCATION 308. (0-20) Credit 8. I or II. 
General Ward Practice. 
NURSING EDUCATION 523. Ward Management. (3-0) Credit 3 
each semester. 
The underlying principles and methods of ward administration. 
PARENTAL EDUCATION 413. See Division of Arts and Sciences. 
EDUCATION 333, 203. See Division of Arts and Sciences. 
EDUCATION 463. Mental Adjustment. See Division of Arts and. 
Sciences. 
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ENROLLMENT 
REGULAR SESSION—1935-1936 
ABBREVIATIONS: Ag.—Agriculture; A. & S.—Arts and Sciences; 
H. E.—Home Economics; M. A.—Mechanic Arts; N. E.—Nursing Edu­
cation; I. A.—Industrial Arts. 
"Indicates that student attended first semester only. 
"("Indicates attendance during second semester only. 
FRESHMEN 
Name Division Address". 
Adams, Abbie S Ag — Oakland! 
Adams, Fred E -A. & S Montgomery/ 
Adams, Lloyd Leonard -Ag - Seguin 
Adams, Thay Myrtle H. E Bryan 
Ainsworth, Jess Williard Ag Mt. Pleasant 
Alexander, Aaron C -A. & S. - Cleburne 
Alexander, Byron Hamilton M. A. Kilgore 
Alexander, Hawthorne Ag Italy ^ 
Allen, Herron Marie -H. E. Malakoff 
Allen, Ollie A. & S. Houston 
Anderson, Ruby L „H. E. Houston 
Archia, Ernest Alvin A. & S Houston 
Armstrong, Lacy Mae H. E Houston 
Askey, Dennis Ulysses A. & S. Fort Worth 
Atkins, Augustus Ag. Jefferson 
Ayers, Mabel Lois ..II. E Houston 
"Babbs, Robert A. & S. Galveston 
Bailey, Eula Mae .A. & S Beaumont 
Bailey, Robert H A. & S San Antonio 
Baker, Doris Jean -H. E Dallas 
Battles, Willie Lee H. E Dallas 
Bauknite, Luther Donald -M. A. Bryan 
Bell, Adell Louise A. & S Longview 
t Berry, Tom Calvin A. & S - Dallas 
"("Blair, Celestus ~.....Ag Willis 
Blocker, Clarence L -A. & S — San Antonio 
Bohman, Waddell Emmanuel _M. A San Antonio 
Boone, Frank A. & S. Galveston 
Boone, Langston L A. & S Galveston 
Booth, Katie Marie H. E. Dallas 
Boyd, Mary Laruth A. & S Houston 
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Name Division Address 
i'Boze, Calvin A. & S Goose Creak 
Bradford, Vernon Bryant Ag ; Angelina 
Bradshaw, Golden Marjorie H. E Denison 
Branche, Edna M ,.N. E Brookshire 
Bremond, Reuben Shannon A. & S Austin 
Bright, Gerald A _A. & S Beaumont 
Britt, Alton _H. E. Waxahachie 
Brown, Ada Baby Ray ...... A. & S Houston 
Brown, Jessie Mae ...H. E ; Dal'as 
*Burks, Roscoe Ag. ...„ Nigton 
•"Butler, Ivory Dell ..H. E Chester 
Bynum, Thomas Baron _M. A ..--Orange, N. J. 
Cade, John Ag — Jasper 
Cade, Sam Rudolph A. & S Houston 
Campbell, Ida Marie H. E Somerset 
Canty, Audra D ..H. E Bellville 
Carter, Dorothy N ..A. & S. San Antonio 
Carter, Lillie M A. & S Galveston 
*Castleberry, Ulysses R .A. & S Tyler 
Cay, Gladys Lee N. E Sealy 
Charlton, Charles H A. & S. Beaumont 
t Christian, Maxine Elaine H. E Austin 
City, Alvin Roland .M. A Austin 
Clark, Annie Lee H. E _ Dallas 
Cleaver, Lowell Henry „M. A Prairie View 
Cleveland, Bernice Louise _H. E Houston 
Cochran, Willie Calloway .A. & S San Antonio 
Cole, Alfred —*Ag. ..— — Kilgore 
Cole, Austin Frank ..M. A Okmulgee, Okla. 
Cole, Frank Ag Arp 
Coleman, Nannie Georgia H. E Cleburne 
* Collier, Nellie .A. & S Neches 
""Collins, Mrs. Glendale JEL E Hempstead 
•fCollins, Horace. H _Ag. Dime Box 
Collins, Marie Jeraldine H. E Houston 
Conley, Myrtle H. E Palestine 
Conner, Willie Beatrice H. E _ Brenham 
Cormier, Dalton E .Ag Beaumont 
Crawford, Jack Howell Ag TpYarVana 
Crawford. M. E __A. * S HZTsZAnt,™ 
Crawford, Theresa Fhae A. & S Taylor 
Criner, Louie J -Ag Athens 
Cumbo, Willie James A. & S Jacksonville 
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Name Division Address 
*Curl, Georgia Oretha H. E. - Nacogdoches 
t Davis, Clarence Hubert M. A Waxahachie 
Davis, Clinton -A. & S .' Tarboro, N. C. 
Davis, Johnnie Mae -A. & S Washington 
Davis, Martha Lee N. E. Nome 
Dawson, William Matthew A. & S Houston 
tDotson, Stanley Grant A. & S Austin 
*Douglas, Wilson L Ag Jefferson 
Duke, Eloise D —A. & S Longview 
Durham, George Ag ... Fort Worth 
Durkee, Nadine Juval H. E Henderson 
Ellison, Frances A A. & S Houston 
Engrum, Edwinner H. E j^TDeRidder, La. 
Everhart, Jerone Lavert ~.M. A Longview 
Finley, Booker T .M. A ...... Jacksonville 
Fleming, John Frankye A. & S Longview 
Flemings, Milton Baker .Ag. Fulshear 
Fleming, Novella H. E Dallas 
Fleming, Odell Estella H. E Houston 
•"Flewellen, Howard Leonza A. & S Terrell 
Flowers, Helen D H. E Dallas 
Fontenot, Lula Marie A. & S Beaumont 
Ford, Mary Etta A. & S Washington 
Foster, Corine Marie H. E Hearne 
Fowler, Dannia E H. E Tyler 
Franklin, Estella Mae .H. E Edna 
Franklin, Gussie Vereice A. & S Beaumont 
fFranklin, Herbert Thompson M. A Beaumont 
Gibson, Tommie H. E Oakwood 
Godfrey, Bernice Noyle H. E Houston 
*Goff, Idell N. E Fastville 
Goode, Evelyn E A. & S Beaumont 
Goodlow, Lilyan Juanita H. E Kerens 
Goodson, Barney Stephen .A. & S Houston 
Goodson, Frank Newton A. & S Yoakum 
Goree, Sallye E N. E .l^Simsboro, La. 
Grace, Annie Lee H. E Prairie View 
Graham, Marian Eloise ., N. E Athens 
•"Grant, Leon A. & S Beaumont 
Gray, Verde L H. E Franklin 
Grays, Harrison Wellborn Ag Bryan 
Green, William Howell .Ag Bryan 
•"Greenwood, Myrtle A. & S Houston 
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"Griffin, Eugene William -A. & S Brenham 
Griffin, Wilma L A. & S San Antonio 
Hall, Mearlean Joyce ..H. E Palestine 
"Hall, Thomas Ag Taylor 
Hammond, Monzella Elizabeth A. & S Austin 
t Harden, Nathaniel A. & S „ Dallas 
* Hardeman, Curlee Ag Gilmer 
Harper, A. D Ag. Atlanta 
Harris, Alene Sylvester N. E Chapel Hill 
.Harris, Mable Lee -N. E Beaumont 
Harrison, T. Samuel, Jr „A. & S Austin 
Harrison, Velma B ...H. E Beaumont 
Harvey, Elliot Lafayette M. A Houston 
Harvey, Ernest -Ag Waco 
Hayden, Edgar I _Ag Crockett 
* Hemphill, Susie A. & S Columbus 
Henderson, Cleophus Ag Terrell 
t Henderson, Layee Bobbie .M. A Austin 
Herron, Augustus R ....A. & S fDenver, Colo. 
Hill, Mable Beatrice _H. E Port Worth 
Hobdy, Lucy Mae ~H. E. Greenville 
Hodge, Robie Lee H. E Dallas 
Hollins, Arntie Edward A. & S San Marcos 
Hollingsworth, William P Ag Waxahachie 
Hopkins, Arnold Burl A. & S Houston 
Ploward, Willie Beatrice .N. E Texarkana 
* Hubbard, John W. Ag. Smithville 
*Huey You, Albert Ag Fort Worth 
Hunter, Frances Willette _N. E Dallas 
Jackson, Jewel Fern A. & S Dallas 
Jackson, Willa Juanita .H. E Lexington 
Johnson, Agnes Elizabeth H. E Texarkana 
Johnson, Daniel Lawrence ..Ag Pittsburg 
Johnson, Eartha Mae ...N. E Houston 
Johnson, Gladys M A. & S. San Antonio 
Johnson, Joe Lee Ag Taylor 
"Johnson, Pearline ..A. & S Dallas 
Jones, Camille Lindsey »H. E Fort Worth 
Jones, Casey Ag Long Branch 
Jones, Eva Belle H. E Terrell 
Jones, Frankie Lee H. E Cnrsicann 
tJones, Irene H. E Groesbeck 
Jones, Lark Richardo A. & S Houston 
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Jones, Littie La Willie ...N. E Dallas 
"Jones, Melvin Ag. Jacksonville 
Jones, Robert Evans Ag McGregor"' 
Jones, Roosevelt M. A . Houston 
Jones, Woodrow Fisher M. A. Huntsville' 
"•Jordan, Frances N. E Brozoria" 
"Jordan, Henri M H. E Houston 
Jordan, Vivian Beaver A. & S Fort Worth 
Kaffie, Ivan William -M. A Houston 
Kelly, Elwood G Ag — Cameron > 
Kirk, Robert Lee Ag Somerville 
Kuykendall, Evelyn Florence H, E Houston 
Land, Velma Lee - -N. E. Tyler 
tLavert, Floyd L -Ag Bivins 
Lawshe, Byrd Loraine H. E San Marcos 
*Lee, Edward A A. & S Fort Worth 
Lee ,Wilmer James M. A Houston 
Lewis, Johnnie Kemple Ag Beaumont 
Lewis, Roscoe Warfield Ag Beaumont 
Lincoln, Porter C Ag Queen City 
Livingston, Mattie Bell H. E Kirby1-
Livingston, Traswell Cartelyan Ag Kirven • 
Locke, Celeste H. E Wolfe City'' 
Lockhart, Robert William A. & S. — Houston 
Loeb, Wilhelmina H. E. Port Arthur 
Lucas, Charles Ag Bay City 
fLusk, Benjamin Ag Oakwood 
Lyons, Elmo Ag Jaser 
Manning, William Hayes A. & S Austin 
Martin, Ruth U H. E Alto 
"Mason, Commie Lee N. E. Port Arthur 
Mason, Lucy M H. E Huntsville 
Matthews, Ellouise Wester H. E — Houston 
McBay, Dorothy 0 A. & S Mexia 
"McCaffer.y, Joseph J M. A ...A. Chicago, 111. 
McCowan, Mary Elizabeth - A. & S »— Athens 
McDaniel, Doyle Lee -Ag. Benchley 
McDow, Dela M. H. E Goliad 
"MoGlothen, Hattie A H. E — Huntsville 
McMahon, Leroy Ag Wiergate 
McMichael, Robert Oscar Ag Nacogdoches 
McMillian, Lemmon C A. & S. Dallas 
McNeil, Edna Mary .-L E Ennis 
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fMcNeil, James H Ag Earns 
McRuffin, Eddie Pearl ...H. E Fannin 
Mead, Claudine Izella H. E Victoria 
*Miller, Gladys Marie H. E Plantersville 
Mitchell, John Louis .A. & S Yarboro 
Molette, Burnette .N. E. Beaumont 
Money, Ruby Jewel H. E. Somerville 
Moore, Maggie B H. E. Dallas 
t Moore, Maurice -A. & S. Fort Worth 
^—Moore, Ulysses Ag Texarkana 
*Morris, Blanche M H. E Bryan 
Moss, Lucille I A. & S. Sherman 
*Moureaux, Lee M. A Beaumont 
Neal, Nadine Jo Dell A. & S Longview 
O'Neil, Emmit Leon M. A — Bryan 
Owens Frank William M. A Smithville 
Palmer, Orie Doris H. E Galveston 
Parker, Harriette Bernyce N. E Stanford 
*Parks, Faye M H. E Wichita 
Parrish, Johnnie Mae H. E. Wortman 
Payne, Robert L .M. A San Antonio 
Pemecost, Norma Malissa A. & S Houston 
Peppers, Cleophus H. E Terrell 
Petteway, Joe A .A. & S Sargent 
Phillips, Daisy Bell N. E. Galveston 
tPickett, Osborne A. & S. Houston 
Pierce, Consuella Wyona H. E Wiergate 
Fierce, Oscar Edison M. A Bryan 
fPleasants, Theola Orealia ~H. E Houston 
Polley, Hazel Lee - ..H. E Center 
Porter Mable Helen H. E Dallas 
*Porter, Sarena Bernice H. E Waxahachie 
Powell, Thornwell A. & S Beaumont 
Powell, Allison B A. & S Temple 
L^Powell, Rivers Jonny Ag Houston 
Proffitte, Jewell Eugene H. E Hearne 
tPruitt, Bernice Myrtle H. E Marshall 
Pruitt, Fred Douglas A. & S Fort Worth 
Pryor, Juanita Mabel A. & S. Sulphur Springs 
*Punche, Albert Ag Fort Worth 
Ragston, Rachel Marie ..H. E Hempstead 
Randall, Zxlema Berryissa A. & S Prairie View 
Randall, Artie T A. & S .^Oklahoma City, Okla. 
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Ray, George Anthony „A. & S. Dallas 
Ray, Lucy Prudence H. E Giddings 
tRayford, Robert Willie A. & S 7'prairie View 
TReason, Minnie _H. E Houston 
Redd, Corine Lenore A. & S ."'.""Beaumont 
Reeseman, Erias Bernadette A. & S. . r)„n 
Rhodes Rosa Lee H. E JlZZZZTchirero 
I u' , T A> & S Denver, Colo. 
Richardson, Rosina R _A. & S. Houston 
Ricks, Mignon Louise A. & S Taylor 
Robbins, Margaret L .A. & S I" Bav Citv 
Roberts, Tollie B A. & S Dallas 
Robinson, Thelma Louise H. E Ennis 
Rogers, Marguerita Jean H. E Yoakum 
Ross> Joseph Lawrence Ag Huntsville 
Routte, Geraldine Rose „A. & S Houston 
Sadberry, Jewel Ag "" ' Gause 
Sanders, Lee Dora H. E ....... Galveston 
^—Sanders, William Melvin Ag Groesheck 
Shannon, Monroe A A. & S Houston 
Shelton, Fred Donald A. & S Dallas 
tShelton, Susie A. & S Brenham 
Shields, Jesse Jarvis ...Ag Houston 
Sibley, Willie Allen ..A. & S Nacogdoches 
Simon, Leo Mack A. & S Beaumont 
Sims, Deloris H. E Oakland, Calif. 
Smalley, Ida Mae H. E Hempstead 
Smith, Albert, Jr M. A Beaumont 
Smith, Neola Yvonne H. E _ Tyler 
Smith, Paul Lawrence A. & S Canton 
Smith, Ulysses Samuel A. & S Fort Worth 
Smith, William Arthur A. & S Houston 
fSmith, Willie Ray Ag Denton 
Stanley, Johnnie M. A p0rt Worth 
*S arks, Fannie D H. E Houston 
*Stell, Renova „A. & S. Dallas 
Stevenson, Willie Ag Gainesville 
Stewart, Mariella H. E .-^Lexington, Ky. 
tStokes, John Wesley M. A Houston 
Storms, Vivian Louise A. & S Fort Worth 
Stratton, Libbie Cleo - ...A. & S. Houston 
Tabor, Leon Johnnie ...-M. A San Antonio 
Taylor, Charles Andrew A. & S. Dallas 
\ 
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Taylor, Edwin B. M. A. Goliad 
Taylor, Eula Mae —A. & S. Wichita Falls 
Taylor, Hobart, Jr A.. & S. Houston 
Thomas, Lucille Bea _N. E Mexia 
Thomas, Moss Curtis —Ag. . Ennis 
Thomas, William A _M. A Houston 
£>-Thompson, Gilon Henry Ag Malakoff 
Thompson,' Johnnie Walter .M. A _. Bryan 
Thompson, Mary Constance A. & S. Port Worth 
Thompson, Myrtle Alice -A. & S. 35an Francisco, Calif. 
Todd, Thelma G .H. E. Nacogdoches 
Tompkins, Arnetta M _H. E Fort Worth 
Tompkins, Inez Juanita ,.H. E Houston 
Vaughns, Ruby Lee „H. E Brookshire 
Viola, Traversia J A. & S Houston 
^ *Waddy, Jack -Ag. Wharton 
Walker, Gladys Ophelia .A. & S Dallas 
Walker, Rudolph _A. & S. Dallas 
Walton, Emmitt Judd Ag Somerville 
Walton, Horace Scott -Ag Nacogdoches 
*Walton, Thressiadel H. E .... Jefferson 
tWarren, Joseph T .A. & S. <Meadville, Pa. 
Washingion, Alsenia Carissa A. & S Highbark 
Washington, Clyde Ola .H. E Palestine 
Washington, Hester Delmarise H. E. Fort Worth 
*Washington, Hattie Marie A. & S Houston 
Watkins, Verdelia A. & S /Evanston, 111. 
Weathersby, Grace Lillie H. E. .1... Dallas 
West, Lydia Inez H. E. Beaumont 
^•Westbrook, Carl U .Ag Galveston 
White, Naomi Veauta .A. & S ; Mineral Wells 
*Whitehouse, Mamie V A. & S Beaumont 
Whitfield, Jarvis B .A. & S Houston 
*Whitfield, Alius M. A Dallas 
tWhitfield, Toussaint Phillip -M. A .^...Greensboro, N. C. 
Whiting, Dorothy Mae A. & S Washington 
Whiting, Wilhelmina A. & S Washington 
Whitley, Viola Marie H. E Corpus Cristi 
tWiggins, Lillian T H. E. Bay City 
*Wiginton, Flavious M. A Dallas 
tWilborn, Albert Jimpson M. A Lincoln 
/I * Wiley, W.-S Ag. Mexia 
Wilkerson, Courtney B H. E Houston 
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Williams, Albert R M. A. Houston 
Williams, Catherine Louise .N. E Houston 
Williams, Dorothay L ...H. E. Weirgate 
Williams, Evelyn Ruby H. E Dallas 
Williams, Flossie JI. E. Victoria 
Williams, Jewel Mae H. E Fort Worth 
Williams, Jonathan E A. & S. Cleburne 
{.Williams, Melvin Clifford Ag Fort Worth 
tWilliams, Trigg M. A. Taylor 
Williams, Terrell ..Ag. Giddings 
Williamson, James Hilliard „Ag. Neches 
tWilson, Armanda Ann _..H. E Washington 
Wilson, Dorothy M „ H. E Houston 
jWinn, Leonard Ag Mdisonville 
Woodard, Mary Lee H. E _ Cedar Lake 
Wright, Mable Louise H. E Forreston 
Young, Dave A. & S Sargent 
Young, Robnett H. E Itasca 
Younger, Mureil Ersalyn ...H. E Lubbock 
. Younger, Opal Lois A. & S. Lubbock 
SOPHOMORES 
Adams, George Lobis ~Ag. Jefferson 
Adams, Julius Henderson ..Ag Cuero 
Adams, Lionel Joseph M. A Montgomery 
Albert, Thelma Marie „H. E. Ennis 
Alexander, Novella ,.H. E Dallas 
Allen, Victoria Lorraine .H. E Huntsville 
Anderson, Edison Holmes A. & S. Kaufman 
Anderson, Lavenia _H. E. Sealy 
Bagwell, Lawrence Reuben Ag Houston 
Bailey, James Thomas A. & S. Austin 
*Baldridge, Edward ,..._A. & S. Bay City 
Barnwell, William Motte -Ag Fort Worth 
Battles, Willie Lee - _H. E Dallas 
Benjamin, Lumpkin Calier .A. & S Dallas 
Board, John Armour .M. A. Liberty 
Booker, Claude Othello .A. & S San Antonio 
Boykin, Cornelia Victoria .H. E. Angelina 
Brazelton, Etta Lee H. E Waxahachie 
Brown, Walter Chatam _A. & S. San Marcos 
Buckner, Lillian Rita A. & S Houston 
Burns, Jim Henry _.„...Ag. Grapeland 
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Campbell, Willie Bee A. & S. Austin 
Carpenter, Helen Augusta —H. E Nacogdoches 
*Carr, Gladys L H. E. Dallas 
"Carter, Willie James Ag Kirven 
Chatham, Frankie Henry H. E. ^Denver, Colo. 
Cleaver, Emuel Eugene ...Ag Prairie View 
"Collier, Edna C H. E Austin 
Collins, Johnnie Rowena .H. E Mexia 
Collins, Matthews Bryant ™Ag Houston 
Collins, Myrtle Philomena „H. E San Antonio 
Dacus, Alton Ag 1 Jasper 
Daniels, Eunice Ag Cameron 
Davis, Clarence Hubert ...M. A. Waxahachie 
Davis, Essie Mae H. E. Bryan 
Davis, Evelyn Jean H. E. Kingsville 
Davis, Juanita H. E. Nacogdoches 
Davis, Louis Connie Ag Houston 
Desso, Vivian Velora A. & S Beaumont 
Dixon, Georgia Lee H. E. Bryan 
Dizer, Wade Douglass Ag Paris 
Duplantier, Jessie Secelia A. & S San Diego, Calif. 
Duval, Lillian Ellene A. & S Chapel Hill 
tEvans, Gertie Emayne A. & S Washington 
Flemings, Mable Lois H. E Houston 
"Foster, Maitie Ree H. E Tyler 
Francis, Henry Edward ...A. & S Houston 
Freeman, Ruth Loretta ...H.y E Liberty 
Gilder, Maudie Charles A. & S Beaumont 
Glosson, Alonzo Calvin Ag San Antonio 
Glosson, Gus -A. & S — San Antonio 
Goldthwaite, Rogenia Anola H. E Waxahachie 
Green, Dorris A.. & S. Overton 
Greer, Massie Lee ...H. E Centef 
Guest, Rosa Gonzell A. & S Ardmore, Okla. 
Hadnot, Bennie Elaine A. & S. Bessmay 
fHall, Anthony Bob A. & S Beaumont 
Hardeway, Hazel L _H. E Ponta 
Hardin, Beatrice Mary Jane H. E. Fort Worth 
Harper, Mrs. R. V. H. E Wortham 
Harris, Inez Delores N. E Houston 
Hatchett, Mrs. D'eola Scott H. E. Prairie View 
Hathaway, Velma H. E Taylor 
Hayes, Luther Taliaferro Ag Jefferson 
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Hembry, Winifred A. & S. Lewisville 
Henderson, William A. & S. Mexia 
Henry, Frank J. ..A. & S Kingsville 
Howell, Estella Genevieve H. E — Ladonia 
Howell, Marian Louise A. & S. Smithville 
Hubbard, Hezekiah Lee Ag .'. Smithville 
Hubert, Harvey Tom ...M. A Brenham 
Huderson, Tomie Dee A. & S Taylor 
Hurdle, Irving A. & S Austin 
Hynson, Lyman A. & S Dallas 
Idlebird, Napoleon .Ag Benchly 
Inman, Bernice Louise .A. & S. San Antonio 
Jackson, Byrdie Francis A. & S. Galveston 
Jenkins, Lloyd A. & S Longview 
"f Johns, Eldridge M. A San Antonio 
Johnson, Marilyn Francis .H. E. Houston 
"Johnson, Marion I. .M. A Longview 
Johnson, Tomihye Madelyn H. E. Hearne 
Joiner, Os.a Mae -A. & S. Dallas 
Jones, Eula ui.ae H. E. Wortham 
Jones, Leslie Olva M. A. Schulenburg 
Jones, Ruth Ella A. & S Fort Worth 
Jones, Sallie Lorraine H. E Ennis 
Jones, Verna Beatrice H. E Caldwell 
Jordan, Demolesta Marjorie A. & S Houston 
t Jordan, Rena Mae H. E Bellville 
Kaffie, Ivan William -M. A Houston 
Kemp, Mollie Mae H. E Hempstead 
Kennedy, Joe Edwin .A. & S Mexia 
tKeller, Freddie Jewell H. E. Dallas 
jvoontz, Albert Clifton A. & S Fort Worth 
Lambert, Mildred A. & S Austin 
Lane, Lois Harvey H. E Brum 
Lee, Zeola Marie - -H. E — Dallas 
"Lilly, Alma Lee H. E - Hempstead 
Lilly, Pauline Doris H. E Hempstead 
Lockett, Jewel Mae A. & S. Houston 
Louder, Margaret Artelia A. & S Dallas 
Luper, Evelyn Prince —A. & S Houston 
Madison, Ruby Laura H. E. Elgin 
Malone, Thelma, Louise H. E Houston 
Marion, John Henry A. & S — Beaumont 
Iharshall, Elzenobia H. E Texarkana 
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Mayfield, Ernest Green ..A. & S. Beaumont 
McCarter, Martilla A. & S. Beaumont 
McClure, Foster Donald —-Ag. Nacogdoches 
McDaniel, Walter .Ag Benchly 
McDonald, Falonia Iris A. & S Beaumont 
McDonald, Geneva Levene A. & S Powderly 
McDonald, Gwendolyn A. & S Milford 
McDonald, Lloyd Garrison A. & S Milford 
*McPhaul, Ruth Ellen -H. E „ Bastrop 
Means, Evelyn Delores ...,H. E Fort Worth 
Mercher, Herbert A. & S. - Dallas 
Mickens, Mrs. Novella H. E Prairie View 
Milker, Odessa — H. E Dallas 
Mitchell, Ethel B H. E Texas City 
•Moore, Catherine A H. E. .... Texarkana 
Morris, Mureil Lee A. & S San Antonio 
Moss, Pauline Bernice „H. E Goliad 
Musgrove, Irvin Ulysses Ag Hempstead 
Normand, Michell Williard A. & S. Beaumont 
Palms, Thelma Dorothy A. & S iTLake Charles, La. 
Parker, Theresa C ..H. E ; Rosebud 
Pemberton, Alonzo Bertram A. & S Dallas 
Penn, Jeffery Catherine H. E Waxahachie 
Perkins, Andrew Jerome Ag Trinity 
Pe.ers, James Westly M. A Dallas 
Peterson, James Edward M. A Fort Worth 
Polk, John H M. A Yoakum 
Poole, Dussie \g Cameron' 
Portis, Rudolph A.. & S Calvert 
Pruitt, Gladys Hortense _H. E. .-"Houston 
Prudhomme, Johnita A. & S Beaumont 
Prater, Stephen Allen W. A. .... Galveston 
Raibon, Julia Anita e Tyler 
Randle, Matthew W Ag Nacogdoches 
Randolph, Eugenia H. E La Grange 
Rainey, George A. & S San Antonio 
Reed, Mamie Vivoloro A. & S Houston 
Redus, Carlly Lee Ag. .... ..... Palestine 
Reeves, Elnora V H. E Palestine 
Rhone, Frieda Estella A. & S Prairie View 
Richardson, Gladys H. E Beaumont 
Ross, John D Ag Troup 
Routt, Arthur Ag Chapel Hill 
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tRussaw, Carl -Ag Gilmer 
Sanders, R. A Ag Yoakum 
Scot., Audrey W - - -A. & S Hempstead 
*Seale, Erma - _H. E Jasper 
Session, Andrew .A. & S Fort Worth 
Shavers, Maurice Harold -A. & S Longview 
Shirley, Etholia Leuna -A. & S San Antonio 
Smith, J. T M. A Palestine 
Smith, Portia E A. & S Houston 
Sneed, Thelma M -A. & S - - Fort Worth 
Sorrell, Myrtle Jean -A. & S - Hungerford 
Spigner, Leoma Elois H. E - Calvert 
Stanley, William A. & S — Fort Worth 
Sterling, Ernest S Ag Littig 
Tatum, Elois Olive A. & S — Wichita Falls 
Taylor, Charmaine E H. E Houston 
*Teague, Helena Olivette A. & S Somerville 
Terry, Festus Ag. - Crockett 
tThomas, Anita A. & S Fort Worth 
Thomas, Gladys I H. E Dallas 
Thoma's, Hobart Ogden A. & S. Houston 
Thomas, Willie Bernice H. E — Dallas 
Timmons, R. B A. & S Lufkin 
Todd, Clifton A. & S - Dallas 
Towles, Golden T ~H. E - Texarkana 
Townsend, Vivian Lela H. E San Antonio 
Troity, Virginia Ruth .H. E Nacogdoches 
Tucker, Westerfield A. & S Missouri City 
Walker, Tommie L A. & S z—Chicago, 111. 
tWallace, Naomi Edna A. & S Calvert 
Walton, Johnnie Mae H. E -. Hempstead 
Warbington, Amelia H. E Dallas 
Washington, Annie Lenora H. E ^Pensacola, Fla. 
Webster, Illistine A. & S Dallas 
Wedgeworth, Harry —Ag — Itasca 
Westbrook, Milas Maralan M. A Fort Voith 
•White, Girtha Mae —H. E Texarkana 
White, Henry W. Ag Gonzales 
White, Marguerita Edna H. E Houston 
Williams, Donamerhle A. & S Houston 
fWilliams, Ethel Mae -H. E Dallas 
Williams, Florence H. E Fort Worth 
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Meridith, Ernestyne Byrd -H. E Temple 
Middieton, Hussie L -Ag Caldwell 
Middleton, H. M., Jr A. & S Houston 
fMoody, Richard Aaron -A. & S Giddings 
Moore, Lottie Vee .A. & S Beaumont 
*Moore, Rowland Luke -A. & S Port Worth 
Moss, Mozelle Gwendolyn .A. & S San Antonio 
Muckleroy, Eula M .A. & S. Texarkana 
Myers, Ewitt S Ag Houston 
Myers, W. B .A. & S San Antonio 
Nash, Eunice M A. & S Galveston 
Nelson, Zeophus Lee —H. E "Tittle Rock, Ark. 
Nickerson, Doris Rhodora _.H. E Houston 
O'Brien, Mary Lois H. E Beaumont 
Patton, Edward E. A. & S trEsist Chicago, 111. 
Pedescleaux, Vivian Inez H. E. Eagle Leke 
Perkins, Ben Etta .N. E Hearne 
Phillips, Ella Louise A. & S Cleburne 
Phillips, Jessie Maye H. E Bryan 
Porter, Thaddeus G ..M. A Sherman 
Powell, Gladys Lewis H. E Dallas 
Proffitte, Ellen Maurice .H. E Hearne 
Pry or, B. J Ag. ........ Sunny Side 
Rand, Anna Belle _H. E Lodi 
f Rhone, Carrie Lee A. & S. Prairie View 
Rice, Mrs. Jessie T H. E Houston 
Richarson, Leon A A. & S Houston 
*Richardson, Robert M. A. & S Houston 
Riley, Mildred J. N. E Franklin 
*Roberts, Lorealia G H. E Brenham 
*Roy, Cecile L U. E ............ Houston 
Runnells, Jo Leatha .H. E Mineral Wells 
Russell, Fannie Mae A. & S Fort Worth 
Rutledge, Irving Walter Ag Bishop 
Rutledge, Lorenzo .Ag Bishop 
Sadberry, Alonzo Jarone ...Ag Gause 
Sadberry, Mrs. Charles A. & S Jacksonville 
Sadberry, Mable Delores H. E Benchley 
Sayles, C. Felton -Ag. Kingsville 
Scott, Bennye Lee A. & S Austin 
tSeay, Willie Gerald A. & S ______ Honey Grove 
Simpson, Estus Essie Ag. Ledfetter 
Simond, John Ag .-. ...... Lufkin 
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A & S ~ Little Rock Ark. 
Sloan, Maceo Arch bald A & Gainesville 
Smith, Giles Douglass Ag. _ Texarkana 
Smith, Herman T A. & S Knni, 
Smith, Jessie £ Hearne 
Smith, Ora Mae J N. E Gilmer 
Starr' }• tJ V A & S — San Antonio 
2 j -
SES ST* t s: :=r:=:=:=r™ 
Thomas, Edna Ordelle N. • ; Houston 
Tinner, Mary Lee A. & S Navasota 
Todd, Glondine Vivian A & S Hemnstead 
Toliver, Elvis Vivian H. E. Me.Kinnev 
Tyler, Lillian Josephine H. E. DeKalb 
•Vaughn, Rubye L A. & S ^ 
Vallery, Alfred A- 61 _ , f-w , » p. c Beaumont 
Valien, Helen A. & S Houston 
Watkins, India A & S Jefferson 
Weaver, Morris _ , tt r,,,, .v, 
Westbrook, Alice C A. & S - • or 
Wheeler, Ruby Celia A. & S Houston 
White, Charles Edward -A. & S. 
Whitley, Hazel Lee -A. & S 
Dallas 
- - _ . . « _ Manning 
Wiley, Herman Benjamin -Ag ,„rt Worth 
Williams, George Harrison M. A x 
Williams, Thelma L H. E Houston 
Wilson, Nannie E H. E —— ̂  
Wvatt, Bessie M —•—E 
SENIORS 
Alton, Mrs. Constance Goodson -JL E. Texarkana 
Avery, Leonard Olton .<A. & S ••• a . , , a pT q .. San Antonio Bailey, Ernest A A. & S T,ibcrtv 
Barrett, Annie L -H. „ n 
Barrows, Bryan H., Jr -A. & S 
*Batteau, Sutton M A. & S. °r 
Bell, Earnest Franklin »M. A e* 
•Bell, Pinkston M. A - Houston 
Bell, Velma Mae H. E Houston 
Beverly. Bernice Viola A. & S. 
Black, Timothy O M. A Pn,. , 
Bland, Reda Lee - A. & 
San Antonio 
Houston 
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Xrme Division Address 
Boothe, Donnie Lee TL e Center 
Biittain, Lot ie Herbert A. & S Dallas 
*Callahan, Mrs. Thelma M A. & s". ' Z corp'us" Christi 
Campbell, Ella Mae A. & S Austin 
Campbell Madeline Ida N. E XXayette, La. 
Canada, Dock Ag Chester 
TCaraway, Finis M. A Tenaha 
Carpenter Francis M. A Prairie View 
TClater, Marie A. & S Prairie View 
Cleaver, Ella Jewell TI. E Prairie View 
Coffey, Dons Lee A. & S McKinney 
Co eman James H Ag Cuero 
Collins, Rudolph W A. & S El Paso 
Cunningham, Elbert Marion Ag Bryan 
Dansby, Annye B. Moore „H E TCilo-ore 
TDansby, Lera H _H E. ZZZZZZZZZZ. Tyler 
T David, Jessie Gladys „H. E Mexia 
Davis, Julia D -N. £ IZ ZZZIZ" Houston 
Dawson, Alzuma Louise A. & S Columbus 
Dean, Olivia Mildred _ _A. & S Galveston 
Dennard Clarence Leroy ..A. & S ^ Chicago, Ind. 
Dixon, Sevella H. E Dallas 
Dorsey, \inella Jean -A. & S Marlin 
Douglass Mrs A. F H. .K Caldwell 
Poster John Moses A. & S Dallas 
Franklin Ann Eloise -A. & S Prairie View 
pI0& ' Z°y a ^ ® UEdwards, Miss. 
Garner, Vivian Ardell ,A. & S Dallas 
Gibson, Lorene H .p , , 
r> A, T ^ - Oakwood Gibson, Ruth Lee a Xt a „ , 
r ,, T, . A- & b Galveston 
Golden Ruih H.-E Wharton 
Gore, James Howard -A. & S ^St. Louis, Mo. 
Green, Whitlowe R. A. & S Houston 
Giundy, Eloise Patricia .. A & s q \ <-r. n . T San Antonio Guess, Connie L., Jr ^ w f 
Hansboro, Ferdinand King E. Dallas 
Harden, Emily C A. & S Dallas 
Haws, Maurice Arvey ... A & S 
Herald, A. C I. ™ X J 1 - H 3 
Hill, Damon Herbie _M A 
Hoyt, Willie Vivian a & S" v " Zt°n 
Hutchinson, Blossom a |s Nacogdoches 
Jackson, Edward Alvin ZZa! t S. ZZZZZZZZd *WoS 
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Name Division Address 
Tj p Marshall 
tJames, Mrs Alberta H. K. - Longview 
Jeffery, Har ey • McKinney 
Johnson, Charles Harris A. & S T,lfU-in 
Johnson, Ethylen Austerme H. E.^. Houston 
Johnson, George Edward A. & S -• gan Antonio 
Johnson, Lorenzo V A. & * Caldwell 
Jones, Andrew D. Ag. ... XZZI....... Galveston 
Jones, Edward Zack A. & Caldwell 
Jones, Mary Z. • Mexia 
Kennedy Dorothy Francis H. E prairie view 
Kilpatrack Carhe W —£ £ ~ Mexia 
Kissam,' William Lowell Ag McGregor 
Landry, Lelia Elvera A. & S San Antonio 
' . , T A & S Beaumont Leaven, Thelma Inez A- ® ° 
. ' T , MA Houston Lee, Chilton, John ivi-
LeGendre, Emma Theresa A. & S ••• - "v#* 
Love, Ruth Eleanor -A. & S -/Los Angeles Calif. 
Lowery, Mrs. Vivian E A. & S San Antonio 
Martin, Jerry L M. A - ryan 
• Marshall, D. M Ag ~ ®r*n?.®r 
fMayo, John Wesley Ag Melletsville 
Millard, Ethelbert Wellington A. & S Hous on 
Millard, Sidney Sommerville, Jr...A. & S Houston 
Milligan, James Monroe M. A Sherman 
Modisede, Julia B N. E Lufkm 
Montgomery, Jesse L Ag - en ^son 
Morris, Frank J A. & S aco 
Mosbv, Lucille Thompson H. E Austin 
Muckelroy, Mrs. Mattie Lee H. E Prairie View 
O'Brien, Odessa Elois H. Eh Beaumon 
Oliver. Josenh Greene A. & S aco 
Penson, Ercelle Shield H. E a !n 
Perkins Lee A. & S Dallas 
Perrino,' Grace Lavenia A. & S Columbus 
_ M A & s Houston Perry, Flora T A- 61 ™ , TTT ,, _ ,, „ 0 MA Fort Worth Petty, Grayson, R ivi-
Phillips, Lawrence Leonard Ag aco 
Polk, Ruby Helen H. E •— ,°USTX 
Pollard, William Buster A. & S .f^vanston, 111. 
Porter, Hugh A A. & S Da as 
Powers, Evelyn J A. & S a a>5 
Prater, Grant Allen A. & S Ta ves on 
J 
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ulham, Jessie Wilmer w „ 
Pam?"' Lr°nnie R -^Oklahoma City, Okla. 
Ramsey, Jewel L Ag' Tvler 
Rotfs; Eucy Mabir::: •£' is — K^vine 
Routt, Ludell Thelrna f- lyons 
-ayles, Earnestine Helen ~t' 
Scott, Eddie William E- -
Scoit, Lloyd E. & S. 
Sellers Tom ElizaQTl t f S 
' ePai'd, Madey M " S 
tShopshire, Johnnie B f' & S 
Shute, Viola Elizabeth t' t S 







Pauline .. TT „ 
th, Ethyel M, 
Yoakum 
Crockett 
Smith, William H & S Waco 
fStewart, Mrs. SabValTcIrl ~— 
Stmson, Ophelia Alverta t t* 
Stone Rhetta Cabrere J 5" -
' tutts, Annie Bernice 
Summers, Esterlyn G. f * S- ~ 
-ally Margaret Mozell f S" ' 
Tamplm, Dorris A" & s 
Taylor, Frances E?"II 
Ag. 
-H. E. 
"Taylor, Fred M & S. 
Thibodeaux, Audrey""^"."".! ^ A 
ihomas, Charles Y ^ S-
I pchurch, Ray Q A 
Walton, Gladys MarP E 
W atson, Leonidas . E 
*Westbrooks, Pearline" 
Whiting, Hattie Mae TT 
Wilkins, Juanita Helen E' ~~ 
^Rlams, Catherine Leta~ f f ~ 
Williams, Dazerine & S" 
WiHiams, John Henry ' E 
Williams, Juanita Doris 'I 
Willi ams, Madison L 
Wi liams, Samuel Bud f' & S" 





















A. & S 
Vyatt, Celestine 
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Name Division Address 
SPECIALS 
Adams, John E M. A Fort Worth 
f Anderson, Votie Melvin A. & S Marshall 
*Brooks, Wylma ,.H. E Long Branch 
Clytus, Curtis Leroy -M. A Lawton, Okla 
tCollier, Milton .M. A Little Rock Ark. 
fConner, Mrs. J. O. A _A. & S Prairie View 
tDabney, Edward Leonard JVL A Prairie View 
Dailey, James Elridge Ag Prairie View 
Derry, Johnnie M -N. E San Antonio 
fDouglas, Eliot Matthew .M. A Hubbard 
fFord, Louis Edward M. A Louisville, Ky. 
*Fuller, Edith W A. & S Prairie View 
Fuller, Harry Edward M. A Prairie View 
tGooden, Xavia Martha H. E Beaumont 
Holden, Alma A. & S Houston 
Houston, Hazel Silvester H. E Huntsville 
King, A. M M. A. Crockett 
King, J. L M. A Mexia 
Moten, Eloise Lois H. E Roswell 
Odom, M. C M. A Weirgate 
Pentecost, John Wesley M. A Kilgore 
Pittman, Fay L A. & S Gonzales 
*Preston, Annie C „.A. & S Prairie View 
Pryor, Beatrice N. E Sunny Side 
Randle, Marie Hubert M. A Brenham 
Rowan, Iola Winn A. & S Prairie View 
Session, Curtis C. M. A Fort Worth 
Scott, Agnes Maddox A. & S Atlanta, Ga. 
Smith, Armstead Bishop .H. E Fort Worth 
Summers, Willya Sarita H. E San Antonio 
Watson, Mattie A N. E Corsicana 
Win. ton, Erma L H. E Houston 
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SUMMARY OF ENROLLMENT 
Summer Session—1935 First Term 
M &F A\T mH v' M A' N E" Totals Tota,s 
Senior 25 115 qo a F F M F Grand 
Jun'or 20 133 24 0 ?9 ^ J 8 67 173 240 
Sophomore .„..13 85 6 o Z 7 50 219 269 
Freshman H 19 5 n 2 9 0 21 149 170 
Specials ig 10 35 0 6 21 n 1 16 32 48 
21 0 5 74 21 95 
Totals 87 362 102 w o " 
<211 39 0 21 228 594 822 
Summer Session—1935 Second Term 
^ A . & S .  A g r .  H E .  M .  A .  N .  E .  T o t a l s  T o t a l s  
Senior 33 86 32 0 c;7 M F F M F Grand 
Junior i6 £ 32 °Q 57 9 9 12 74 155 229 
Sophomore ... 6 63 fi n 0 13 31 191 222 
Freshman ........ 3 12 3 J ™ ° ° 9 12 m 123 
Specials 10 11 n ' 1 0 1 ? 20 27 
— _ 11 ° 9 ^ 0 5 28 29 57 
Totals 68 290 64 fTTs^ ™7 
185 20 0 31 152 506 658 
SUMMARY OF ENROLLMENT 
Regular Session 1935-36 
MA"f T mH p " E. Totals Totals 
Seniot- 31 36 „ " F F M F Grand 
Junior 34 44 „„ 39 13 0 12 61 78 139 
Sophomore 36 40 36 n no 7 ° 13 64 97 161 
Freshman 59 54 S o ill 11 ° ° 90 117 207 
Specials 1 6 l 9o 32 0 22 158 181 339 
^TT~j — 3 14 2 2 47 13 30 
Is 161 180 144 l 254 84 o 1 " 404 84 2 49 390 486 876 
V 0 
<\ 
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I N D E X  
A 
Athletics 25 
Academic Information 26 
Admission 26 
By Examination 26 
To Advanced Standing 27 
As Adult Special 27 
As Irregular Student 28 
Attendance and Absence, Class 31 
Application for Degree 35 
Agriculture, Division of 38 
Department of Instruction 38 
Graduation Requirements 38 
Summer Session 38 
Agriculture Education, Outline of Course of Study 38 
Agriculture Two-Year Collegiate Course, Outline of 
Course of Study 38 
Description of Courses 41 
Arts and Sciences, Division of 44 
Requirements for Graduation 44 
Major and Minor Requirements 45 
Degrees 45 
Course of Study, Outline of 45 
Department of Education 46 
Major and Minor Requirements 46 
Description of Courses 47 
For Elementary Teachers 47 
For High School Teachers 47 
General Education 49 
Psychology 50 
Geography 50 
Department of Physical Education 51 
Major and Minor Requirements 51 
Description of Courses 51 
General Courses Required of All Women 51 
Advanced Courses 52 
Correlated Courses 54 
Non-academic Requirements ....... 55 
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INDEX—Continued 
Department of English 
Major and Minor Requirl^' 55 
Description of Courses 55 
For Freshmen 55 
For Sophomores 55 
For Upperclassmen 56 
Department of Mathematics 57 
Major and Minor Requireme^ 57 
Description of Courses 58 
Department of Modern ForefoIT" 58 
Minor Requirements gUages 59 
Description of Courses 59 
Department of Military 59 
^ Description of Courses 60 
department of Music 60 
Requirements 61 
Advanced Standing IT' 61 
Course of Study, Outline of 62 
Description of Courses 62 
Choral Music 63 
Band Music 66 
Organizations 66 
Honorary Society 66 
Natural Science Departments 66 
Biology 67 
Chemistry 67 
General Science II 68 
Geology 71 
Physics 71 
Social Science 71 
B 
Board and Maintenance 
Biology, Department of ..III 
I IrSpymf c 
72 





Calendars, 1936 3 
Committee, Prairie View IIII 4 
Classification 7 
Courses, Adding and Dropping 31 
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IN DEX—Continued 
Class Attendance and Absence 31 
Certificates 35 
First Year 35 
Second Year 35 
Issuance of 36 
Fee 36 
Extension of 36 
Trade 36 
Courses of Study, Outline and Description of 37 
Chemistry, Department of 68 
Description of Courses 69 
Credit, Unit of 37 
Course Numbers 37 
D 
Directors, Board of 7 
Discipline and Government 24 
Deduction 31 
Degrees and Diplomas 32 
Degrees, Application for .. 34 
E 
Equipment 49 
Division of Agriculture 19 
Division of Arts and Sciences 20 
Natural Science Laboratories 20 
Library 20 
Division of Nursing 21 
Division of Home Economics 21 
Division of Mechanic Arts 22 
Expenses 26, 28 
Examinations 33 
Absence from 33 
Condition 33 
Mid-semester 34 














Key Deposit ..... 30 
go 
Failing to Pass .... _ 33 
G 
Grade Points 
Graduation Requirements 04 
Government, Description of Courses 78 
viiaduation with Honors „. 
Grading System ZZ 
H 
History of Prairie View 
Hazing 
History, Description of Courses 
Home Economics, Division of .... 
Requirements for Degree 






escriprion of Courses: Applied and Related"A r t ; ' Child 
OneeInd°Tentvand <?ealth; F°°ds: Clothingi House 81-82 
•L r ™ Courses: Beauty Culture; Dress Mak-
mg, Cooking; House Maids 00 
Hospital aci 
Honors, Graduation, with I4 
Information, General 
Information, Academic ..." 17 
Incomplete Class Work 26 
32 
L 
Location of Prairie View 
Library 17 
M 
Majors and Minors 
Military Science 45 
Matriculation, Late 60 
30 
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INDEX—Continued 
83-100 Mechanic Arts, Division of 
. ,. 84 Objectives 
Required Courses 
Two-Year Courses 
Special Students 8 
Admission 8,1 
Graduation Requirements 86 
Outline of Courses 86-89 
Description of Courses 89 
Automobile Mechanics - 89 
Broom and Mattress Making 89 
Carpentry ... 99 
Drawing - 94 
Electricity — 94 
Engineering 99 
Extension Courses 94 
Laundering 94 
Machine Shop Practice 94 
Masonry 9^ 
Painting - 9>> 
Plumbing 96 
Printing 96 
Shoe Making 97 
Stationary Engineering 98 
Tailoring and Garment Making 98 
Trades and Industrial Education 98 
Wood-Working 99 
N 
Nurses, Expenses for 29 
Nursing Education, Division of 100 
Admission Requirements 100 
Outline of Course of Study 101 
Description of Course of Study 105 
O 
Officers, Non-resident Administrative 7 
Officers of Administration 8 
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IN DEX—Continued 
Physics, Department of 
Description of Courses ..... 71 






Religious Influences 4 
Registration, Order of 24 
Refund 28 
Reports from the Registrar 31 
Requirements, Graduation .... 34 
Requirements, Special (Engilsh, Arithmetic^ 34 
34 
Social Science, Department of 
Major and Minor Requirement III II 




Transcript of Records 30 





Unit of Credit 28 
37 
V 
Veterinary Science 
20, 44 
X-Ray 
21 
